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ABSTRACT

This thesis offers readings of several slash (i.e. homoerotic) fanfiction narratives
produced and shared online by members of the Harry Potter fandom. I argue that an
understanding of slash fanfiction must be grounded not, as commonly suggested in the
literature on slash, in binaristic and essentialized assumptions about the coherence of
categories of gender and sexuality, but instead in a highly contextualized consideration of
the canon text, fans’ shared desires for that text, and a collective memory which, in Potter
fandom, centers on diegetic trauma. Through embodied encounters with online texts, the
protracted practices of queer reading, and the (re-)telling of queer(ed) stories, the
subjectivity of fans changes: slash texts and fandom interactions enable fans not just to
read but also to speak differently, to potentially narrate themselves queerly in ways that
challenge traditional framings of coherent and legible desire and embodiment.
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CHAPTER 1
“Single white wizard seeks same”: Textual Desire, Slash, and Queer Re-Vision(s)
in the Harry Potter Fandom
“Words can only be read and understood in relation to the context in which
they are articulated, and even then only partially. [...] Within this
conceptualization of language, identity becomes an act of storytelling
constructed through memory, naming, and shifting language practices.”
--Juana María Rodríguez, Queer Latinidad
“‘Don't you want to touch? Or would it make things too queer?’ [asked
Draco.]
Harry bit back a laugh. He didn't see that anything could make this more
queer.”
-- GatewayGirl, Response to Perposterice prompt #116:
“Hermione and Draco become head boy and girl stuff happens.”1
When the movie adaptation of Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban was
released in 2004, more than one critic read the film’s opening sequence as a metaphor for
masturbation: Harry, age thirteen, lies in his bed surreptitiously practicing magic under
the covers while his suspicious uncle bursts in repeatedly, trying to catch Harry “in the
act.” When Harry succeeds in his spell, a burst of white light spreads from under the
sheets to fill the room and Harry lies back down with a self-satisfied smile, the spell
dissipating just before Uncle Vernon throws open the door once more. To some viewers’
eyes the sequence was perfectly innocuous; to others it was rife with the kind of sexual
themes unexpected in a movie ostensibly geared towards children. Nor was this sequence
the only one: later in the film, when Draco Malfoy blows an origami crane to Harry
1

Preposterice (http://www.livejournal.com/community/perposterice/) is an online community which writes
spoof fanfiction based on other fan authors’ grammatically flawed summaries.
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during one of their classes, more than one slash fan read the gesture as a metaphoric blown
kiss.
Slash, a term derived from punctuation in the abbreviation “K/S” which Star Trek
fans used to indicate homoerotic stories about the characters of Kirk and Spock, is now
used to denote any fan-produced story which deals with homoerotic themes. Fanfiction is
a term for unpaid stories written by aficionados of a movie, book, TV show, or other
mass media source product based on the characters and/or world of the source product.
Within the universe of fanfiction, there are many kinds of writing, and not all deal with
homoeroticism, nor exclusively with male homoeroticism. Slash about women, for
example, is usually named separately as femslash, and though it is often hosted on the
same archives as male-centric slash, it enjoys far less popularity.
While the breadth of scholarship on slash in earlier fandoms like Star Trek has
made K/S a widely recognizable signifier, the acronyms of the Harry Potter fandom-HP/DM, HP/SS, SB/RL† 2--still read as an impromptu code, virtually meaningless unless
one knows the names of characters in the series. Literacy in Internet fan culture requires
one to participate in an ongoing decoding of references that, to the uninitiated, seem to
have no apparent referent. This is a subculture where being an “insider” matters not just
for belonging, but for establishing basic intelligibility, and where each fandom deploys
fanfiction codes in a uniquely nuanced way.
The phenomenon of fanfiction provides an inlet into questions of perennial
interest in the fields of literary and cultural studies: questions of readers’ interactions with
2

Initials of characters in popular slash pairings: Harry Potter/ Draco Malfoy, Harry Potter/Severus Snape,
Sirius Black/Remus Lupin. The † symbol designates a term which appears in Appendix A: Glossary and
Abbreviations.
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texts, of the tensions between high and low culture, and of the circulation and
consumption of mass mediated products. Slash fanfic centers questions of gender, sexual
desire, and embodiment, and the medium of the Internet through which these fan
produced texts are circulated links the study of fanfiction to the work of scholars and
critics in new media studies. Given the breadth and diversity of these theoretical
traditions and of the homoerotic fan-produced texts available online, a useful and nuanced
inquiry into the phenomenon of slash fanfic as it exists today must be attentive to
fandom-specific concerns. Hence this thesis takes as its focus one of the largest and most
vibrant fandoms today, that of Harry Potter. Over the next few pages, I will attempt to
briefly illuminate the anatomy of Harry Potter fan culture online and to map some of the
key cybercultural spaces through which fans interact.3

The Journey from Platform 9 3/4(.com): An Overview of the (Online) Potterverse
The Harry Potter canon--that is, those works “officially” produced or endorsed
by author J.K. Rowling--currently consists of six books in a promised seven book series
and four movie adaptations. The series follows the adventures of Harry Potter--an
orphaned boy raised by his Aunt Petunia and Uncle Vernon--from the summer of his
eleventh birthday through his career at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. On
the eve of his eleventh birthday, and despite his aunt and uncle’s herculean efforts to
prevent the discovery, Harry learns that he is a wizard, that his parents were wizards as
3

Though my discussion of online fan cultures is limited to the HP slash fandom, fans’ participation in fan
culture rarely stops at the borders on a single fandom. Many fans participate in more than one fandom
simultaneously, and user interfaces online are, therefore, generally utilized in multiple fandoms as well as
for concerns far afield from those of fan culture. Also, while many of the terms and trends introduced here
have resonance across multiple fandoms, it is important to emphasize that different fandoms have different
“personalities” and different thematic foci.
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well, that they did not in fact die in a car crash as he has been told, but rather were
murdered by an evil Dark Lord named Voldemort, and that Harry’s own inexplicable
survival on the night of his parent’s death has made him one of the most famous people in
the wizarding world. But though it seems as if Voldemort was vanquished on the night
when he attacked the Potters, we soon learn that he’s far from gone for good: his repeated
attempts to return to power coincide with Harry’s coming of age, so that it seems an
almost foregone conclusion that Harry will fight him. The series thus sets up an epic and
episodic battle between good and evil--Harry is allied with Albus Dumbledore,
headmaster of Hogwarts, while Lord Voldemort (called by most wizards simply “YouKnow-Who”) has his followers, the Death Eaters.
Even the space of Hogwarts school, a sort of microcosm for the larger wizarding
world, is compartmentalized into a topos of good and evil. When students arrive at the
school in their first year, they are sorted into houses by a magical hat which judges their
traits and places them into appropriate houses. Of the four Hogwarts houses, Gryffindor,
Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw and Slytherin, two are of central importance in the text:
Gryffindor (Harry’s house, for those students who are particularly brave) and Slytherin
(for those students who are particularly cunning and ambitious). Well before Harry’s
initial arrival at school, we have indications of Slytherin’s “dark” character. When Harry
first meets Draco Malfoy, the boy who is to become his school nemesis, his nearimmediate dislike accompanies Malfoy’s disclosure that “I know I’ll be in Slytherin, all
our family have been” (Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, hereafter SS, 77) and with
Draco’s unabashed bigotry against students with non-magic (Muggle†) parents. Malfoy is
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smug and spoiled and leaves Harry feeling “strongly reminded of Dudley” (SS 77), the
cousin he has grown up with who personifies the archetype of the arrogant spoiled bully.
Soon after, Harry learns from the Hogwarts gamekeeper, Hagrid, that “There’s not a
single witch or wizard who went bad who wasn’t in Slytherin. You-Know-Who was one”
(SS 80).
On the opposite side of this Manichaean divide is Gryffindor house, which boasts
Dumbledore as former member and, we learn later, was the house that both of Harry’s
parents were in during their days at Hogwarts. Also in Gryffindor house are the
characters who become Harry’s best friends: Ron Weasley, son of a poor “pureblood”
wizarding family with very different politics than the Malfoys, and Hermione Granger,
whose parents are both Muggles but who fast proves herself as the best student of their
year.
Online, this architecture of the wizarding world is taken up by Harry Potter fans
in a variety of ways. Among the weblogs hosted by livejournal.com†, for example, there
are many user communities organized around the Hogwarts houses. Communities like
Hogwarts Elite, Hogwarts Sorting, and Hogwarts is Home4 are based on an elaborate
process for sorting potential members into their appropriate houses in which they then
interact. There are also quizzes available online to sort respondents based on their
answers to questions ranging from “What is your inner animal?” to “What is your opinion
of Lord Voldemort?” Using HTML code, the results of these quizzes can be presented on
a user’s web page or posted in a blog, and it is not uncommon for fans to reference their
4

<http://www.livejournal.com/community/hogwarts_elite/>,
<http://community.livejournal.com/hogwartssorting/>, and
<http://community.livejournal.com/hogwartsishome/profile>, respectively.
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house affiliation as a way of situating themselves within the fandom or indicating their
favorite characters. Livejournal provides not just blog-based communities but individual
weblogs for its users, and fans have utilized this technology as a means for distributing
and collecting their stories as well as meeting each other online.5
Outside of the framework of weblogs, Yahoo!groups, which work like public
listserves or group mailing lists, are broadly utilized by fans. A search of Yahoo!groups
for the words “Harry Potter” returns nearly 8500 groups while “Harry Potter slash”
returns more than 200 (www.groups.yahoo.com). When users subscribes to a
Yahoo!groups list, they gain access to the archived posts sent to the list in the past and
may also elect to get new postings delivered to their inbox. Depending on the group, the
content of postings might include fanfiction and “meta”--discussion of the dynamics of
book or movie canon, of character motivation, or of the story’s diegetic world--or
fanfiction alone. Many of these Yahoo! lists are associated with a searchable web archive
where fans can search for formerly posted stories by author, pairing, genre, or rating.
Additionally, other slash fiction archives operate independently of mailing list groups,
allowing registered fan authors to submit their stories directly to the archive where others

5

Other blogging communities like Insanejournal, Greatestjournal, and Journalfen exist as well, but
Livejournal is by far the most prolific in fan use, though it is used by both fans and non-fans alike. As of
May 13, 2007, Livejournal boasted 12,923,597 accounts total, 605,251 of which have been updated in the
last seven days, and 67.2% of which specify the user’s gender as female. The vast majority of livejournal
users give their age as between 14 and 25 years old (http://www.livejournal.com/stats.bml).
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may find and read them.6
The wide variety of uses Harry Potter fans make of online community spaces has
implications that are resonant offline as well. In “Harry Potter and the Fan Fiction
Phenomenon,” Lelia Green and Carmen Guinery suggest the importance of cyberspace
interactions to the success of Harry Potter as a whole: “Publicity relating to [Rowling’s]
‘starving in a garret’ background is not sufficient to explain the HP/Rowling grip on the
popular imagination.... Instead it is arguable that the growth of HP fame and fandom is
directly related to the growth of the Internet and to the middle class readers’ Internet
access” (para 6). They note that, according to the timeline of the Harry Potter canon,
Harry, born in 1986, would have turned 14 in the year 2000, and if we assume that the
book’s target audience is made up primarily of Harry’s contemporaries, those readers are
then de facto members of a generation for whom “the only thing more famous than
HP...[at the turn of the millennium] was the Internet itself” (para 9).
Indeed, it is nearly as difficult to think of the Harry Potter fan phenomenon
without the Internet as it is to think of it outside a framework of adolescence and coming
of age. Only a few critics remarked on the possible masturbation metaphor in Prisoner of
Azkaban’s opening shots, but virtually all of them had something to say about the actors’
6

While a discussion of specific fanfiction archives and their policies is beyond the scope of my discussion
here, it is important to note that not all archives welcome slash or adult material. Fanfiction.net, for
example--a large multi-fandom archive, and a site dubbed “The Pit of Voles” by some fan authors who find
the writing posted there to be particularly sub-par--specifically excludes stories containing explicit sexual
material under its Terms of Use. Despite this stipulation, Fanfiction.net currently hosts over 310,000
stories in the Harry Potter fandom alone, many of which involve same sex pairings without graphic sexual
descriptions, and many of which are stories about heterosexual romance (“het”) or that involve no overt
pairing at all (“gen”). It is worth noting that in the past two years the online infrastructure most often
utilized by fans has shifted away from listserves and towards livejournal. A recent attempt to count the
number of LJ users involved in fandom (not just Harry Potter fandom, but media fandoms at large) tallied
30,000 in just over three days. (See the livejournal community Fandom_Counts.) Whether Livejournal
will continue as the hub of fandom activity in the wake of a sudden round of account deletions, dubbed
“Strikethrough ‘07” by fans, remains to be seen.
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and character’s passage through puberty. Richard Corliss, in a review provocatively titled
“When Harry met Sirius,”7 wrote, for example, that the lead actors, “[u]ncertain in their
first films [...] are comfortable with the camera now, and have grown into their roles as
into their maturing bodies. That is appropriate, for this episode is a parable of puberty-of boys bursting into young manhood, when the sprouting of hair and the deepening of
voices are exciting and threatening. No lad is fully prepared for this convulsive rite of
passage, not even a Hogwarts wizard--of Harry's generation or the one before” (para 4).
And according to Owen Gleiberman,
When we last saw Harry Potter on screen, he was going through a bit of an
awkward phase. Stretchy and pale, the bespectacled young wizard, played
by a sprouting-into-adolescence Daniel Radcliffe, appeared to be touched
by a force--puberty--as unruly as any otherworldly spell. But in Harry
Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, Harry has come out the other side of
his growth spurt and looks all the better for it. He's leaner, more
handsome, and bolder than before, and that's true, as well, of the movie
itself. (para 1)
There’s an implicit awkwardness in these descriptions, and it seems to be far less about
the pubescent body itself than about the discomfort of the reviewers who have been
required to view it. The threat of sexual chaos looms large and threatening, and it is with
some relief that the audience can mark the apparent passage of Radcliffe (and Harry’s)
childhood: having arrived safely on the lee side of puberty, it implicitly becomes safe to
acknowledge Harry as a “leaner” and “more handsome” sexual being. That embarrassing
7

An astute slash fan might well read this title as a reference to the veiled sexual tension between Harry and
his godfather, Sirius. In one of the film’s concluding scenes, Sirius kneels before Harry, cups his face in
his hands, looks at him with eyes shining, and says, “I expect you’re tired of hearing this, but you do look
so like your father.” Given how often Sirius Black and James Potter’s relationship is written as an overtly
sexual one in slash fic, this critic’s play on the title of the romantic comedy When Harry Met Sally would
certainly be enough to make slash fans titter.
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cultural artifact of a body in transition (here from the sexual “invisibility” of the child to
the sexual visibility of an adult, though as we will see later, bodies in transitions of all
kind are a common theme in Harry Potter texts, and Radcliffe’s passage into sexual
adulthood is not so neatly or swiftly resolved) can be tucked away once more into the
shadows where viewers can easily manage to look away. Indeed, the expectation, unstated
but implicit, is that the viewer should look away, that to look too long at these bodies
(alternatively adolescent and half-human) is tantamount to perversion. And yet among
slash fans, there are those who do look--too long and with more than “appropriate”
interest.
In the reviews cited above, sexual maturation seems to be the theme of the day,
and if we were to presume a readership comprised largely of Harry’s (Muggle) peers,
sexual maturation might be read as holding equal cultural significance for them as well.
But while Harry has aged only one year at a time in each of the books, the span between
publication of the novels has allowed Harry’s peers to outstrip him: at the end of the
sixth book, released in the summer of 2005, Harry is nearing his seventeenth birthday,
while “his erstwhile-contemporaries have already left school or are about to graduate to
University. [At the end of book five,] HP is yet to have ‘a relationship’: his fans are
engaged in some well-informed speculation as to a range of sexual possibilities which
would likely take J K Rowling some light years from her marketers’ core readership”
(Green and Guinery para 17).
These themes of puberty, adolescent sexual angst, and coming of age are central to
the Harry Potter canon. By pairing adolescence with questions about Internet use, and
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readers’ lived experiences, Green and Guinery point us in a useful direction. However, not
all fans of Harry Potter are his generational contemporaries--as the existence of
communities for adult Potter fans indicates, the books’ readership and the fan base
extends far beyond children8 --and the prominence of the Internet in young people’s lives
(like the mythos surrounding Rowling’s humble beginnings) does not give sufficient
consideration to the literary text which keeps fans reading book after book. There is no
one unified explanation for what keeps such a diverse group of fans so engrossed with
Harry Potter, and it is not my intention to try and explain the staggering popularity of the
Harry Potter books and movies. At least for slash fanfic writers and readers, however, the
(queer) erotic possibilities of text and subtext must be seen as one draw, as are the
spectacles of trauma that figure so centrally in the characters’ pasts. I will return to these
points later. First though, it will be useful to examine some of the key trends in research
on slash fanfiction more broadly to see how the Internet, and its centrality to the Potter
fandom, necessitates a reframing and reorientation of critical attention.

A Slash Studies Time-Turner
Neither fanfiction nor slash originated with the World Wide Web; however the
Internet has made possible a vibrant and distinct life for fanfiction communities: no longer
dependent on APA’s† (amateur press associations) for hard copy printing of fics, or on
preliminary face to face meetings at fan conventions, the infrastructure of the Internet-hypertext, email, blogs, multi-user message boards, etc.--has been appropriated by fans to
8

See, for example, Harry Potter for Grownups (http://www.hpfgu.org.uk/) as well as the many fanfiction
archives like RestrictedSection.org that require age statements from their users.
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facilitate the sharing and dispersal of fan authored texts. In the process, fans are writing
and reading into existence a new understanding of their bodies, desires, and selves which
integrates their offline/“real life” (RL†) experiences with their participation in fandombased erotic communities. As Vivian Sobchack writes, “in the most profound, socially
pervasive, and yet personal way [...] objective encounters [with the phenomena of
computer technologies, networks of communication, and the texts they produce]
transform us as subjects” (67 emphasis in original). I would argue that when these
technological interfaces are utilized for expressions of dissident sexual desire, as is the
case with slash readers and writers, their user’s subjectivity is even more deeply, perhaps
even indelibly, transformed.
The structure of online interfacing prompts a new set of questions about slash
authorship and the expressions of desire in Internet fan communities. The conventional
wisdom about slash writers and readers--generated largely by ethnographic studies of
slash fan communities in the 1980’s and early 90’s--is that the vast majority are women,
many of whom identify as straight. The advent of the Internet and its utilization for fan
community spaces makes compiling evidence for such claims about contemporary fandom
demographics difficult. Some assertions can be made with a fair amount of certainty:
those fans who participate in online fandom must have access to a computer and to the
Internet; they must also have enough leisure time to read and/or write fanfiction, “meta”
discussions, or both;9 and, for the purposes of this thesis, they must know enough

9

While these two factors certainly imply a minimum level of socioeconomic status, when compared to the
resources required to travel to the weekend-long fan conventions that characterized pre-Internet fandoms,
access should be seen as having increased with the shift to online communities.
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written English to communicate with other English-speakers over a text-based interface.10
Beyond this, however, much will be conjecture. Spending time in slash fan communities,
one gains a sensibility of who the fans are “in real life” through hearing the identities that
they claim and the ways in which they claim them, but it is largely up to each community
member to elect what information to divulge about him/herself, at what time, and in what
ways to announce it.
Since I began participating in online slash communities in the fall of 2000,11 I’ve
found that some of the conventional wisdom resonates with my sensibility of who slash
fans are while some does not: most fans do present themselves as being female bodied and
female identified offline. Many are straight identified, but many identify as lesbian,
bisexual, or queer. A few identify as male-bodied gay or bisexual men, and I know of a
handful of transmen, not all of whom are out in fandom spaces online. Some, one gets the
impression, are fabricating information about their lived identities; others are (or appear to
be) “telling the truth.” They are of diverse ages and education levels. Not all are American;
more than a few live in England and across Eastern Europe. They are not uniformly
situated on the political spectrum, although they tend to be supportive of LGBT rights.
But though they sometimes mention age (I’ve heard, in different forums and at different
times, people claim ages from 14 to 68) and occasionally make mention of their economic
means, they seldom talk overtly about racial identities or personal experiences of racial
10

There are, certainly, non-English speaking HP fans. The novels have been translated into several different
languages, including French, German, Italian, Spanish, Latin, Polish, Russian, and Urdu, and there is
fanfiction written in languages other than English. On occasion these fanfics are translated into English by
a bilingual fan, as English fanfics are sometimes translated into other languages as well. Non-English
based fan communities are, however, beyond the scope of my study.
11
My fandom participation began with Lord of the Rings slash and has subsequently included Pirates of
the Caribbean, Queer as Folk (U.S. version), Iliad and Odyssey-based “classics slash”, CSI: Las Vegas,
and some “real person” or “actor fantasy” slash, as well as Harry Potter.
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discrimination.
This knowledge about slash fans is ultimately based on conjecture, on my “sense”
of other participants in slash fandom, culled from the way they speak of themselves
outside of their fic writing and the concerns which they explore within the fanfiction they
write. However, when it comes to online communities in which most people will likely
never meet face-to-face, the sense one has of one’s fellow fans, that is, their represented
identities, is as important and as “real” as their embodied identities. To try and ferret out
who fans “really” are offline would reproduce a hierarchal conceptual split between online
and “real life” that subsumes the importance of the former to that of the latter.
Additionally, such a focus distracts us from a more interesting and compelling set of
questions about the representations of bodies in--and hence, implicitly, the expressions of
desire that are constructed through--the narratives which slash fans craft. Like the debate
(which we shall see shortly) over what readings of a text are authentic and real, the
question of fans’ “authentic” identities and enacted (versus represented) bodies is
something of a red herring. Instead, the relationship between online and offline
presentations of the self must be seen as complex, integrated, and nonhierarchical, for as
Sobchack writes, “technology is never merely ‘used,’ never merely instrumental. It is
always also ‘incorporated’ and lived by human beings who engage it within a structure of
meanings and metaphors in which subject-object relations are cooperative, coconstitutive, dynamic, and reversible” (68). The identities and desires of slash writers as
slash writers have as much, if not more, to do with the textual expression of one’s self and
one’s desire made salient through the medium of fanfiction online than they do with one’s
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embodied quotidian experiences and identity.
This has not, however, been the sentiment behind most of the published literature
on slash fic. Because “slashers,” as a rule, write about men who have sex with men, and
because the fan authors are often not themselves male-bodied, the bulk of available
research into the phenomenon of slash writing seems to have centered on asking why
women would want to write such stories--erotic stories about “gay men.” Works like
Mirna Cicioni’s essay “Male Pair-Bonds and Female Desire in Fan Slash Writing” mark
the troublingly essentialized binarisms which can be derived from this starting point.
Analyzing slash from The Professionals and Inspector Morse fandoms Cicioni
writes that “The ‘happy ending’ formula of both heterosexual romance and slash fits
perfectly the description of what has been identified by psychology researchers as a
typical female fantasy pattern” (171 emphasis mine). She goes on to say that “In slash
texts, women’s desire for nurturance is eroticized and displaced onto masculine bodies.
This displaced identification can be traced back partly to the male-dominated nature of
society (and women’s alienation from their own bodies) and partly to the fact that men
are the main object of heterosexual women’s erotic interest” (172 emphasis mine).
Implicit in Cicioni’s argument is a set of assumptions not just about essentialized gender
but about embodiment as static and unproblematized. “Masculine bodies” and “feminine
bodies” are written here as two poles in a binary opposition where to be a woman means
not having or identifying with a “masculine body.” But isn’t that something of a gentle
euphemism to begin with--what is a “masculine body,” anyway? A strong muscular
body? A body without breasts? With narrow straight hips? A body with a penis?
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Though Cicioni shies away from saying it, the implication of her words is small
mystery. After all, we are speaking of slash fanfic, a genre that would, as we shall see,
sooner hang its head in shame than fail to adorn the male genitals in florid and flattering
prose. The model Cicioni has here set out is much like that which Sandy Stone describes
in a different context: “The mysterium tremendum of deep identity hovers about a
physical locus; the entire complex of male engenderment, the mysterious power of the
Man-God, inhabits the ‘germ glands’ in the way the soul was thought to inhabit the
pineal. Maleness is in the you-know-whats. For that matter, so is the ontology of the
subject” (Stone 289). “Masculinity” appears as embodiment for Cicioni, and neither
performativity, textuality, or subjectivity has anything to do with it. In her analysis, the
work done by slash fanfic has been folded back into a framework of normative gender
binaries--there is nothing exceptional or radical about the stories slash writers tell; they fit
perfectly, in Cicioni’s words, into the typical female fantasy pattern. If it weren’t for the
“male-dominated nature of society,” that typical femaleness would remain in its “proper”
place, attached to “feminine bodies,” not displaced onto the bodies--and genitals--of men.
Slash, for Cicioni is a kind of cultural dirt: not matter, but rather (to paraphrase Mary
Douglas) desire out of place.
To greater or lesser degrees, the published literature on slash tends to fall prey to
this troubling logic of gender binaries. If research into slash fandoms begins with the
question of why straight women write about “gay” men and what women get from
reading about gay men’s sex, the implicit diametrical opposition between the categories of
straight woman and gay man is left intact.
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Further, when research is motivated by questions like Camille Bacon-Smith’s, “I
wanted to know why a group of women so obviously intelligent and so involved in
commercially published science fiction would spend so much of their time pursuing an art
form that earned venomous disdain on one hand and no hope of financial reward on the
other” (283), assumptions about women’s embodiment and desire are complicated by a
second set of assumptions about “appropriate” levels of engagement with popular culture
texts and about what constitutes productive and “worth while” work.
In “Slashing the Romance Narrative,” Anne Kustritz summarizes John Fiske’s
argument about the implicit class dynamics of spectatorship: “He states that
entertainment products are designated around a class system in which lower-class
spectacles require interaction and upper-class arts demand appreciation. The tradition
behind certain spectator practices of the lower classes has always encouraged audience
participation [...while upper-class] spectatorship is encapsulated in the production of
attending and being seen in attendance” (375). Kustritz goes on to argue convincingly that
fan’s interactions with popular culture texts transgresses the boundaries of these
prescribed levels of engagement--fans care “too much,” spend “too much time,” are “too
engaged,” even by the standards of lower class spectacles that require interaction. Hence
the presumption that underlies Bacon-Smith’s question. The presumption that “[f]ans
lead lives in which trivial, mass produced commodities take on meanings that are usually
reserved for religious relics, art objects, or workplace financial achievement” (Kustritz
375) and that this is a manifestation of social deviance which, like slashers’ sexual
deviance in writing erotica about bodies “not their own,” must be explained away if
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fandom and fan practices are to be “redeemed.”
But Kustritz’s work, too, ultimately conceptualizes the tension of slash eroticism
as a matter of understanding desire out of place. She argues, paradoxically and somewhat
shockingly, that “Despite anatomically correct sex scenes between characters of the same
gender, slash remains gender-neutral by making gender basically unimportant [...] in the
choice of a [character’s] desired partner” (379). While Cicioni “resolves” the problem of
embodied gender and desire through language of displacement and alienation, Kustritz
addresses the same implicit problem by introducing a model of gender blindness: it
doesn’t matter that the women who write slash are writing about male-male sex because
what they’re “really” writing about is transcendental (and gender-neutral) love. This
formulation then allows Kustritz to claim slash fan spaces as utopian women’s
communities of implicit resistance: “Slash fan fiction is attractive to women who feel
oppressed by patriarchy because it provides a glimpse into the attainment and
preservation of a relationship based upon mutual trust and egalitarian values” (380). But
this formula only works so long as we believe that gender (in slash fiction and for slash
writers) really doesn’t matter--Kustritz’s argument depends upon the notion of a
pregendered, neutrally human subject, much like the subject of the liberal humanist
philosophical tradition.
It is this return to the notion of the pregendered subject which allows Kustritz to
argue that slash fanfics in which men have sex with men “begin to create a metatext that
tells us how to live in a relationship founded upon equality, explaining how it begins, how
it is sustained, and how it ends. The metatext tells us how to live in a community of
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women who support, critique, and love each other” (383 emphasis added). Kustritz’s
argument takes the notion of “women’s community” as an already-coherent and cohesive
given--the community’s supposedly unitary gender identity is what both defines and
names it. Stories of male-male sexuality are theorized as a project in the service of women
writing as women, but the category of women is still uninterrogated, nor ultimately is the
straight woman/gay man binary. Obfuscated, yes, but not critiqued.
Underpinning these tensions over the (dis)placement of desires onto specific(ly
sexed and gendered) bodies lies a bedrock of assumptions that are based on experiential
frameworks--the experiences garnered from the ethnographic studies of fan communities
in the 80’s and early 90’s that many slash fans are straight-identified women, and that
straight women have little sexual affinity with the erotic practices of gay men--which
(re)fortify, rather than question, the construction of existing categories of gender and
sexuality. Slash fans are homogenized in this research; queers disappear. Research on
slash fiction which takes the straight woman/gay man binary as its starting point has done
just what Joan Scott, in a very different context, cautions against. “When the evidence
offered is the evidence of experience,” she writes,
studies lose the possibility of examining those assumptions and practices
that excluded considerations of difference in the first place. They take as
self-evident the identities of those whose experience is being documented
and thus naturalize their difference[....] Questions about the constructed
nature of experience, about how one’s vision is structured--about language
(or discourse) and history--are left aside. (399)
The authors cited above take as self-evident the disjuncture between the erotic practices
of women and gay men and never interrogate the assumptions inherent in this “originary”
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dichotomy. They therefore ultimately produce theoretical models in which erotics,
embodiment, and gender identity are indelibly wedded, in which gender identity and
identification are always already functions of embodiment and never a contested terrain.
Online interfaces require us to complicate our understanding of what matters
about bodies. There is certainly nothing new in suggesting that the relationship between
bodies and gender identity deserves critical attention, nor in stating that embodiment is
experienced differently in online and offline interactions. The relationship of online
(supposedly disembodied) and offline (usually embodied) life points to a reframing of the
questions we ask of slash fanfiction: what new models and configurations for
understanding desire and embodiment are made salient in slash fiction texts and online
communities? What does it mean for a (female bodied) fan to identify with a (male
bodied) character in the highly eroticized metatext12 of slash fic? How do the complicated
dynamics of Internet (dis)embodiment enable fans to conceptualize identifications across
lines of gender and sexuality previously understood as strictly corporeal? How do slash
fanfics narrate a particular(ly embodied) sexual subjectivity not just for characters, but
also, potentially, for fans themselves?
Answers to these questions must engage both the issue of the Internet as a
medium and issues of textuality and narrativity. I want to speak about the latter of these
first and to briefly consider what slash fans achieve through reading the Potter canon
12

On metatext see Kustritz, “Slashing the Romance Narrative”: “From between texts and practices, from
similarities, differences, and ambiguities emerges something that cannot be accounted for by any one text.
That which emerges, the metatext, [...] incorporates the corpus of written texts, but also the practices of
writing, rewriting, reading, and living in community that surrounds slash fan fiction publication. Metatext
is thus constantly being produced and then reproduced through the process of story posting, discussion,
critique, parody, and reinscription. It is at the level of metatext that slash fan fiction may implicate the
culturally approved set of norms and values” (382).
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against its mainstream interpretations and the apparent intent of Rowling and her
publishers. What, for example, do slash readers and writers “get” from stories that posit
complex romantic and sexual encounters between Harry and Draco Malfoy--two boys
whose relationship in the books is characterized by a deep and constant antagonism?
Why is it that characters’ traumatic pasts figure so centrally in Potter slash fanfiction
plots and erotic encounters? What is accomplished by those slash writers who reject in
full the heterosexual relationship between Harry and Ginny Weasley developed, however
briefly, in the sixth book? What kind of political and ideological work is done by stories in
which the relationships between adults and adolescents transgress the boundaries of
modern social sanction or in which other (sometimes extremely) taboo desires are
eroticized, validated, and celebrated?

The Subtext of Buttsex: Slash as Queer Reading
Given a strict canonical interpretation, the Harry Potter novels might be read as a
traditional Bildungsroman, the story of another heterosexual white male hero coming of
age, a tale well-steeped in the traditions of Western culture and seasoned with a fair
sprinkling of “traditional family values.” But this is not the same narrative which emerges
once the text has passed through the hands of slash fans. Slash fans’ revisions enact a
queering of the text in which the coherence of multiple categories is destabilized. Queering
is, on the one hand, about rendering fluid and changeable that which was hitherto
presumed to be coherent, cohesive, and static, especially with regards to categories of
gender and sexual identity. It is also, and simultaneously, a practice of dissident reading in
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which oppositional gazes are trained on matters of non-normative desire--on who desires
whom (or what) and in what ways.
In “The Oppositional Gaze: Black Female Spectators,” bell hooks argues that
“subordinates in relations of power learn experientially that there is a critical gaze, one
that ‘looks’ to document, one that is oppositional. In resistance struggle, the power of the
dominated to assert agency by claiming and cultivating ‘awareness’ politicizes looking
relations--one learns to look a certain way in order to resist” (511). hooks is speaking of
looking as a literal directing of one’s gaze here, but the look, it seems, can be figurative as
well. When I read a novel, I see the words on the page; when I listen to a recording of the
text I hear those words, but in either instance I also “see” the characters and the action
eidetically--that is, I see it in my mind’s eye. My gaze is directed by the narrative, but I
may also develop skills in directing the gaze myself, in orienting the look in directions
which the narrative has not instructed me to go. By adding to or modifying the action in
my mind’s eye, by focusing my figurative gaze on that which takes place beyond the
borders of the printed page, in the margins, between the lines, and in the spaces between
chapter breaks, I may look at those places from which the narrative looks away. And if I
write or tell stories at those moments of looking away, I may take others along with me
on my odyssey of oppositional gazing.
It is important to note, however, that looking away from the instructed narrative
does not always or necessarily constitute a oppositional gaze. There are many examples
in the genre of fanfiction in which a fan author fills in a missing scene or develops the
internal monologue of a relatively minor character without moving against the direction
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which one might assume the copyright holder wants his or her characters to go. Fanfiction
designated as “gen”†, for example, extrapolates on characters and plot in ways that are, by
definition, neither overtly sexual nor sexually dissident. An oppositional gaze, then, is not
just a gaze that looks away, but one that looks awry. Or, put another way, what makes a
gaze oppositional is the situatedness (and implicit resistance) of the spectator/reader at
the moment(s) of reading. Over the next few pages I want to explore the ways in which
hooks’ framework of oppositional gazing may be expanded to form a theory of queer
reading useful for analyzing slash fanfiction texts, a theory which considers not just the
fluidity of gender, sexuality, desire, and identity, but also the categories of author (as
producer) and reader (as consumer)--categories arguably of heightened importance in
Potter fandom where the author expressly “talks back” to fans through some of the very
same interfaces fans use to talk to each other.13
In “The Death of the Author” Roland Barthes argues that “a text consists of
multiple writings, proceeding from several cultures and entering into a dialogue, into
parody, into contestation; but there is a site where this multiplicity is collected and this
site is not the author as has been thitherto claimed, but the reader: the reader is the very
space in which are inscribed, without any of them being lost, all the citations out of which
a writing is made” (54). The reader is important to Barthes in a way s/he never was for
classical criticism with its focus on great authors and their works. But there is a difference
between Barthes’ understanding of the reader’s relationship to the text and that to be
found in slash fanfiction. The multiplicity of readings which may be gleaned from any text
13

See Rowling’s web site (http://www.jkrowling.com) which includes answers to questions posed by fans
and from the Harry Potter Lexicon’s “Open Letter to Jo” (http://hp-lexicon.org/jkr-letter.html).
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are, for Barthes, a quality of its “textuality,” a characteristic inherent to the text itself. In
fact Barthes’ reader, as he interfaces with the text, occupies a paradoxical spot of
supposed neutrality: “the reader is a man without history, without biography, without
psychology; he is only that someone who holds collected into one and the same field all
of the traces from which writing is constituted” (“The Death of the Author” 54). But in
the case of slash (and of fanfiction more broadly), the reader is the site not just of
consumption but simultaneously a site of new production--the reader desires the text, and
because s/he desires the text, the reader writes; s/he picks up the story and (re)works it
like clay, and in this way, the (constantly revised, multiplied, reworked and heteroglossic)
story comes to bear the thumbprints of the fans’ subjectivities.
Significantly, in fanfiction communities, there is virtually no distinction made
between readers and writers as participants in the fandom. Reading and writing may be
said to characterize different moments in an individual fan’s engagement with fan culture,
but they do not constitute different identities among fans. Rather every fan reader is
treated as a potential writer; some have just not written yet. Barthes’ distinction between
work and text--“the work is seen (in bookstores, in card catalogues, on examination
syllabuses), the text is demonstrated, is spoken according to certain rules (or against
certain rules); the work is held in the hand, the text is held in language: it exists only when
caught up in a discourse” (“From Work to Text” 57)--helps to explain how the blurring of
lines between fan readers and writers functions: a text which consists of multiple writings
and a reader who is the site where meanings cohere together destabilize the Author’s claim
to sole “ownership” of a work and its meaning. Taken together, these factors also
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destabilize the binary opposition between the roles of producer and consumer of a work.
While virtually every fanfiction story, slash or otherwise, is accompanied by a disclaimer†
in which the author acknowledges the copyright holder’s ownership of the characters
therein, there is a sense among fans that the characters also belong to them, and that their
status as fans--that is, as readers of a particular ilk, readers who desire the text-authorizes their engagement as re-writers and re-visors of the text.14
Barthes’ conceptualization of the reader as an amalgam of different meanings
already inherent in the text also presents a paradox, however. While it can be adapted to
explain the blurring of lines between reader and writer, Barthes’ model seems a poor one
for understanding difference, subjectivity, or the impetus for dissident readings practices,
in short, for understanding why readers would be motivated to rewrite a text in the first
place. Barthes’ reader--without history, biography, psychology (and implicitly without
race, gender, sexuality, class, ethnicity, or nation)--seems an unlikely candidate for
oppositional gazing. What, after all, would motivate an oppositional gaze, like that
proposed by hooks, for a reader who is merely a vessel for the multiple meanings of a
text? Indeed, though Barthes is interested in the reader’s freedom from the Author’s
determinacy, he seems uninterested here in potential counterhegemonic reading practices.
However it is not that Barthes allows the reader no chance for agency at all.
Expanding upon the distinctions between work and text, Barthes argues that “The
work is ordinarily the object of consumption” while the text “decants the work [...] from
its consumption and recuperates it as play, task, production, practice” (“The Work and
14

The process by which fans move between reading and writing and the ways in which these twin
performances of participation in a fandom contribute to the construction of slash fans’ subjectivities onand off-line is taken up in more depth in chapter three.
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the Text” 62). He then goes on to extend this metaphor of play:
reading, in the sense of consuming, is not playing with the text. ‘Playing’
must be taken here in all the polysemy of the term: the text itself ‘plays’
(like a door that ‘plays’ back and forth on its hinges[...]); and the reader
plays twice over: he plays at the Text (ludic meaning) [... but he also] plays
the Text [as one would play a musical instrument]. (62-3 italics in original)
Thus, for Barthes, there is a sense of whimsy in the reader’s interaction with the text
which appears antithetical to the kind of political weight implicit in hooks’ notion of an
oppositional gaze. Barthes’ reader is not content simply to consume a work--“The
reduction of reading to consumption is obviously responsible for the ‘boredom’ many feel
in the presence of the modern (‘unreadable’) text, the avant-garde film or painting: to be
bored means one cannot produce the text, play it, release it, make it go” (63 italics in
original)--but the reader is also not active in the sense of enacting a deliberate analytic
critique or an (overtly) political engagement with the text. I do not mean to argue here that
there is no room for playfulness in politicized reading practices; clearly the traditions of
satire, parody, and camp indicate that just the opposite is true. Rather, I mean to ask how
playfulness and oppositional or dissident reading practices come together to form the
type of queer reading which characterizes slash fanfiction.
Keeping in mind Barthes’ model of reading as play, let us consider another (more
overtly political) framework for understanding the reader’s relationship to the text:
speaking of the production and consumption of televisual texts, Stuart Hall has argued
that, in order for a television program or message to function as “meaningful” discourse, it
must move from “source” to “receiver” through a process of encoding and decoding.
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These “moments of ‘encoding’ and ‘decoding’” are, Hall argues, “determinant moments;”
in the former, a message “passes under the sign of discourse, [and] is subject to all the
complex formal ‘rules’ by which language signifies” (167). That encoded message is then
transmitted via the medium of broadcast technology whereby it reaches its audience.
However “before this message can have an ‘effect’ [...] satisfy a ‘need’ or be put into
‘use,’ it must first be appropriated as a meaningful discourse and be meaningfully
decoded. [... T]he ‘message’, via its decodings, [then] issues into the structure of social
practices” and thus moves out of its “discursive form” once more (168-9). But as language
is an imperfect signifier, what is decoded in the moment of a text’s reception and what
message that text originally encoded may be “asymmetrical,” as Hall says; they may
demonstrate “a lack of equivalence” (169).
Hall’s project here may seem far afield from Harry Potter or from slash fiction,
but it is not only televisual messages that move through a requisite process of encoding
and decoding. The process which Hall outlines is one in which events or ideas pass into
(and out of) discourse; it is a process bound up with the necessary imperfections of
language, the asymmetry between sign, signifier, and signified. Thus a parallel
encoding/decoding process must take place for all discursive media--for novels and films
as much as for television. In fact, one might well say that in the case of Harry Potter, the
opportunities for asymmetry are multiplied: not only does decoding take place at the
moment of a reader’s interaction with the (already encoded) printed page, it is there, too,
in the transition from book to film (and from film back to book) as audiences interface
with the narrative through multiple media. Not all of these determinant moments will lead
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to a queering of the text, of course. What we’ve located so far is simply the space where
queer readings may occur.
Hall goes on to identify three positions from which a text might be decoded, one
which operates within the dominant-hegemonic coding system, a second which negotiates
hegemonic codes but does not reject them, and a third in which decoding takes place
through the use of an oppositional code. It is the third of these which is of most interest
to us in theorizing the production of slash fanfiction. It is not that the viewer or reader
who decodes a message through oppositional reading has misunderstood the meaning that
would be read by the dominant code; rather, as Hall says, “He/she detotalizes the message
in the preferred code in order to retotalize the message within some alternative framework
of reference” (175).
In other words, I, as a reader, may understand that Harry’s reluctance to ask a girl
to the Yule Ball during his forth year at Hogwarts is meant to be decoded as “normal male
anxiety” or “teen nerves.” I may recognize the dominant-hegemonic meaning I am
supposed to read in Harry’s amazement at “how many girls Hogwarts suddenly seemed
to hold; he had never quite noticed that before. Girls giggling and whispering in the
corridors, girls shrieking with laughter as boys passed them, girls excitedly comparing
notes on what they were going to wear on Christmas night...” (Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire, hereafter GOF, 388). These words are meant (in a dominant-hegemonic
reading) to code a universally recognizable experience of adolescent male heterosexuality,
an experience of “normal” heterosexual maturation: Harry is overwhelmed by the sheer
volume of girls, awash in a sea of feminine sexuality and social maneuvering, agog at the
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ubiquitous otherness of that mythical beast, Woman.15 However, as a reader dissatisfied
with this dominant-hegemonic decoding, I may see something else at work in the same
written lines: I may interpret Harry as deeply isolated by an emergent queer desire which
has (as we shall see shortly) already been marked as intolerable. What drives Harry’s
quest for a dance partner, in my (queer) dissident reading, is not his own desire, but the
mandate of his head of house, Professor McGonagall. The following exchange between
them is telling:
Professor McGonagall looked suspiciously at [Harry] as though she
thought he was trying to be funny. ‘Your partners for the Yule Ball,
Potter,’ she said coldly, ‘Your dance partners.’ [...]
Harry had a sudden mental image of himself in a top hat and tails,
accompanied by a girl in the sort of frilly dress Aunt Petunia always wore
to Uncle Vernon’s work parties. ‘I’m not dancing,’ he said.
‘It is traditional,’ said Professor McGonagall firmly. ‘You are a Hogwarts
champion, and you will do what is expected of you as a representative of
the school. So make sure you get yourself a partner, Potter.’
‘But--I don’t--’
‘You heard me, Potter,’ said Professor McGonagall in a very final sort of
way. (387-8)
Harry is here required to perform (in the most literal sense of the word)
heteronormativity before the whole school--the compulsory nature of heterosexuality
could hardly be more blatantly articulated than in the direct mandate which McGonagall
15

One reader of this chapter suggested that this passage might also be understood as coding Harry’s
implicit rejection of a normative performance of masculinity--he “refuses” the privilege accorded to him as
a (male) champion of the school to choose freely among available girls. I respectfully disagree with this
reading as a dominant-hegemonic one, however. Rather, I would suggest that because the novels
demonstrate a particular investment in marking their characters as heterosexual and also in marking the
main characters as heteronormatively well adjusted, the reading of Harry as refusing male privilege while
remaining “really” and legitimately interested in girls is an example of a negotiated decoding, not a
dominant-hegemonic one.
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issues. In an oppositional reading of this passage (and I would argue that there are
multiple oppositional readings available, not all of which are necessarily queer), one might
say that Harry dates girls because he has to, because it has been explicitly mandated, but
not because he wants to. There is, too, the matter of Harry’s unfinished sentence: “But--I
don’t--” Don’t what? Dance? That would seem to be the implied conclusion. But what if
the sentence concluded differently: “But--I don’t like girls!” By counter-reading this
particular unfinished utterance, a reader may carve a lens through which to filter all the
narrative interactions about the Yule Ball which follow.
.

By enacting an oppositional decoding of canon Potter texts, slash fans are,

intentionally or not, engaged in a politics of signification and struggle in discourse, a
struggle over how meanings are made, and how objects, utterances, and concepts cohere to
produce potentially counter-hegemonic forms of knowledge. As Hall argues, “One of the
most significant political moments [...] is the point when events which are normally
signified and decoded in a negotiated way begin to be given an oppositional reading. Here
the ‘politics of signification’--the struggle in discourse--is joined” (175-6). In this sense,
reading and writing slash is always both political and analytical: through an active,
oppositional and, I would say, playful decoding, slash fans implicitly separate the whole
of the text into its component parts and then reassemble those parts into a deliberately
imperfect facsimile, a queer simulacrum. Potter slash fics--stories which proclaim and
celebrate the queer desires of boys and men--are instances in which, as Alan Sinfield says
in a very different context, “a discourse of stigma [... is] thrown into reverse
signification;” in which “deviancy returns from abjection by deploying just those terms
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which relegated it in the first place” (26).
This combination of oppositional decoding with an attentiveness to the play
of/with/in the text might be understood as a fourth position by which a text might be
decoded, a position of queer reading. But there is a way, too, in which oppositional
decoding is different from queer reading, a difference which resides in and arises from the
epistemology of queerness. If queer is not simply an umbrella term or a shorthand for
LGBT but rather a concept that denies the fixity and homogeneity that identity categories
like lesbian and gay have sometimes come to signify, then it is also this notion of
queerness which--by refusing to assume binary or fixed anchor points--knows and
decodes differently: an oppositional stance (whether gaze or decoding) moves against,
and hence implies a certain fixity which queerness (or queering, as a verb) rejects.
It seems important to note here, though, that in many cases of queer reading, the
reader’s project is not one that they conceptualize as overtly political, but rather one
perceived as uncovering that which is simply “there” in the text. Take, for example, a
reading of Shakespeare’s poem “Venus and Adonis” cited by Alan Sinfield. Sinfield
recounts the experiences a Victorian man named John Addington Symonds had when
reading the tale of Venus’s attempted seduction of Adonis: “In some confused way,”
Symonds wrote, “I identified myself with Adonis; but at the same time I yearned after
him as an adorable object of passionate love [.... Venus] only expressed my own relation
to a desirable male.... I dreamed of falling back like her upon the grass, and folding the
quick-panting lad in my embrace” (9). While we might read Symonds' interpretation of
the poem as a product of oppositional decoding, he himself saw no such thing. As Sinfield
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notes, “Symonds believed that he had taken Venus and Adonis ‘in the way Shakespeare
undoubtedly meant it to be taken.’ That is how cultural hijacking works--everyone claims
to have a true reading” (9).
But what constitutes a “true reading” or a “real” element in a text? In the
introduction to Making Things Perfectly Queer, Alexander Doty suggests that
unless the text is about queers, it seems to me the queerness of most mass
culture texts is less about an essential, waiting-to-be-discovered property
than the result of acts of production or reception. This does not mean the
queerness one attributes to mass culture texts is any less real than the
straightness others would claim for these same texts. As with the
constructing of sexual identities, constructing the sexualities of texts results
in some ‘real thing’. (xi)
The question is not, thus, what is or isn’t “really there,” but what happens when we read
queerness as “there.” Likewise, it matters little that an anti-slash Potter fan might argue
that Harry’s (heterosexual) desire for Ginny Weasley in book six precludes a reading of
him as queer, for as Sinfield argues, summarizing an argument made by Jonathan
Goldberg, “Disavowal, in the very act of repudiating, invokes that which it hopes to
banish.... The point is hardly who did what to whom, but what was perceived as being
done, and the anxieties that informed such perceptions.... It is not a matter of whether
Coriolanus and Aufidius [or in the case of HP, Harry and Draco Malfoy, for example]
fucked, but of the text being unable[...] to dispel the ghost of such an inference” (19). In
the case of Harry Potter, we see this inability to dispel the ghost of queerness despite the
apparently direct attempts of J.K. Rowling to mark every available character as
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heterosexual in the final pages of the sixth book.16
But questions about whether queerness is really “in” a text, it turns out, obscure
as much as they reveal. Such questions exploit the supposedly clear distinction between
denotative (or literal) and connotative (or associative) aspects of meaning. As Stuart Hall
suggests, while the distinction between denotation and connotation may be a useful
analytic tool, it “must not be confused with distinctions in the real world” (171). In the
“real world” such distinctions, it turns out, have very real political and ideological
implications: “the concept of connotation,” argues Doty, “allows straight culture to use
queerness for pleasure and for profit in mass culture without admitting to it” (xii). To
suggest that the queerness in/of a mainstream text is always marginal and connotative (or,
alternately, is the text’s clear and central denotative subject) is to reinscribe a
heteronormative cultural paradigm in which the unmarked must always be straight, where
queerness can never be queer unless it is denoted, often with stereotypes, and marked as
definitively other. As Doty says, “the queerness [...] in mass cultural representations and
reading [...] is only ‘connotative,’ and therefore deniable or ‘insubstantial’ as long as we
keep thinking within conventional heterocentricst paradigms, which always already have
decided that expressions of queerness are sub-textual, sub-cultrual, alternative readings, or
pathetic and delusional attempts to see something that isn’t there” (xii italics in original).
This tension between what is “really in” the work--that is the Author’s intention
16

Speculating over what motivated Rowling’s choices in Half Blood Prince is currently a favorite pastime
in the HP fandom, and not surprisingly, Rowling herself remains tight lipped about her reasoning, so we
cannot know with any degree of certainty what drove such seemingly nonsensical choices as the sudden
declarations of undying love between Nymphadora Tonks and Remus Lupin, two characters who’d had
virtually no interaction in previous books. One suggestion that I find convincing, however, is that
Rowling’s choice to heterosexualize Lupin came on the heels of the Prisoner of Azkaban movie in which
David Thewlis’s performance, along with such lines as “Parents won’t want someone like me teaching their
children,” made it a small leap to read the character as gay (Jess Weinberg, personal communication).
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for the work--and the plurality of (sub)text returns us to Barthes’ argument once more.
Once we have acknowledged the centrality of the text, “[o]nce the author is distanced, the
claim to ‘decipher’ a text becomes entirely futile. To assign an Author to a text is to
impose a break on it, to furnish it with a final signified, to close writing” (“The Death of
the Author” 53). There are several practical implications of this train of thought for the
practice of critical theory. For one, Barthes notes, “refusing to assign to the text (and to
the world-as-text) a ‘secret,’ i.e., an ultimate meaning, liberates an activity we may call
countertheological, properly revolutionary, for to refuse to halt meaning is finally to
refuse God and his hypostases, reason, science, the law” (“The Death of the Author” 54).
However the death of the Author, with its attendant plurality of textual possibilities, also
opens up the door for the near-ubiquitous critical practice of a “hermeneutics of
suspicion” which Eve Sedgwick critiques in “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading:
or, You’re So Paranoid, You Probably Think This Introduction Is about You.”
Summarizing arguments implicit in the work of Marx, Freud, and Nietzsche,
Sedgwick analyzes the paranoid imperative which she sees characterizing modern critical
theory in general and queer studies in particular. The logic which girds paranoid reading as
an analytic mode for queer reading can be found in Guy Hocquenghem’s Homosexual
Desire. As Sedgwick says,
If paranoia reflects the repression of same-sex desire, Hocquenghem
reasoned, then paranoia is a uniquely privileged site for illuminating not
homosexuality itself, as in the Freudian tradition, but rather precisely the
mechanisms of homophobic and heterosexist enforcement against it. What
is illuminated by an understanding of paranoia is not how homosexuality
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works, but how homophobia and heterosexism work--in short, if one
understands these oppressions to be systemic, how the world works. (6)
Let us return to Doty’s argument (cited above) about the supposedly connotative
and sub-textual queerness in mass media texts as an example of the double-edged sword of
a hermeneutics of suspicion: On the one hand in Doty’s statement, we find the specter of
the critic as “delusional,” seeing queer chimeras lurking in the shadows where none would
be by the light of day, and on the other, we have the promise of connotative queer
ubiquity whereby to read queerness in a narrative’s subtext conjures queerness incarnate,
where “constructing the sexualities of texts results in some ‘real thing’” (Doty xi). What
are we to make of this apparent paradox? In either case, it seems, the accusation of
paranoia might be leveled at the reader who engages in an oppositional decoding of the
text. In the former, the reader sees more than is “there,” constructing continuities and
meanings that don’t “exist,” in the latter queerness “really is” omnipresent because the
reader has located it in the narrative; thus the reader is never “delusional” enough.
The application for slash fic? Fan author Penumbra (whose Harry/Snape story
Conduits of Sorcery I will consider closely in chapter two) summarizes the dynamic well:
The subtext/slash-plotting cycle (I see subtext makes me want to write
slash, writing slash makes me see more subtext) is certainly there. See, I
don’t write slash in fandoms that have gay canon couples, because I have
no interest in exploring something that’s explicit in canon[...]. Seeing of
subtext is really what I’ve gotten out of [writing slash...] and that means
I’m extra sensitive to accidental euphemisms. Slash is everywhere! I look
at old classics through slash-coloured goggles and there it is. You know
the Musketeers were so doing it. (personal communication)
Penumbra’s comments here highlight that, at least on one level, slash fans’ queer readings
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of mainstream mass mediated texts are exploiting this hermeneutics of suspicion. In slash
fandoms, the practice of queering the source product does not stop at the edge of the
original mass mediated text, nor at the edge of the fandom, rather the technique of queering
becomes a pervasive reading technique; queer subtexts become salient virtually
everywhere, even in texts in which the narrative is heteronormative and heterocentrist,
for, as Caroline Evans and Lorraine Gamman say in “The Gaze Revisited, or Reviewing
Queer Viewing,” “even texts which have overt heterosexual narratives can come over time
to be seen as queer. This is because such re-readings are not ahistorical but the product of
a queer cultural moment in which images have been subject to so much renegotiation
(including subcultural renegotiation) that the preferred heterosexual reading has been
destabilized” (46).
I raise the point about a reader’s sensation of the (supposedly neutral) “truth” of
his/her reading of a text because, to a certain extent, I want to bracket the question of slash
readers’ and writers’ intentionality in their fic writing. Any unified explanation of why
“they” (or “we”) write slash seems, to me, self-defeating and wrong-headed, and while I
suspect that more than a few members of the Potter slash fandom would argue that their
motives for slashing the characters and queering the text are apolitical, I want to
respectfully suggest that a debate over individual motives is a bit of a red herring. The
move to prove or disprove a particular queer (or otherwise dissident) reading is itself a
matter of ideological concern, and a locus for critical inquiry. And a more useful project, it
seems to me, is one which seeks, as Sedgwick suggests, “to open a space for moving from
the rather fixated question, ‘Is a particular piece of knowledge true, and how can we
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know?’ to the further questions, ‘What does knowledge do--the pursuit of it, the having
and exposing of it...? How, in short, is knowledge performative, and how best does one
move among its causes and effects?’” (4).
What then, it seems important to ask, does a knowledge of slash fans’ queer
reading and storytelling practices do? What does it illuminate and why is it important?
What ways of knowing, reading, and seeing do slash fans perform, and why do they
matter? It is my contention that earnest and meaningful engagements with the public
space of slash fan culture both reflect and transform an individual’s relationship to the
mass mediated images presented for their consumption. But perhaps more crucially, these
engagements impact and reflect upon the set of available and intelligible utterances by
which a subject may speak and think its desire in modern Western culture. Cause and
effect: slash narratives themselves enact that which they mirror--a queer(ed) articulation
of the self which, though sometimes identitarian, may also be understood as nonidentitarian.

Iterating Desire and Narrating Coherence
While it seems almost self-evident to say that autobiographical narratives are
articulations of their writers’ identities, it is far less apparent that fiction writing
(however “foreign” to its author’s lived experience it seems) constitutes, on some level, an
expression of identity as well. Fanfiction stories in particular, because their characters are
(with only a few exceptions17 ) the creations of an earlier author, may seem particularly
17

Fanfic readers have notoriously little patience for “self-insertion” fics in which the author appears either
as herself or as a thinly veiled (and often hypersexualized) characterization of herself, a character type called
the Mary-Sue. On occasion, fanfiction does contain original characters who are accepted by their readers,
but those “OCs” are almost always suspect at first.
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removed from the articulation of identity which takes place through autobiographical
storytelling. But there are expressions of identity taking place in and through slash
writing, expressions which are enacted both through the communities a fan chooses to join
and through stories which s/he choose to write and/or read.
Among fen† (i.e. fans actively involved in a fandom) the choice to name oneself a
“shipper†” of a particular pairing, for example, is certainly an articulation of desire--it
marks, at the very least, what stories an individual fan is and is not likely to read. To
“ship” a couple, in fan parlance, means that a fan advocates that pairing as either
particularly compelling and erotic or that the fan writes (and/or reads) stories in which
that pairing appears as an exclusive couple.18 Not all slash fans, it must be noted, are
shippers--many read and write stories with diverse pairings. Likewise, it should be noted
that not all “pairings” actually involve a pair. The designation “pairing” is a standard
element of the headings19 which appear on virtually all slash fics. Far from dictating that
the story will contain a romantic or erotic dyad, the designation pairing might include such
things as “James /James;”20 threesomes, foursomes, or more like “HP/RL/SB/JP”† in which
all the characters named will appear in a single sexual situation together; or stories in
which a given character has encounters with different partners on more than one occasion
in the fic, “HP/SS, SS/DM, HP/DM, HP/DM/SS.”
What is notable about ships in the Potter fandom, however, is that, unlike
18

Though reading and writing often meld in fans’ participation in online fandoms, shipping is one area in
which the distinction between the two remains important. Many fans who ship Harry/Draco, for example,
will read some fics in which Harry or Draco is paired with another character, but in their writing they
maintain Harry/Draco as an exclusive romantic pairing.
19
Fic headings usually include the following elements: author, title, pairing, rating, genre, warnings,
disclaimer, summary, beta reader(s), and author notes. See chapter three for examples.
20
See “James Potter’s Earth Logic,” a fic in which Harry’s father miscasts a spell, splits himself in two,
and then has sex with himself (http://community.livejournal.com/pornish_pixies/359697.html).
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threesomes, foursomes and other configurations, the popular ones have more than a
consistent acronym associated with their pairing, they have a name. Harry/Draco, for
example, is abbreviated as H/D but is also occasionally called Drarry.† Harry/Snape is
commonly called Snarry†, and Snupin† is a common shorthand for the Snape/Lupin
pairing. The names fuse the characters into a single entity, and the pairing’s name thus
enacts the sensibility of shipping itself: the erotic/romantic dyad supersedes the
importance of the characters as individuals, and for the fan who claims one of these
pairings as their ship, their status as shippers is a proclamation of an identity structured
around desire and legible to other fen. As Rodríguez has noted, “Identity is about
situatedness in motion.[...] It is about a self that is constituted through and against other
selves in contexts that serve to establish the relationship between the self and the other”
(5). Thus the choice to self-identify as a Snarry shipper, for example, (or alternately not
to identify with a ship at all) situates a fan within both the Potter fandom and within fan
culture more broadly, but it is through the narratives authored in individual fanfics that
the particulars of the pairing and the fan’s understanding of each of the characters are
negotiated.21
So it is not just (or even primarily) in “meta” denotations of fan interest and
association that slash reading/writing constitutes a performance of identity grounded in
and by desire. The stories themselves can be read as utterances about the investments and
responses of the body, both with regards to gender identity and sexuality. It is important
21

It is worth noting that in face-to-face Potter fan gatherings, questions about who one ships are often
among the first questions asked of new acquaintances; in such settings one’s answer is often taken as a tacit
measure of their erotic orientation vis-à-vis the text, they degree of engagement in particular fan subcultural
practices like the writing and reading of fanfiction, and also their sympathies for and interpretations of
events in the canon.
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to note, however, that not all articulations and performances of the desiring self--not all
subjectivities--are identity based. The use of personal weblogs as a medium for the
distribution of slash fanfic makes this point particularly clear. Though some fans do
restrict who can read posts related to their lives outside of fandom, fanfic often appears
right alongside postings about an author’s day at work, school, or home. Thus to impose
a divide between more conventionally autobiographical journal entries and those in which
a fan posts (or recommends) fanfic would be to miss the ways in which these different
generic components are interwoven into a complex and heteroglossic narrative of the self,
a narrative which may alternately invoke (or refuse) multiple identities, desire, and
embodiments. Furthermore, it is not narratives of the self alone that demonstrate this
heteroglossia. As Rodríguez argues, “Discursive spaces are not autonomous; they are
permeable and heteroglossic. They seep into one another, contaminating and enriching
ideas and disciplines. There is a continual movement as individuals, texts, and ideas
migrate across spaces, informing and transforming knowledge production” (35). The
computer screen, she argues, is one such discursive space. It is a space, I would add, in
and through which narratives of the self can take on a particularly heteroglossic quality
since in weblogs, message boards, and listserve archives, a history of widely divergent
utterances coexist and commingle simultaneously.
How, then, can we most usefully speak about the articulations of desire and
embodiment written into being in these heteroglossic spaces online? How can we read
these polyphonic narratives of the self in a way that retains the queer fluidity which
marks them? In Narrativity, Emplotment, and Voice in Autobiographical and Cinematic
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Representations of ‘Mentally Ill’ Women, 1942-2003, Diane Wiener suggests that
A self’s existence, continuation, plausible whole or partial changes, and,
potentially, utter dissolution are constantly predicated upon the creative,
processual emergence of a self-narrative, a story we tell about
ourselves.[...] ‘Narratives of the self are more than a story, a chronology, a
history of the self (however defined); they are taken to be a means of
knowing the self.’ (22)
Rather than advancing a theory in which narrative coherence is the norm and incoherence
pathological, however, Wiener argues for an understanding of incoherence as a
fundamental component of narrative, a component that is amplified as a narrative is read.
Narrative coherence, she suggests, is compulsory, and it is the moment or site at which a
person refuses this coherence that may serve as a moment of pathologization, a
mechanism through which the “mentally ill” are so labeled and the “sick” are distinguished
from the “healthy.”
While my interest in self-narratives takes a very different target than Wiener’s
(slash fanfiction texts as opposed to representations of “mentally ill” women) I believe
that the reading strategy she proposes is a widely applicable one. Over the next few
pages, I would like to pair Wiener’s framework for theorizing narrative incoherence with
Bernice Hausman’s suggestion that we consider gender as a construction accomplished
through normative narratives. In “Do Boys Have to Be Boys? Gender, Narrativity, and
the John/Joan Case,” Hausman argues that “even a basic consideration of the significance
of story-telling to the creation of identity and gender can reorient our thinking about what
gender is and how a gender identity comes about” (116). I want to briefly explore what a
theory of narrative incoherence can offer for understanding (and transgressing) normative
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stories of gender, desire, and embodiment to suggest that slash fanfiction enacts just such
a (queer) performance of gender transgressive and incoherent (self-)narration.
There is an implicit linearity in the function which Hausman attributes to life
narratives:
Narrative[...] is a particular organization of discourse, an ordered telling,
whose logic[...] is plot. Narratives suggest sequence and causality; they
provide knowledge by being ‘a form of understanding and explanation.’
Narratives convey; they convey information, and, in a metaphorical sense,
carry the subject from childhood into adulthood by providing a medium for
self-representation. Finally, narratives make sense, literally by producing
the patterns through which we learn to understand the world around us,
patterns which become models for how ‘sense’ is made. (116-117)
While these definitions of narrative as conveyance and sense maker are useful on one
level, they are also restrictive--conveyance implies destination, the subject moves from
one temporal locale (childhood) to another (adulthood), presumably with a brief layover
at adolescence in between.22 The subject moves forward, never back, and the past is
positioned like another country, a country left behind to be recalled and indexed the way
one might recall a holiday in the Alps. “Sensical” pattern-making implies coherence,
unity; “patterns which become models” imply normativity, the probability (and
desirability) of mimicry and repetition of norms. While Hausman recognizes the
regulatory character of this latter dynamic, the notion of an ordered telling, a coherent
story, is still important in her definition; as she says, “Gender narratives are stories that
22

Citing Paul Ricoeur, Wiener notes that “peregrination, or a journey from one place to another, and the
associated acts of migration, wandering, or roving, are easily understood to be able to occur in non-linear
ways” (31). It seems to me, though, that conveyance and peregrination imply two different types of
movement--a conveyance (like a train or a trolly) carries a passenger along a set route with few
opportunities for digression or divergence.
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organize life events into socially coherent plots about sex” (120 emphasis mine).
Wiener defines narrative differently. She argues that “Narrative is the vehicle
through which individual and collective voices, identities, and enactments of agency are
emplotted--or not” (21 emphasis mine). Emplotment, she says, is “the process by which
subjects are repeatedly placed, place themselves, and may resist placement in relation to
specific identities, stories, images, histories, events, meanings, and so on” (25).
Emplotted--or not. What is present in Wiener’s definition and absent from Hausman’s is
a space of resistance, a space of dissent, a space of play. While Hausman’s project is to
critique the hegemony of bipolar gender narratives, her vision involves the forging of new
(implicitly coherent, and therefore intelligible and viable) alternatives. If, she says, “we
can resist the either/or dichotomous opposition of current gender scenarios--if we can, in
other words, ‘unfix’ identity from its current mooring in traditional, bipolar gender
narratives--rereading the biological signifiers of sex can offer us the starting point for truly
alternative stories of sexed identity” (130). While this unfixing may appear liberatory, the
multiplication of identity categories--the creation of narrative patterns and models for the
intersexed, for third (or forth or fifth) gendered people, for transgender identities, for
women whose sexual desire targets gay men, for any number and variety of gender and/or
sexual identities--cannot in and of itself intervene in the regulatory character of identity
categories with their attendant (coherent and often compulsory) narratives.
This is why Wiener’s theory of narrative incoherence is so important. Hausman
asks, rhetorically, “If a person’s gender identity is a product of story-making, then
what’s to stop an individual from making him or herself up?” (126). What’s to stop it, it
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would seem, is the very requirement of coherence, a requirement that mandates
intelligibility and “sense-making,” and one that requires, too, the predictability and
stability of relationships between genders, bodies, and desires. Implicitly, there is a
threshold at which queerness (which destabilizes these gender-body-desire links) reaches
a threshold of unintelligibility, a moment at which language fails and we cannot label,
define, or fit gender, sexual identity, or desire into any extant category available in our
culture. What we do with/at these moments of unintelligibility and incoherence--how we
decode them, whether or not we are willing to (let them) “play”--is crucial in the cultural
production of meaning and knowledge.
Slash fanfiction represents one such moment in which traditional assumptions
about the relationship between gender, bodies, desire, and identification fails as an
explanatory framework, one of many potential moments in which the components of this
quartet do not cohere. If we understand an individual’s sense of selfhood as, at least in
part, emergent from, embedded within, and negotiated through the stories they tell to and
about themselves, about others, about their fantasies and desires, then we may find that
narratives which refuse, by whatever means, to replicate the traditional coherence
between genders, bodies, and desires present new possibilities for understanding one’s
self and one’s (past and present) world(s). Slash fanfiction texts can be read as the
articulation and performance of a gender and sexual (non)identity in which unintelligible
and incoherent bodies of desire are realized and made possible through the medium of
online interactions and cybercultural re-presentations of the self. At the same time,
however, we will see that in these narratives the compulsory demand for coherence
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reasserts itself in sometimes more subtle, sometimes more overt ways. Incoherence and
queerness remain, in these narratives, perpetually fleeting and transitory: they open
through the movements of textual bodies even as they are circumscribed by demands of
genre and fans’ desires to tell intelligible stories which can be shared and understood
between and among fans.

In the textual analyses that follow, I will explore a selection of slash fanfics which
I have found particularly compelling and provocative, texts which have moved me and
which other fans have pronounced themselves moved by as well. I do not intend to
suggest that these texts are either exemplary or typical of Potter slash fanfiction--both
categories would be problematic in this instance. My engagement with and experience in
fan culture permeate and inform my arguments throughout this thesis. The reader should
be aware, therefore, that I am present in these pages not just as a scholar and researcher,
but as a fan. As Rodríguez says, the reader should remember that “The innocence of the
compiler is a deceptive illusion. S/he [...] is the archivist, the scribe, the transcriber, [...]
the one who scribbles in the margins, the dictator. No matter how much I resist authority,
I am everywhere implicated in this text” (2). Methodologically, I follow a framework used
by Wiener (and others) in treating primary texts as artifacts “that comment upon the
relationship between time, narrative, and history” (19) as well as between gender,
sexuality, and desire. Thus the goal of close reading these texts is to take them as a
starting point, as a lens through which to look outward onto the culture, but also, and
simultaneously, to read them in context and to explore what meanings they contribute to
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making, what desires they contribute to enabling, and what bodies they contribute to
moving.
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Chapter 2
On the Traumatized Bodies of Men: Memory, Alienation, and Affective Impact in
Harry/ Snape Slash Fic

“[D]ocumenting social violence by representing the body in pain consists
of ‘sensationalizing’ or presenting in the flesh what might otherwise be
abstract or invisible social processes. Furthermore, the impact on the
audience depends on making suffering affectively powerful or sensational.”
--Ann Cvetkovich
“Emotion is not a word, but it can only be spread abroad through words.”
--Jean Starobinski
Let us begin with three vignettes: In the first, Harry has run away from his Aunt
Petunia and Uncle Vernon’s house, having just accidentally blown his Aunt Marge up like
a balloon. Harry is thirteen, and wizarding law bans the use of magic by underage wizards
when they are outside of school; it also prohibits the use of magic in the presence of nonmagical folk. Harry has just broken two fundamental wizarding laws. He expects to be
expelled, perhaps incarcerated. Instead, he arrives at the Leaky Cauldron tavern to find
the Minister of Magic, Cornelius Fudge, waiting for him. Fudge informs him that the
Ministry of Magic has “‘dealt with the unfortunate blowing-up of Miss Marjorie
Dursley.[...] Miss Dursley has been punctured and her memory has been modified. She
has no recollection of the incident at all. So that’s that, and no harm done’” (Harry Potter
and the Prisoner of Azkaban, hereafter PoA, 44).
Not long after, on the train to Hogwarts, Harry loses consciousness after coming
face to face with a dementor for the first time. The dementors, guards of the wizard
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prison Azkaban, are, as Professor Lupin explains to Harry later, “‘among the foulest
creatures that walk this earth[....] Get too near a dementor and every good feeling, every
happy memory will be sucked out of you. [...]You’ll be left with nothing but the worst
experiences of your life’” (PoA 187). When Harry gets too near a dementor, what he
hears is the sound of his parents’ voices on the night of their murder. It is the first time in
his life he can ever remember hearing them speak.23
A little more than a year later, Harry is waiting for a meeting in Professor
Dumbledore’s office when he spots a stone basin filled with a substance of swirling
white, neither liquid nor gas. He looks into the basin and sees, not the stone bottom
below, but a scene appearing through what looks like a circular window cut into the top
of a room. When he leans in closer, he finds that he has tumbled through this “window”
and into the scene below, a scene in a courtroom where he sits beside a Dumbledore who
seems not to know he is there. Before long, a second Dumbledore comes to collect Harry
and brings him back to his office once more, but not until after Harry has witnessed three
different trials in the courtroom. The stone basin, Dumbledore explains, is called a
Pensieve. He says, “‘I sometimes find, and I am sure you know the feeling, that I simply
have too many thoughts and memories crammed into my mind[....] At these times [...] I
use the Pensieve. One simply siphons the excess thoughts from one’s mind, pours them
into the basin, and examines them at one’s leisure’” (GOF 597).
These moments from the Harry Potter canon illustrate memory’s position as a
nexus in the series: memory is figured as the cipher that can decode the mysteries of the
23

Harry only learns the identity of the screaming voices he hears belatedly and by degrees. He does not at
first connect the high-pitched scream with his mother.
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past, most centrally the mystery surrounding the night of Harry’s parents’ deaths which
must be uncovered, remembered, and re-presented in order for the wizarding world to
survive. But memory, subject to modification by spells like the “Obliviate” charm, is also
rendered as changeable, beleaguered, and unreliable. The different modalities (visual, oral,
written) by which past events are memorialized and represented mark, alternately, the
most and the least reliable source of knowledge in the series. From the resultant tension
over (magically manipulable) memory and (characters’ and readers’) reliable knowledge of
the traumatic past emerges a diegetic construction of temporality in which present
representations of “history” exist in perpetual somaticized contact with past dureés; a
construction through which fantasies about the “lost” and idealized past can be activated.
Nor is it just in the story of Harry’s life and world that these themes become salient; the
material artifacts and technologies of magic in the Potterverse make the contact between
present and past (and between signs of postmodernity/ late capitalism, modernity/
industrial capitalism, and premodernity/ mercantilism) not just epistemic but
phenomenological.
This chapter sets up residence on the shifting terrain between diegetic and
extradiegetic knowledges to raise questions about what it means to remember (in) a text,
and how constructions of the memory-history-trauma triumvirate resonate with readers,
enabling fantasies and activating this text, one centrally invested in traumatic pasts, as a
site of desire. By engaging the topography of canon Harry Potter narrative constructions,
I consider some of the specific sites of diegetic trauma, alienation, and estrangement at
which slash fan fics intervene. If slash is indeed about reading queerly and looking at a text
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awry, then the moves made and themes invoked in the source text are every bit as
important as those written by fans. Subtext can only become salient, in short, through a
highly contextualized referential frame, here the referential frame of limit events and
traumatic return.
Any discussion of subtext, however, contains an implicit question of how
information enters into consciousness, of when and where knowledge crosses into
liminality, both diegetically for the character(s) and extradiegetically for the reader(s), a
question that dovetails with those tensions over the accessibility of historical knowledge
(and specifically knowledge of traumatic histories) raised in Harry Potter canon. What
does it mean for fans to know, experience, and desire (through) Harry Potter canon’s
traumatic history and mnemotechnics?24 How does the experience of/with the text and its
(past and present) traumas intersect with the quotidian experiences of those fans who
read the canon text queerly? What interventions might slash fics be making when they re/counter-read moments of trauma, memory, and alienation in canon? And how might these
queer readings be understood to disrupt a normative circulation of trauma as commodity
fetish in the (post)modern West?
Answers to these questions must engage, on the one hand, the workings of magical
artifacts that bring traumatic pasts into contact with the present and shape the field of
experiential reality (inflected with markers of both modernity and premodernity) in
Harry’s world, and on the other, the cultural dominant of postmodern global capitalism
by which readers’ encounters with the text are framed. The first portion of this chapter
24

I adapt the term mnemotechnics from Umberto Eco’s discussion in “An Ars Oblivionalis? Forget it!”
For Eco, “mnemotechnics” encompass a range of mnemonic devices; my use of the term stresses the
material technologies by which remembering is corporealized in the Harry Potter metatext.
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thus explores specific magical mnemotechnics through a series of vignettes from the Harry
Potter novels, each an instance in which characters and readers encounter and negotiate
the canon’s tropes of memory, forgetting, knowledge, and historicity around limit events
in the narrative’s present and its past. These vignettes highlight tensions between
semiotic media--between oral and eidetic accounts of the past--and between unofficial and
official narratives of diegetic histories. Central in these tensions over competing
constructions of memory/ies is a question of what counts as reliable representation (of
trauma, of the past) and how that representation is itself produced and represented. But
other critical questions are raised as well: how do impressions of the diegetic past become
legible in Harry Potter texts? How do readers and fans encounter memory and forgetting
in the text? What are the implication of these constructions for interpreting what counts
as reliable and authentic knowledge in the series? And how does the series imag(in)e the
return of the traumatic past in ways that construct readers as emissaries of a meta-diegetic
collective knowledge/ memory?
The second part of the chapter shifts toward a fuller consideration of characters
and explores the implications of this memory-enabled screen of diegetic
history/knowledge for re-presenting the specific diegetic historical traumas that weave a
matrix of connections between Harry and his least favorite teacher, the Hogwarts Potions
Master, Severus Snape. Of central concern here will be Harry’s study of Occlumency-the magical art of closing the mind against unwanted invasion--under Snape’s tutelage.
Harry’s Occlumency lessons serve in canon as an occasion to reinscribe some of the most
foundational past (i.e. remembered) traumas in the characters’ lives and, in so doing, to
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deepen their mutual animosity. Ultimately, Occlumency lessons conclude with one of the
most palpable failures of potential connectivity in the series: the affective chasm between
Harry and Snape is broadened, traumatic histories are further compounded, and the
impossibility of any kind of “healing” is highlighted in ways that permeate the narrative
afterwards.
This chasm at the site of past traumata becomes, in Harry/Snape slash fiction, one
key site of intervention for fans who queer the canon narrative. In varied and variable
ways, Harry/Snape slash fics re-envision the alienation of canon as deeply affective--as a
site of intense emotive connectivity, physical or emotional brutality, or somatic catharsis.
At the same time, the most sexually explicit of those slash narratives, like those discussed
here, aim for a corporeal response from the reader: an embodied sexual arousal that
mirrors the action of the characters in the text. The final portion of this chapter considers
the impact of such queered re-visions in two Harry/Snape fan fiction texts: Penumbra’s
Conduits of Sorcery, and Hijja’s “But Not Forgotten,” each of which deals in radically
different ways with the Pensieve as magical mnemotechnic, with Harry’s study of
Occlumency, and with Harry and Snape’s diegetic encounters with past traumata.
Making sense of the interventions offered by these two fan texts requires, I will argue, not
just a thinking-through of traumatic histories as always shared, always in some sense
collective, but also a consideration of how stories of trauma circulate within the value
system of global capital, both as commodity and as fetish.
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Registering Trauma Across the Diegesis
Fans, of course, are constantly negotiating multiply-situated positions vis-à-vis
the HP text--their readings are informed by legacies of, and cultural memories surrounding,
(extradiegetic) traumatic events. At the same time, fans continuously (re)deploy collective
memory about the artifacts, technologies, and traumas within the Potterverse diegesis to
explore those desires kindled in their encounters with the Harry Potter metatext. Making
sense of these multiple, complex, and sometimes contradictory desires requires
acknowledging the different nodes of resonance between traumatic histories within the
diegesis and the extradiegetic experiences of readers. At the same time it is important to
resist the impulse to allegorize diegetic traumas or to read them as simply analogous to
historical trauma in the reader’s culture (or in the reader’s own life experiences), however
tempting such comparisons might appear.25 Broadly speaking, we might think of trauma
as a sort of haunting by which a wound from the past (either physical, psychical, or
metaphorical) is felt, whether by one subject or by many, in the present. Given the
diversity of subjective experiences around trauma, however, it will be helpful here to
schematize the differing registers of trauma that inform readers’ encounters with (and
desires for) the Harry Potter metatext, both to provide a lexicon for discussing the various
modes in which trauma resonates and to avoid conflating importantly distinct trauma(tic)
experiences.

25

For one example of such oversimplified analogizing see V. Chellammal and SK Chitra Lakshimi, “Harry
Potter and the Mahabharatha.”
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Diegetic Historical Traumas
In her foundational work on trauma and textual analysis, Unclaimed Experience:
Trauma, Narrative, and History, Cathy Caruth suggests an understanding of trauma
based not on the nature of an event, per se, but on the relationship between two
moments--the limit event (unassimilable at the moment of its initial experience) and the
return of that event in the later experiences of the traumatized subject. For Caruth, trauma
is thus primarily about temporal disjunction; she writes: “the wound of the mind--the
breach in the mind’s experience of time, self, and world--is not, like the wound of the
body, a simple and healable event, but rather an event that [...] is experienced too soon,
too unexpectedly, to be fully known and is therefore not available to consciousness until
it imposes itself again, repeatedly, in the nightmares and repetitive actions of the
survivor” (4). As Caruth and many others26 have noted, this experience of disjunction-what some call dissociative trauma--entails a crisis both of knowledge and of
representation. Because the unassimilablity of the initial event is what marks an
experience as traumatic, trauma flouts the conventions of linear narration, and “implies a
shattering of a culture’s meaning-making scheme and representational modes” (Kaplan and
Wang 8). Trauma, in short, confounds traditional linear, if not all, forms of representation
and thus throws “knowing” into crisis--a crisis which is, of course, never simply private
(no matter how personal a traumatic experience may seem to an individual subject) but
always inflected with implications for the cultural episteme.
Put another way, the psychic wound that cries out--the “debilitating kind of
26

See also Kaplan and Wang, “From Traumatic Paralysis to the Force Field of Modernity;” Elaesser,
“Postmodernism as Mourning Work;” Turim, “The Trauma of History;” White, “The Modernist Event;”
and Staiger, “Cinematic Shots.”
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memory[...] engraved on the body, precisely because the original experience was too
overwhelming to be processed by the mind” (Kaplan and Wang 5)--becomes a point of
contact between subjects and between individual and culture, a voice speaking “not as the
story of the individual in relation to the events of his own past, but as the story of the
way in which one’s own trauma is tied up with the trauma of another, the way in which
trauma may lead [...] to the encounter with another, through the very possibility and
surprise of listening to another’s wound” (Caruth 8). Such encounters around trauma-encounters of speaking, narrating, listening, bearing witness--mark the sites at which limit
events, individual knowledge, collective memory, and historical narrativity converge to
activate the reading, suggested by Caruth, of history (a narrative which arises precisely
when and where immediate understanding of an event is confounded) as “precisely the
way we are implicated in each other’s traumas” (24).
The very challenge of representing historical limit events (and the sometimes
troubling ideological implications of those representations) has been a site of an ongoing
discussion among film and mass media scholars. Despite the resonance of historical
traumas for collective memory and cultural knowledge, however, (and despite the ways in
which narrative techniques and representative technologies mark the border between
individual/personal trauma and shared/public trauma as ever more permeable) a focus on
dissociative trauma runs the risk of obfuscating those traumas which resist reading
through temporal disjunction, specifically because some traumas have no event to which
they can be conclusively linked. Thus while Caruth’s model is useful for reading diegetic
limit events in the Potter series--in thinking, for example, about the work done by magical
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artifacts like the Pensieve which allow past trauma to become a literal presence in the
present--it does little to explain the broad resonance which Potterverse narrative trauma
has for so many readers and fans, the possible reasons why this is a narrative which,
when queer read, is potentially so compelling for the bodies and desires of readers.

Extradiegetic Structural Traumas
Dominic LaCapra’s distinction between historical trauma (i.e. trauma linked to a
particular past event) and structural trauma (i.e. traumas which cannot be linked to a
specific past occurrence) is useful for thinking through representations of trauma, like
those found in Harry Potter texts, whose settings do not simply index or allegorize
historical losses or limit events.27 Structural trauma, LaCapra suggests, is not organized
around an experience of loss, per se, but instead around an absence which may be
narrativized as loss. A story, for example, about a prelapsarian Eden narrativizes the loss
of a utopian state from which humans fell, while the story of the Harry Potter novels
narrativizes, through parental death, the loss of the womb of nuclear family home space
which purportedly provides the promised land of childhood safety. But what such tales
in fact make salient is the yearning and wish for that which was never there at all. Such
nostalgic yearning for that which is widely believed lost, but which was likely never
present at all permeates and infuses a culture, and in this sense becomes structural in
much the same ways as ideology and myth. Absence is perceived as loss, the mourning
for which becomes interminable, melancholic; it returns in endless (re)iterations, a specter
27

LaCapra uses the terms structural trauma and transhistorical trauma interchangeably. I prefer the former,
as even that which is structural, in the sense of foundational and tacit in a culture’s ideology and myth
must, clearly, change over time.
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both absent and present at once. Thus, LaCapra writes, “one’s deepest experiences of
suffering, disturbance, loss, or even ecstasy may not stem from living through
traumatizing events, to which they are at times mistakenly attributed, such as the
putative modern loss of authentic memory, true community, or oneness with Being. Such
‘losses’ are [...] better conceptualized as absences related to [...] an unsettling condition of
possibility that is generative of anxieties or vulnerabilities,” a condition of possibility to
which everyone in a culture is subject (History in Transit 115).
The topography of structural trauma, of absence and ersatz loss, must be
understood, I would suggest, as deeply enmeshed with the mappings of historical dureés
and ruptures, for the contours of epochal continuity and disjuncture are themselves
narrated (and narrative) positions on the character of the present and its distance from the
past. Most importantly for a discussion of the Potter metatext, in which readers’
experiences of the present meet a fantasy landscape filled with artifacts of the mythic
pre-industrial past, are those continuities and ruptures between that which gets called
“modernity” and its attendant modifiers of “pre-” and “post-.” To make sense of the
stakes in Potterverse formulations of magical presence and traumatic loss, I want to
propose a deliberately hyperbolized extension of Jameson’s famous gesture of a
periodizing hypothesis for postmodernism, a gesture which comes, as he notes, “at a
moment in which the very conception of historical periodization has come to seem most
problematical indeed” (552). Though, as others have argued, the very trouble with the
term postmodern is that it too readily periodizes (Lyotard says that “‘postmodern’ is
probably a very bad term, because it conveys the idea of a historical ‘periodization’ [...
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which] is still a ‘classic’ or ‘modern’ ideal” [“Rules” 209]), it is just this lexical
construction by which attitudes/styles and specific temporalities appear inextricably
bound that makes modernity, premodernity, and postmodernity particularly useful
demarcations for reading the fantasies enabled by Harry Potter texts. Thus, extending
Jameson’s argument that postmodernism must be understood not simply as an aesthetic
style but as a cultural dominant that coincides with globalization and late capitalism, I
propose reading modernity too, not as an attitude or a mode, but as a cultural dominant,
coinciding with industrial capitalism and suturing representational and economic systems
in indissoluble ways. (Premodernity is, I think, somewhat more slippery, a point to
which I will return below).
Definitions of modernity and postmodernity are notoriously fraught, at least in
part because those definitions are always, to some degree, attempts to identify (and
narrate) specific differentials within the workings of capitalist (re)production that are
themselves gradually, clandestinely, and ceaselessly expanding into new domains. Thus,
as Appiah notes, modernity is “not the triumph of Enlightenment Reason[...] but what
Weber mistook for that: namely, the incorporation of all areas of the world and all areas of
even formerly ‘private’ life into the money economy” (344), while for Lyotard,
“Capitalism is one of the names modernity goes by[.... It] posits the infinite as that which
is not yet determined, as that which the will must indefinitely master and appropriate.
The infinite[...] must be conquered, made the means to an end, and the end is the glory of
the will” (“Rules” 215).
Briefly, I suggest that we can map the mainstays of modernity as comprised of
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three main elements, all of which inform the Potterverse narrative: 1) the formation and
repetitive iteration of grand narratives grounded in notions of progress and scientific
rationality (the Potter text, at its core, is the story of an imperiled world that must be
saved by the power of one boy’s ability to love); 2) a faith in binary oppositions like
those between insides and outsides, Occident and Orient, civilized and savage, rational
and sentimental as objective reflections of and on the world (Sirius’s statement that “the
world isn’t split into good people and Death Eaters” [Harry Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix, hereafter OotP, 302] notwithstanding, the whole landscape of Dark Arts, a Dark
Lord, and Harry’s position as Chosen One who battles against them point to the Potter
canon’s allegiance to binarisms); and 3) a preoccupation with moments of shock
(exemplified by the train wreck), and the attendant experiences of shattering and
alienation which, caused by encounters with the industrialized world, find their exemplary
representation in the space of the (walking) city (a modernist fascination with the space
of the city certainly informs Harry’s yearly trips to Diagon Alley, a spectacle which
invites the wanderer’s gaze to linger: “Harry wished he had about eight more eyes. He
turned his head in every direction as they walked up the street, trying to look at
everything at once: the shops, the things outside them, the people doing their shopping”
[SS 71]).28
Broadly speaking, postmodernity involves differing emergent answers or
responses to these elements of modernity. Lyotard argues that one of the key elements
which distinguishes postmodernity from modernity is the expansion of commodification
28

A preoccupation with the events themselves, as opposed to a preoccupation with spectacularized
representations of such events, which, as I argue below, is more a feature of postmodernity.
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into the workings of language: according to the logic of late capitalism, he suggests, “one
must be able to transcribe even a complex phrase in such a way that information units can
be enumerated[....] That is the condition under which language can become a commodity.
That is the condition under which meaning can enter the account books” (Lyotard 210).
Because of this shift in the workings of language, it would be impossible to speak
responsibly of the Potter novels without speaking of the economic atmosphere of
postmodernity in which they certainly circulate. But, of course, neither postmodernity or
modernity is an economic system alone.
Rather, in each case we have the Janus-faced amalgam: economic system with
representational system. For the purposes of reading Potter texts, what is most crucial is
not an issue of causality--of whether commercial systems prefigure representational
systems or representational systems prefigure economic ones--but rather the ways that
representational systems and economic systems become discursively indissoluble. It is
the discursive interweaving of economic histories with representational strategies that
makes the notion of periodization useful for reading the fantasies at stake in Harry Potter
texts: because particular representational strategies stand as cues to signal particular
epochal idioms, those (magically re-activated) representational strategies which are taken
to be paradigmatic of a given historical period gain the power to transport a subject
(character or reader) to a location in which present and past can seem to touch, a location
from which that which has purportedly been lost can be found, can be present. And this
location--the location which the Potter novels make possible “now”--is activated
precisely by mixing the epistemological systems symbolic of modernity (which inform
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the narrative), the economic milieu of postmodernity (in which the books circulate and in
which readers consume them), and diegetic representational technologies that signal a
mystical and mythical premodernity.
The whole framework of sentiments (in postmodernity) that views the
cornerstones of modernity (grand narratives of true community, binary epistemes,
unshaken faith in objectivity, positivism, rationality) as lost provides a signpost to the
mythic space believed to have come before that loss, a time-space prior to the threats
wrought by industrialization, prior to alienation, estrangement and psychic shattering.
Such purported “losses” allow one to identify (or at least to recognize) the tone and
timbre of the present by a measure of its distance from the past. And in such a way
“premodernity” (a time-space that remains necessarily nebulous, but that maps loosely
onto pre-industrialized social sites) comes to function as a signifier for all those absences-those structural traumas--taken in toto, that the postmodern West perpetually mourns.29
At the same time as modernity is, for postmodernity, always the (mourned and
longed for) moment that came before, however, it is also, paradoxically, a moment which
has not yet passed, which cannot be simply in the past (because its most hopeful
promises weren’t realized “then”), and which thus continues (to be) now. The continued
and continuing prominence of modernity’s fantasies (which find a home in the Potterverse
29

It seems important to distinguish, here, between the perpetual mourning that characterizes
postmodernity’s longing for eras past and the theoretical position of a different post-: post-structuralism.
Amongst post-structuralists, it seems safe to say that few are nostalgic for modernity, nor would they be
likely to say that modernity’s grand narratives are lost; rather they would more likely frame those narratives
as having been illusionary to begin with. From the perspectives of poststructuralism, the openings and
space-clearing gestures of postmodernity are not just immensely desirable but literally vital to life. To
quote Butler, “Possibility is not a luxury; it is as crucial as bread” (Undoing Gender 29). But, of course,
not everyone will be so eager to see spaces opened: the clearing of space at stake in the moves made by a
variety of “posts” (Appiah 346) acknowledges the epistemic uncertainty linked to (self-determined/ selfdetermining) white European Christian masculine subjectivity not holding mastery over the world, and for
many, uncertainty is a deeply uncomfortable location to occupy.
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imagery of Diagon Alley where labor exacts no toll upon bodies, where the buying,
selling, and desiring of commodities stands as authentic performance of community
membership and interpersonal contact, and where magic sanitizes the city’s dirt) thus
comes to mark a feature of postmodernity: modernity, in at least one sense, persists in the
postmodern present because its fantasies persist, not just as fantasies of past loss but as
fantasies of near-future presence. If structural trauma describes a process whereby
absence is narrativized and installed as loss, there is, too, a dynamic by which absence is
narrativized and installed as the promise of a future utopia yet to be realized. This is not
an either/ or proposition (either modernity is a nostalgically longed-for dream located in
the mythologized past, always placed a moment behind and folded endlessly into the
“premodern,” or modernity provides the present with signposts for a utopian unified
future which we just haven’t reached yet but will certainly achieve if we only stay the
course laid out by Enlightenment ideals and treat modernity as a project not yet
completed). Rather “modernity,” as much as a period, is also a fulcrum--a symbolic and
an imaginary which becomes a contested signifier and a contested temporal terrain, always
displaced both “backwards” onto the premodern and “forwards” like a mirage for the
postmodern to chase into its future. In both cases there is the imprint of structural
trauma: absence narrativized as loss; absence narrativized as the yet-to-be-achieved but
lose-able.
Likewise, if particular putative losses--of authentic memory, true community,
oneness with Being, a reliable historical master narrative, an unfragmented positivism, and
a non-alienated/ non-commodified connectivity between humans--are often taken as the
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given losses of postmodernity, this does not make “premodernity” (whenever that is
believed to have been) the site of their actual presence except insofar as that which we call
“premodernity” is itself a depository for spectral fantasies. What matters here is that
some configuration of, or narrative about, the (“premodern”) past becomes, through the
workings of structural trauma, the site of a fantasy about that which has been “lost,” and
is now nostalgically yearned for and romanticized. At the same time, the promises of the
(modernist) past become reinvigorated in at least some (postmodern) fantasies of the
future, explaining, tautologically, the appeal held by “premodern” fantasies. The
mythologized past, where absence is (through the telling of tales) installed as loss,
becomes that time-space to which one must travel in order to access, touch, and feel the
wholeness, the connectivity which has supposedly been lost over the course of
modernity, and the dream that these markers are a path to utopia assure their continued
power and influence in the present. But there is too, it seems, a way in which nostalgia
unmasks itself, reveals its own elisions between the absent and the lost: there is certainly
nothing novel, for example, in suggesting that the utopian homeland to which the nostalgic
longs to return likely never really existed at all. To accomplish such a “return,” then, one
would need do the impossible, and the impossible is precisely what magic enables.
Of course magic in the Harry Potter series does not activate an uncontested utopia
(the novels grow increasingly dark and dystopian as Harry ages), and when magic enables
literal returns to the past in the Harry Potter canon, those encounters are nearly always
occasions for the re-presentation and presentification of some traumatic event, not for the
return to an idealized home-space. So it is not that the narrative’s events--the (numerous)
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historical traumas of the diegesis--function as a simple reparative for the structural trauma
of the postmodern West. Rather, extradiegetic structural traumas resonate in the structure
of the diegetic world, surfacing in the narrative in complicated (and sometimes
contradictory) ways.
The quotidian material realities of a world in which magic is part of life, part of
tradition, part of time and history make possible a constant thematic as well as
diegetically corporealized contact between yesterday and today, between “pre-” and
post-modernity. This (a)temporal proximity between “past” and present is hypostatized
in the novels by such settings as Hogwarts castle, The Leaky Cauldron, and Diagon
Alley, and, as I will argue below, by the constructions of ocularity invoked in artifacts
like the Pensieve. But it is in the larger contours, conflicts, and themes of the plot that we
find structural trauma and absence narrativized as mythically constitutive and
foundational losses (or, alternately, as vitally threatened presence). Thus Lily and James
Potter’s (destroyed) home in Godric’s Hollow emblematizes a lost familial utopia, the
potency of which reverberates in the protection that a dead mother’s love bestows upon
her son; the “Wizarding world” entifies a knowable, self-contained, and transnational
community; and the visual presentification of memory through magical artifacts enables
the substantiation of a historical master narrative and a positivist appraisal of an ocularly
non-contingent world. Meanwhile Voldemort, as the megalomaniacal villain, instantiates
the presence of evil as a discrete and knowable entity against which good must fight. All,
in short, fantasies rigged to the mainstays of that structural trauma by which the
postmodern West sails.
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Put simply, if the nuclear family was never really the primordial site of safety,
solidarity, and protection; if evil was never uncontested, personified, and simply
knowable; if community was never “true,” unified, and unambiguous in its boundaries; if
history was never singular, undisputed, unfragmented, then these fancies of nostalgia,
these (extradiegetic, structural) yearnings to return to a homeland that never existed at all
except in dreams or magical other-worlds, may be particularly well served by a narrative
in which magic renders time not only spatialized (enabling a return to it as myth-space),
but in which the mystical promises of the premodern are installed in, through, and as the
presence of a magical world coincident with our own.

Metadiegetic Traumas
When interminable longing is turned not towards the work of literal historiography
but towards a fantasied “premodern” locus which willingly exhibits its own fabrication as
fantasy, a tale of magic, preternatural creatures, or other self-consciously fictive
representations that stake no claim to ever having been “real” (in the sense of historically
existent), something particular is at stake. If nothing else, such phantasmagorical
nostalgias tend to lack an institutional power apparatus founded on (and invested in) their
basis as truth--nostalgias like these don’t readily offer themselves in the service of nation
building projects, for example; they don’t yield themselves up to a crafting of national
“heritage.”30
30

This is not to say that fantasy nostalgias cannot e pressed into the service of nationalist projects.
Certainly as the musical Camelot demonstrates with regards to the Kennedy administration, they can be.
Conversely, to learn from the example of J.R.R. Tolkien whose express goal was to write a mythology for
England, phantasmic nostalgias may in fact be conceptualized in tandem with nationalism and with
expressly nationalist goals, even if those objectives fail.
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In the eyes of the state, phantasmagorical nostalgias like those implicit in the
Potter narrative are “useless”--they do not advance sentiments of collective national
belonging; they do not foster unity on the basis of shared past sufferings; they do not
make recourse to a lost time-space of home as the site of shared truth. And as Svetlana
Boym notes, “The official memory of the nation-state does not tolerate useless nostalgia,
nostalgia for its own sake” (14). In the view of the state, the work of melancholia may
only be of value if it can be made to motivate some inflection of nationalism, but as David
Eng and David Kazanjian point out, the keeping-alive of the past in the present which
unrequited mourning effects, can enable political potentialities.
When the longed for “past” makes no pretense to historical existence, when
melancholia unmasks itself as the yearning for a fantasized dream, the keeping-alive of a
past that never was can become a site for an oppositional collective memory, shared
desire, and intimacy. Part of the importance of memory (and the narratives by which it is
shared and transmitted), Jens Brockmeier notes, is that:
What binds individuals together into a cultural community is the
centripetal force of a connective structure that organizes a considerate
body of thought and knowledge, beliefs and concepts of self: that is, a
worldview rooted in a set of social rules and values as well as in the shared
memory of a commonly inhabited and similarly experienced past. The
overarching function is to guarantee a cultural sense of belonging--in
contrast, for instance, to a belonging based on kinship, race, material
property, or economic dependence. At issue, then, is a sense of belonging
that binds the individual into a culture while binding the culture into the
individual’s mind. (18)
But if cultural memory functions in this way, binding an individual through narratives to a
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mainstream culture, it also simultaneously functions to bind individuals to other sites as
well, including textual ones. The narratives by which collective memory is transmitted do
not float above texts; rather, they inhere in them, and though binding to one does not
necessarily preordain binding to the other, neither are the two completely disjoined.
In other words, in addition to those structural traumas which (in)form the
extradiegetic memory of readers, and the diegetic historical traumas which work in the
novels to shape the culture of the wizarding world, there is a metadiegetic functioning of
memory. This metadiegetic memory renders textual borders permeable such that shared
knowledge about the diegesis--about the workings of magical artifacts and techniques, the
characters’ personalities, the wizarding world’s lexicon, and its historical traumas--binds
fans to a commonly inhabited awareness and, for slash fans, an encounter with the text
framed by similar experiences of desire.
To begin to parse the workings of this intimate subcultural memory, let us look at
some magical artifacts and technologies for remembering that open spaces for shared
encounters with trauma inside and across the borders of the diegesis. If, as I suggest
below, the binding of the reader to the memory of the text, a memory centered largely on
moments of diegetic trauma, is key in distinguishing Harry Potter fans from non-fan
casual readers, then the events and technologies highlighted in the following vignettes
should be understood as instances of what would be, for fans, immediately recognizable
(and placeable) fibers in a tightly woven diegetic landscape. In the slash fan texts
considered in part three of this chapter, we will see how the particulars of the following
memory technologies are reworked in fan fiction to queer the text and to activate contact
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and connection between characters rendered impossible in canon.

Doorways to the Past: Re-Membering (In) the Present
Seeking to satisfy their curiosity about the cause and culprit of a mysterious series
of attacks during their second year at Hogwarts, Harry and his friends investigate the tales
of a similar set of events that took place at the school fifty years earlier. Their research
turns up dead ends until Harry comes into possession of a diary which belonged to a
former student, Tom Riddle, who attended Hogwarts during the time when those similar
attacks occurred--the era of the last opening of the Chamber of Secrets. Riddle’s diary,
which Harry retrieves after someone tries to flush it down the toilet, has no writing in it
of any kind, but when Harry writes in it, the diary writes back, interpolating itself as a
record of, and a vessel for, memories:
‘Lucky that I recorded my memories in some more lasting way than ink.
But I always knew that there would be those who would not want this
diary read. [... T]his diary holds memories of terrible things. Things that
were covered up. [...] Professor Dippet, ashamed that such a thing had
happened at Hogwarts, forbade me to tell the truth.’ (Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets, hereafter CoS, 240-241)
From the beginning, the diary thus presents itself as the record of a traumatic history that
could not be simply written, read, or spoken--a record(ing) more true and reliable than
words, not just an artifact for holding memories, but a site for the traumatic past’s
preservation through memory. The diary makes it possible for the “terrible things”
experienced by one subject in the past to enter into the consciousness of another in the
present. But the “record more lasting than ink” is not merely Riddle’s magically available
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script on the page--the historical record made available through the diary is primarily a
visual one. As Riddle’s diary says to Harry, “‘I can show you [what happened fifty
years ago] if you like.[...] You don’t have to take my word for it. I can take you inside my
memory’” (CoS 241, emphasis mine).
And Riddle does indeed take Harry into the diary: “Harry saw that the little
square for June thirteenth seemed to have turned into a miniscule television screen. [...H]e
raised the book to press his eye against the little window, and before he knew what was
happening[...] he was pitched headfirst through the opening in the page, into a whirl of
color and shadow. He felt his feet hit solid ground, and stood, shaking, as the blurred
shapes around him came suddenly into focus” (CoS 242). Harry finds himself standing in
a Hogwarts from fifty years ago, a Hogwarts “as Riddle had known it” (CoS 243). No one
can see or hear him there, but he is surrounded by the action of events as one is
surrounded by walls in a room. Nor is the memory he witnesses stationary--he follows
Tom Riddle from the Headmaster’s office (Harry, in fact, arrives in the office before
Riddle himself to see Headmaster Dippet reading at his desk, a moment which implies
that this “memory” exceeds the particular ken of its rememberer), through the corridors of
the school, and into the dungeons. Time passes perceptibly--at one point, “It felt to
Harry that they were there for at least an hour” (CoS 246). Then Harry sees Riddle
confronting the boy he accuses of opening the Chamber of Secrets and causing one
student’s death--the current-day Hogwarts game keeper and Harry’s friend, Hagrid. The
memory concludes as Hagrid and Riddle struggle; for Harry, “The scene whirled, the
darkness became complete; Harry felt himself falling and, with a crash, he landed spread-
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eagled on his four-poster in the Gryffindor dormitory, Riddle’s diary lying open on his
stomach” (CoS 247). He immediately announces to his friend Ron that it was Hagrid who
opened the Chamber of Secrets fifty years before.
The characteristics of the image-event Harry sees in the diary are emblematic of
diegetic encounters with the remembered past made possible by other magical
mnemotechnics in the Potterverse as well. Entering into a memory, whether through
Riddle’s diary or, as is more common in the series, through a Pensieve, consistently leaves
Harry’s sense of his embodied self undisrupted (he feels his feet hit solid ground, he sees
through his own eyes, he can direct his gaze as he wants and move under his own
volition); further, the witnessing of the memory-event is a multiply-sensuous experience,
at once visual, auditory, and tactile. But it is the eidetic qualities of memory-events made
present by artifacts like Tom Riddle’s diary (and later the Pensieve) which are most
fundamental in constructing the privileged status of memory in the Harry Potter canon:
the crucial experience for “having” knowledge is figured as the experience of seeing. As on
the night when he witnesses the attack on Mr. Weasley in his sleep, what Harry sees is
what he knows to be true: “‘I’m not lying, and I’m not mad! [...] I tell you, I saw it
happen!’” (OotP 465, emphasis mine).
Because constructions of visuality, like all constructions of how bodies are
understood to encounter the world, are never without historical implications, the issue of
how a Potterverse observer sees the past--what (and from what position) they witness-is integral to the metadiegetic historical fantasies enabled by the text. And because
constructions of visuality and witnessing are always embodied, implying, assuming, and
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structuring particular arrangements of the somatic and corporeal self, the contact between
the bodies of characters and the traumatic histories they witness might be said to
materialize through the eidetic workings of magical mnemotechnics. The diegetic observer
in the Potterverse (most often, it is Harry himself), in his/her encounters with the
artifacts, institutions, and technologies of a magical world, is situated at an intersection of
the modern and the premodern, in a space marked by both overt temporal disjunction
(Muggle electronics do not work at Hogwarts school, which is, not coincidentally, a
castle, complete with dungeons, to which students travel via steam engine from Kings
Cross station in modern-day London), and by an implicit atemporality at the site of
vision.
In his study of vision in the nineteenth century, Jonathan Crary notes that “the
problem of the observer is the field on which vision in history can be said to materialize,
to become itself visible. Vision and its effects are always inseparable from the
possibilities of an observing subject who is both the historical product and the site of
certain practices, techniques, institutions, and procedures of subjectification” (5). Crary
argues that a crucial shift from classical to modern arrangements of viewing occurs around
the paradigm of the camera obscura--a darkened box or room with a small light aperture,
which has the function of projecting an image of the landscape outside onto a surface
within. From roughly the end of the 16th to the beginning of the 19th century the camera
obscura functioned, Crary suggests, not just as one particular optical apparatus among
many, but as a visual paradigm. Its effect was to maintain a de facto distinction between
interior and exterior spaces and to create for the observer an attendant “unified space of
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order, unmodified by his or her own sensory and physiological apparatus, on which the
contents of the world [could] be studied and compared, known in terms of a multitude of
relationships” (55).
To enter into a camera obscura is to enter a space apart, a space physically and
phenomenally separate from its surroundings, but in which (some) phenomena manifest
hyperbolically. The workings of the camera obscura model are thus precisely those
which are implicit in Potterverse mnemotechnics like Riddle’s diary. Crary writes that in
using the camera obscura,
On the one hand, the observer is disjunct from the pure operation of the
device and is there as a disembodied witness to a mechanical and
transcendental re-presentation of the objectivity of the world. On the other
hand, however, his or her presence in the camera implies a spatial and
temporal simultaneity of human subjectivity and objective apparatus.
Thus the spectator is a more free-floating inhabitant of the darkness, a
marginal supplementary presence independent of the machinery of
representation. (41)
In the same way, Potterverse mnemotechnics both construct and assume an independence
of the observing subject from the represented world--in this case, the world of the past.
This representation is figured as having an almost mechanical accuracy; in fact the
representation, though subjective insofar as it is drawn from the mind of one who was
present for the historical event, only becomes available--is only re-presented through the
workings of the magical artifact into which it is deposited: without the stone basin of the
Pensieve, for example, a magically-extracted memory is only a bit of gaseous silver
filament. The intervention of the magical apparatus at the very site and moment of
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representation not only determines the eidetic character of the image, it installs, between
observer and historical image-event, an “objective screen” in all the polysemy which the
phrase invokes. The image-event precedes and exceeds the observer, who indeed remains
“independent of the machinery of representation.”
Memories, of course, are not always or necessarily visual affairs, yet it seems apt,
colloquially, to speak of a memory as an image of the past. The Potterverse’s
construction of magical mnemotechnics capitalizes on the ease with which we often, as
Paul Ricoeur says, “speak of what we remember, even of memory as an image we have of
the past” (44). This metaphor of memory as image is literalized by magical artifacts like
Riddle’s diary, so that the remembered past is seen more than figuratively. Or, put
another way, these magical mnemotechnics make possible the visual presentification--the
“‘making present’ [of] that which does not give itself as present in the sense of
presenting” (Ricoeur 48)--of memories that turn out, more often than not, to have to do
with past traumas.
The shift from figurative to literal images of the past holds something in kind with
another metaphor as well, one which Ricoeur draws from classical vernacular--that of
eikon and tupos, or likeness and imprint, found in the texts of Plato and Aristotle. This
classical metaphor describes memory as formed in the same way as the pressing of a seal
into a block of wax. The quality and consistency of the wax (along with the force with
which the impression is made) determine the accuracy of the likeness, which then retains
a sort of material constancy long after its initial striking. The classical texts cited by
Ricoeur figure this imprint as made “upon the soul,” but one can see, nonetheless, how
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the metaphor enables a model in which a memory-object, once struck, takes on an
existence independent of any subjective act of remembering. Remembering becomes a
process not of interpellation but of re-viewing or observing a constant, static, and
objective (in both senses of the word) external reality.
The model of memory as imprint is tacit in Harry Potter canon, though with a
certain elision of detail--all experience seems to strike the wax with the same precision, all
seems preserved in the same verisimilitudinous exactness (by which it then lays claim to
authenticity, authority, and “truth”): Slughorn’s memory bears legible marks at the site of
its modifications (the “real” memory is an artifact belatedly retrieved but still in its pure
and unsullied state); Morfin’s deeply buried memory of his meeting with Tom Riddle
requires only Dumbledore’s excavation to emerge as a perfect replica of the past events
and settings in question. And because these imprints are figured as materially extant
constants, anyone at all can enter into them and have a look around--the imprint is a
minutely detailed replica, a perfectly rendered scene, ripe for observing.
In foregrounding the eikon as magical memory-object, I do not mean to imply a
technologically determinant model in which material artifacts mandate or delimit a
particular subjective experience for those who observe them. Rather, I want to consider
the epistemic constructions that emerge around the encounter of observer and
remembered image-object. As Crary points out, “Though obviously one who sees, an
observer is more importantly one who sees within a prescribed set of possibilities, one
who is embedded in a system of conventions and limitations.[...] There is no observing
subject prior to this continually shifting field [of discursive, social, technological, and
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institutional relations]” (6). The literalizing of memory-image into magically available
imprints of the past (imprints which are always accessed through specific magical
artifacts, and the access to which is always inflected by particularly freighted
relationships of power and authority) thus constructs a new position from which to
observe, a position discursively akin to, but not equivalent with, any extradiegetic
historical observer--and it is this positionality which, I argue, helps to activate readers’
fantasies of/through the text. (A point to which I will return shortly.)
As Crary says of the camera obscura, Potterverse mnemotechnics “founded on
laws of nature (optics) but extrapolated to a plane outside of nature, [...provide] a vantage
point onto the world analogous to the eye of God” (48). While the construction of this
“eye of God” vantage point does not in and of itself constitute a premodern subject
position, taken in conjunction with the singularity and specificity of the image-object
implied by the imprint model, a certain premodern subjectivity is invoked. The
Potterverse formulation of magically available memory-imprints implies that there is
always one, and only one, authentic presentification of historical events.
Similarly, though not works of art per se, the memory images made present by
Tom Riddle’s diary and other magical mnemotechnics retain that ritualistic character so
famously identified by Walter Benjamin in “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction”--despite their apparent remove from their original placement in time and
space, these magically-available memory-images retain a sense of uniqueness,
authenticity, and situatedness--it is not the historical representation that moves into the
subject’s space-time, but the subject who seems to move into the past. These magical
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memory-images thereby retain that aura which mechanical reproducibility destroys.
Benjamin writes that
The authenticity of a thing is the essence of all that is transmissible from
its beginning, ranging from its substantive duration to its testimony to the
history which it has experienced. Since the historical testimony rests on
authenticity, the former, too, is jeopardized by reproduction when
substantive duration ceases to matter. And what is really jeopardized
when historical testimony is affected is the authority of the object. (221)
Potterverse mnemotechnics, however, appear to preserve authenticity, specifically by
framing historical testimony as singular, monocular, and unitary--memories can be
replayed or re-viewed again and again, but they cannot be copied for mass distribution;
each is a unique artifact, a one-of-a-kind. As a result, in every one of these contacts
between observer and object there is some (distinctly premodern) trace of the ritualistic
which, by preserving the aura surrounding a particular piece of historical “testimony,”
helps to assure the authority of the delivered image and thereby the authenticity of the
singular(ized) historical past. Thus when Dumbledore charges Harry with the task of
retrieving Slughorn’s real memory of the night that Tom Riddle asked him about
Horcruxes,31† it is with assurances that Harry is “the one person who might be able to
penetrate [Slughorn’s] defenses [... and] secure the true memory” (Harry Potter and the
Half-Blood Prince, hereafter HBP, 372); Harry’s request for this memory requires not
just his use of a magical luck potion but, significantly, the confluence of the burial
31

Horcruxes figure centrally in book six of the series. They are objects into which a person has put a
portion of their soul after having split it through the act of committing murder. While the Horcrux exists,
the wizard cannot die because a portion of his or her soul remains interred in the object. Voldemort, we
learn, has split his soul into seven pieces and created a set of Horcruxes of which the diary discussed earlier
was one.
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ceremony in which Hagrid lays to rest his pet giant spider.
But for all the connectivity between (traumatic) past and present offered by
Potterverse mnemotechnics and the witnessing of remembered events, there is a caution as
well. In his encounter with Riddle’s diary, Harry, notably, doesn’t heed the warning
offered by Mr. Weasley: “Never trust anything that can think for itself if you can’t see
where it keeps its brain” (CoS 329, italics in original), but he might have done well to do
so--Harry trusts the memory shown to him by Riddle’s diary. Seeing, after all, is
believing, and Harry has seen the memory. Harry believes Tom. He believes him all the
way up until Riddle spells it out for him: Tom Marvolo Riddle is an anagram for “I am
Lord Voldemort.” It was not, in fact, Hagrid who had opened the Chamber of Secrets at
all; it was Riddle himself. The memory he showed Harry was a scene of the night on
which he framed Hagrid for what he himself had done. Harry’s willingness to believe
Riddle’s account comes not just from Riddle’s claim that his memory was of a
suppressed truth, but from his ability to render that memory as an image-event, a scene to
which Harry is able to bear witness, and thereby to know.
And it is, ultimately, not the memory as it appears in the diary that is misleading
at all--Riddle’s account of that night’s events are corroborated by Hagrid’s former pet
giant spider, Aragog: “‘I remember it well. That’s why they made me leave the school.
They believed that I was the monster that dwells in what they call the Chamber of
Secrets. They thought that Hagrid had opened the Chamber and set me free.[...] When I
was discovered, and blamed for the death of a girl, he protected me’” (CoS 278). It is,
instead, Riddle’s text as it appears on the diary’s pages, the way he frames the memory-
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image, even the way he has rearranged the letters of his own name, that prepositions
Harry in his understanding of what he sees. It is through the truth claims of printed text
that Harry is manipulated. And if he gleans from the experience a kernel of wariness with
regards to printed accounts of the past, that kernel can only blossom under the recurrent
light of the highly suspect accounts presented in all sorts of diegetic print media. The
Daily Prophet, for example, swings wildly from presenting Harry as “boy hero” to
mentally unstable menace, and Witch Weekly’s spurious article about Harry and
Hermione’s failed romance results in weeks of hate mail and threats for Hermione. While
the stories printed in the Prophet are widely believed by the wizarding world at large,
readers of the novels, knowing what Harry knows, sharing his memory and bearing a sort
of witness to the way his utterances are manipulated in print, are privy to the
newspaper’s misrepresentations and can thus share Harry’s outrage (not just with the
character in the text, but with each other).32
Perhaps ironically, one of the lessons readers learn (from reading) is not to trust
everything you read; put your trust, instead, in what you remember, and especially what
you remember having seen. In the Harry Potter canon, those sources of collective
memory contained in the official (written) record--whether they be Ministry of Magic
statements about an event or Daily Prophet articles--are, if not wholly unreliable, then at
least consistently suspect. The tone and timbre of these sources shifts like the blowing
wind. Harry is their scapegoat one day and their hero the next. Individual memory, on the
other hand, especially when it can be seen with one’s own eyes is supposedly constant,
32

This shared memory and outrage has also had a hand in shaping fan discourse regarding non-diegetic
media coverage of the fandom as well.
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reliable, and impartial. Memory is what you can trust... mostly.
At the very least, though, the shared memory of “terrible things” past is what
allows one to know one’s friends: one of the things that binds Harry, Ron, and Hermione
is their shared memory grounded in what they’ve experienced together. Thus the trio’s
friendship is cemented in the first book after Harry and Ron save Hermione from an
attacking troll in the girl’s bathroom and Hermione lies to the faculty to keep them out of
trouble (“There are some things you can’t share without ending up liking each other, and
knocking out a twelve-foot mountain troll is one of them” [SS 179]). And in Half-Blood
Prince Harry secures Dumbledore’s permission to tell Ron and Hermione (but no one
else, not even other Order members) about the memories and histories he gains access to
during his lessons with the Headmaster: “‘I think Mr. Weasley and Miss Granger have
proved themselves trustworthy. But Harry, I am going to ask you to ask them not to
repeat any of this to anybody else. It would not be a good idea if word got around how
much I know, or suspect, about Lord Voldemort’s secrets’” (215). Moreover, this
function of shared memory as binding friends and delineating in-groups and out-groups is
particularly important in a diegetic world that constructs memory as both fundamentally
alterable and culturally determinant: Muggles in the Potterverse narrative are those who
do not remember.
The example of Harry’s Aunt Marge with which this chapter opened offers one
instance of the ways in which not remembering is constructed in Harry Potter canon.
Another is the case of the Muggle campground owner, Mr. Roberts, at the Quidditch
World Cup in book four of the series. As he checks wizards into their campsites, Mr.
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Roberts tells Arthur Weasley that the campground is suddenly full of
‘Weirdos, you know? There’s a bloke walking ‘round in a kilt and a
poncho.[...] It’s like some sort of... I dunno... like some sort of rally.’[...]
At that moment, a wizard in plus-fours appeared out of thin air next to
Mr. Roberts’s front door. ‘Obliviate!’ he said sharply, pointing his wand
at Mr. Roberts. Instantly, Mr. Roberts’s eyes slid out of focus, his brows
unknitted, and a look of dreamy unconcern fell over his face[....]
‘A map of the campsite for you,’ Mr. Roberts said placidly[....]
The wizard in plus-fours[...] muttered to Mr. Weasley, ‘Been having a lot
of trouble with him. Needs a Memory Charm ten times a day to keep him
happy.’ (GOF 77-78)
The existence of the Obliviate spell (also called a Memory Charm) in the diegetic
universe of Harry Potter raises questions not only about the reliability of memory, about
what memories mean, and about whose memories can (and can’t) be trusted, but also
about the extradiegetic formulations of memory and truth which frame and mobilize these
fictive representations. Memory, as the Obliviate spell has the immensely desirable effect
of demonstrating, is never neutrally produced, never neutrally claimed or neutrally
mobilized between subjects or among groups. Given the privilege and authority attributed
to (individual) memory in other moments of the canon, how can we best makes sense of
the apparently fungible character of memories that results from the Obliviate spell? How
can we rectify a reliance on memory as the most legitimate source of knowledge in a
diegetic universe that simultaneously constructs memory as inconstant and always
threatened by externally imposed mutation?
The answer seems to lie with the way that forgetting (or the absence of a memory,
however it comes about) is made legible in the text--when a memory isn’t there, the reader
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knows it. Whether it’s because we see the Obliviate spell as it is cast, hear a report of it
later, or see the dense white fog that obscures the scene in Professor Slughorn’s Pensieve
in book six, as readers we always have some sign to indicate those moments at which
memory is suspect. Changed or forgotten memories are thereby prevented from sneaking
up on us and catching us unawares, prevented from masquerading as truthful and reliable.
Even when a memory is absent, the text of the novels makes present a mark of the
absence where the memory is not, a mark that readers can remember and share in
common.
In “An Ars Oblivionalis? Forget It!” Umberto Eco argues that a scholarly art
devoted to developing techniques of forgetting is both an oxymoron and an impossibility,
the former because “a semiotics is by definition a device that stalls natural processes of
oblivion” (260), and the latter because, such an art would have to be the antithesis of a
memory art that is semiotic by nature. Techniques of memory, he suggests, “set into play
[...] an interpretive hermeticism: everything can be the sign of everything else” (257). Eco
argues that
every expression determined by a semiotic sign function sets into play a
mental response as soon as it is produced, thus making it impossible to use
an expression to make its own content disappear[....] Thus, it is possible
to forget on account not of defect but of excess, just as, though it is not
possible to destroy the meaning of an assertion pronounced aloud, it is
possible to pronounce another assertion in the same moment, so that the
two assertions are superimposed. There are no voluntary devices for
forgetting, but there are devices for remembering badly: it is necessary to
multiply the semiosis. (259)
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Obliviate spells, we might say, thus accomplish the impossible--an art of making someone
forget--but what makes it possible for them to do so is not their magic per se but the fact
that it is never one’s own self who is doing the forgetting.33 The reader, at least, is never
the one being Obliviated, and is therefore always able to read the signs of another’s
memory erasure.
Those “strange and unusual” things that the campground owner Mr. Roberts has
seen do not present themselves for his interpretation; even the traces of their erasure have
been erased. All that remains in their place is an absence, legible to readers and to Harry
and his wizard friends. And ultimately in Mr. Roberts case, what remains legible to those
who know the wizarding world (i.e. to wizards and readers, but not to Muggles and
nonreaders) is the limit event of an encounter with dark magic: before the Quidditch
World Cup celebrations conclude, Mr. Roberts and his family become the target in a
Death Eater attack which is reported afterwards under the headline “Scenes of Terror at
the Quidditch World Cup” (GOF 146):
Loud jeering, roars of laughter, and drunken yells were drifting toward
them; then came a burst of strong green light, which illuminated the scene.
A crowd of wizards, tightly packed and moving together with wands
pointing straight upwards, was marching slowly across the field. [...T]heir
heads were hooded and their faces masked. High above them, floating along
in midair, four struggling figures were being contorted into grotesque
shapes. It was as though the masked wizards on the ground were
puppeteers, and the people above them were marionettes operated by
invisible strings that rose from the wands into the air[....] Tents crumpled
33

Gilderoy Lockhart did, in fact, manage to (accidentally) cast an Obliviate spell on himself--it landed him
permanently in St Mungo’s Hospital for Magical Maladies, trying to learn to write his own name.
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and fell as the marching crowd swelled. Once or twice Harry saw one of
the marchers blast a tent out of his way with his wand. Several caught fire.
The screaming grew louder. The floating people were suddenly illuminated
as they passed over a burning tent and Harry recognized one of them: Mr.
Roberts, the campsite manager. The other three looked as though they
might be his wife and children. One of the marchers below flipped Mrs.
Roberts upside down with his wand; her nightdress fell down to reveal
voluminous drawers and she struggled to cover herself up as the crowd
below her screeched and hooted with glee. ‘That’s sick,’ Ron muttered,
watching the smallest Muggle child, who had begun to spin like a top,
sixty feet above the ground, his head flopping limply from side to side.
(GOF 119-20)
Like Aunt Marge’s accidental ballooning, the attack on the Roberts family maps
Muggle encounters with magic as traumatic limit events, events which wizards can know
and Muggles cannot. And it is through this epistemic arrangement that readers and
wizards are aligned: both can remember diegetic trauma, even if not all remember it
faithfully. If remembering is what distinguishes wizards from Muggles, a particular
longevity of memory is what distinguishes Harry’s allies from the wizarding world at
large.
As already noted, the official record provided by sources like The Prophet and the
fickle winds of public opinion are, in HP, sites of memory and knowledge not to be
trusted. This is all the more true given the wizarding community’s apparent inconstancy
of memory. As Hermione points out at the end of book five, “[The Prophet’s] very
complimentary about you now, Harry.[...] ‘A lone voice of truth... perceived as
unbalanced, yet never wavered in his story... forced to bear ridicule and slander...’ [...] I
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notice they don’t mention the fact that it was them doing all the ridiculing and slandering
though” (OotP 847, italics in original). And as Harry points out to the new Minister of
Magic in book six,
‘You don’t care whether I live or die, but you do care that I help you
convince everyone you’re winning the war against Voldemort. I haven’t
forgotten, Minister...’ He raised his right fist. There, shining white on the
back of his cold hand, were the scars which Dolores Umbridge had forced
him to carve into his own flesh: I must not tell lies. ‘I don’t remember you
rushing to my defense when I was trying to tell everyone Voldemort was
back. The Ministry wasn’t so keen to be pals last year.’ (HBP 347, italics
in original)
Unlike the wizarding community at large, Harry remembers, and his readers and
friends remember along with him, even while all the rest of the world seems to forget.
Moreover, what fans (as particularly invested readers) remember is a historical mystery
structured around trauma and largely mediated by Harry’s point of view. If one of the
key traits of dissociative trauma is that it can be experienced only at the moments of its
return, if trauma is indeed “a special form of bodily memory” (Kaplan and Wang 5) as the
scars on Harry’s hand and on his forehead show, then what fans remember from their
encounter with textual trauma is not just the wizarding world’s history but the body of the
characters on which that history is inscribed. An invested remembering of the text thus
implies a memory not just of historical traumas, but of the bodies that bear them in
multiple textual sites. An invested remembering of the text--the sort of remembering that
distinguishes Potter fen from non-fans--thus involves the reader’s investment in the
bodies of the characters and the ways in which those bodies are marked by the very
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traumas which the narrative demands must be remembered. Harry’s body, with its
knobbly knees and disobedient hair, its trademark lightning bolt scar, and its forcibly
inscribed brand: “I must not tell lies”34 may be the most obvious site of investment, but it
is hardly the only one. Of the numerous others, one might point to Draco Malfoy’s everincreasing pallor in book six as he struggles to perform Voldemort’s bidding, the Dark
Mark† inscribed on the arm of each of the Death Eaters, Remus Lupin’s ill and exhaustedlooking frame, his prematurely graying hair, or Voldemort’s subhuman reptilian body
itself.

Genealogy of Loss: The Heritage of Harry’s Forebears
It would be impossible, in one chapter, to do justice to all of these sites of
investment. I will thus focus on one: the relationship between the traumatic pasts and the
traumatized bodies of Harry and his Potions teacher, Severus Snape. In order to make
sense of this relationship, however, it is necessary, first, to sketch out the central
trajectory of historical trauma in the diegesis, that is, the ways in which Harry’s own
familial tragedy is figured as the keystone in the collective “national” trauma facing
wizarding Britain.
Though Harry’s years at Hogwarts begin in 1991, the crucial events of
Voldemort’s rise to power (and, thereby, the forces that shape Harry’s life) could be said
to begin in 1926 with the birth of Tom Riddle, or earlier with the abuse suffered by
34

The inscription “I must not tell lies” which marks the back of Harry’s hand results from a series of
detentions he serves with Dolores Umbridge, the “Hogwarts High Inquisitor” in book five. As punishment
for his continued conviction that Voldemort has returned (a truth which the Ministry of Magic attempts to
forcibly suppress), Harry is forced to write lines with a magic quill. Every time he prints the words “I must
not tell lies,” they appear not on his parchment but cut into the back of his hand. He endures this
punishment every day for over a week until the scarring becomes permanent.
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Riddle’s mother, Merope Gaunt, at the hands of her father and brother. The most critical
events for contextualizing the re-presented traumas Harry faces during his years at
Hogwarts are, however, those of the 1970’s, the decade of Voldemort’s first rise to power
as well as the time at which Harry’s parents’ generation attended Hogwarts. What
follows is a necessarily abbreviated sketch of the events of the 1970’s Potterverse as they
pertain to Harry’s life and the central conflict of the novels, a sketch compiled from
information unveiled in the first six books of the Harry Potter series. It is important to
remember, of course, that as a mystery tale much of this information was only belatedly
revealed to readers and to the characters themselves and that, like any historical telling,
this story is assembled piecemeal to form something resembling a cogent narrative body
with believable causal connections.
Of the four Hogwarts houses, the two which figure most prominently in the
novels are the perpetual rivals Gryffindor and Slytherin, and there is no shortage of
characters following in the footsteps of their elders with regards to them. Harry, like both
his parents, is sorted into Gryffindor, the former house, too, of James Potter’s closest
friends at school: Sirius Black, Remus Lupin, and Peter Pettigrew. This group of four
Gryffindor boys, dubbed the Marauders, is the fulcrum on which much of the novels’
intergenerational conflict pivots.
The victim of a werewolf attack as a young child, Remus Lupin is admitted to
Hogwarts by Dumbledore when most headmasters would have deemed him a monster,
too dangerous to allow near other children. Dumbledore makes it possible for Lupin to
attend school with the provision that he must be secluded on the nights of the full moon
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lest he attack any of his peers. Each month when the moon is full, Lupin is sequestered in
an abandoned shack away from the school, a place that (because of the sounds he makes
during his transformations) becomes known as the Shrieking Shack, supposedly the most
haunted building in Britain.
It does not take long for James, Sirius, and Peter, curious about their friend’s
monthly absences, to work out the truth of Remus’s condition. Rather than scorning him,
however, they begin, in secret, the complicated study which eventually allows each to
transfigure himself into an animal form--James, a stag; Sirius, a dog; and Peter, a rat. As
animals, they can safely remain in Lupin’s company on the nights of his transformations.
Of course Lupin’s condition must remain hidden from the rest of the student body and
from the other students’ parents.
True to the Potterverse axiom that “Gryffindor and Slytherin students loathed
each other on principle” (HBP 143), the Marauders have a nemesis in their Slytherin
house classmate, Severus Snape. The origin of Snape and the Marauders’ mutual
animosity is hazy, but as Dumbledore says to Harry, “‘they did rather detest each other.
Not unlike yourself and Mr. Malfoy’” (SS 300). Certainly, as we shall see, Harry is
deeply resistant to the possibility that Snape might have been the victim of unprovoked
bullying by James and his peers, but whatever events incited their rivalry, Snape’s hatred
of the Marauders (and James, Sirius, and Remus in particular) is calcified during their fifth
year by an event that takes place at the Shrieking Shack.
Motivated, apparently, by sheer maliciousness, Sirius tells Snape that if he
follows a particular secret passage on the night of the full moon, he will learn something
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to his advantage. What Sirius knows and Snape does not is that at the end of the passage,
which leads to the Shrieking Shack, Snape will meet with Lupin in his transformed and
fully lupine shape and that the encounter will likely end in Snape’s death, since Remus
has no control of his actions during his transformation. What saves Snape’s life is not
Sirius’s conscious or Remus’s restraint, but James’s intervention at the last moment when
he steps in and rescues Snape. James, as Dumbledore tells Harry, saved Snape’s life, and
for that Snape could not forgive him because from Snape’s perspective, James saved him
only to protect Sirius from having to face the repercussions of causing a classmate’s
death.
The extent to which the experience of being nearly eaten by one of his classmates
(or the teasing he at other times endures at the hands of the Marauders) shapes Snape’s
subsequent life choices remains open for debate, but at some point before the end of the
decade he joins Voldemort’s Death Eaters. Before Voldemort’s fall in 1981, however,
Snape has, according to Dumbledore, changed his loyalties again and become a spy
working for the Order of the Phoenix, a secret group who oppose Voldemort. On the eve
of the series’ conclusion, the question of Snape’s true loyalty is probably the greatest
mystery and most contested issue in the fandom, and there is no way to fully untangle
the skein of intrigue surrounding it. In the climax of book six, Harry Potter and the HalfBlood Prince, Snape (who we finally learn is the title’s namesake) kills Dumbledore (who
has trusted him up until the end) before Harry’s eyes.
Amongst readers and fans, the debate about his reasons for doing so has been
intense: for some, Dumbledore’s death at his hand proves unequivocally that Snape’s true
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loyalty lies with Voldemort; for others (and I would venture to say that this position is
more popular within the fandom), Snape may yet be an ally, potentially having acted on
Dumbledore’s orders or as part of a larger plot that Harry and his friends remain unaware
of. Fans who take the latter position have many reasons for doing so, but in many cases,
it is Dumbledore’s unflagging trust in Snape that informs their continued faith in him.
At least part of the evidence Dumbledore holds for believing that Snape’s true
loyalties lie with the Order of the Phoenix has to do with a prophecy made by the
Hogwarts Divination teacher, Sybil Trelawney, regarding the birth of a child who would
one day defeat the Dark Lord. According to the prophecy,
The one with the power to vanquish the Dark Lord approaches... Born to
those who have thrice defied him, born as the seventh month dies... and the
Dark Lord will mark him as his equal, but he will have power the Dark
Lord knows not... and either must die at the hand of the other for neither
can live while the other survives... The one with the power to vanquish the
Dark Lord will be born as the seventh month dies.... (OotP 841)
As Dumbledore explains, this prophecy did not necessarily refer to Harry when it was
first made, but it undoubtedly came to refer to him after the attack in which Voldemort
killed Harry’s parents and attempted to kill Harry himself. In so doing he marked Harry
as his equal.
The question then becomes why Voldemort chose Harry.35 Voldemort’s choice in
attacking Harry resulted, if we can trust Dumbledore’s interpretation, from an incomplete
knowledge of the prophecy’s content. Voldemort’s informant, according to Dumbledore,
35

The Prophecy could also have referred to Neville Longbottom, also born at the end of July whose parents
were also Aurors and members of the Order of the Phoenix and had also defied Voldemort three times.
Neville’s parents, Frank and Alice Longbottom, were ultimately tortured to the point of insanity by
Voldemort’s followers.
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heard only the first half of the prophesy before being discovered eavesdropping. The
identity of that eavesdropper is never specifically revealed, but after Trelawney rouses
from her prophesying trance she witnesses Dumbledore as he discovers Snape listening
outside their door. According to the explanation Dumbledore offers Harry after Harry
(belatedly) hears Trelawney’s account of the night when the prophecy was made,
Snape’s regret at having been the one to give Voldemort the information that ultimately
motivated Lily and James Potter’s murders is earnest and genuine, “the greatest regret of
his life” (HBP 549), a characterization which Harry steadfastly rejects.
But whatever role Snape played in carrying information to Voldemort (and here it
should be remembered that it was the first half of the Prophesy only that Voldemort
learned of), that alone was not sufficient to enable James and Lily’s murders. For that,
another betrayal was needed.
Apparently anticipating the danger they were in as players in the fight against
Voldemort (and already suspicious of a spy in their midst), the Potters had, sometime
shortly after Harry’s birth in August of 1980, gone under the protection of the Fidelius
Charm, a magical safeguard which renders one’s whereabouts utterly secret. When
Fidelius is cast, one person is designated to be the Secret Keeper. This person alone can
disclose the whereabouts of the protected party; anyone else, even if they know the
location of those protected by the spell, is magically barred from any kind of
communication that might disclose the secret protected by Fidelius.
The most obvious choice for the Potter’s Secret Keeper was James's best friend
(and Harry’s godfather) Sirius, but apparently in his own mind, Sirius felt that he was too
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obvious a choice. At his urging, James and Lily agree to make Peter their Secret Keeper
instead, a switch known only to the four of them. Thus the Potters’ murders required that
Peter betray them. But, since everyone assumed it was Sirius who had been their Secret
Keeper, in the eyes of the wizarding world, deaths of Lily and James Potter indicate not
Peter’s treachery but Sirius’s.
Thus when Peter fakes his own death in an explosion on a crowded city street that
kills twelve Muggles, the wizarding world has no trouble believing that Sirius is to blame.
He is sent, without trial, to the wizard prison Azkaban where he spends twelve years
before his escape. In the intervening years, Peter lives as Scabbers, the pet rat of first
Percy and then Ron Weasley, and it is not until Sirius escapes and tracks his former
schoolmate down that Peter’s true identity and treachery is revealed.
The books’ readers, we must remember, learn each of these things as Harry learns
them--given the narrative’s close third person perspective, the entry of events into the
novels’ diegetic history as legitimate knowledge is contingent upon their availability to
Harry’s consciousness.36 And even if a reader arrives at different conclusions than Harry
does on the basis of the knowledge he gains, the information cannot be simply separated
from him as the “truth” that underlies his partiality. Harry’s very existence as a character
is permeated with the need to know that past which has been hidden from him ever since
the earliest tales in which his Aunt and Uncle told him that his parents died, not as the
result of a powerful curse, but in a car crash.
One might thus tell the preceding history in another way--as a chronicle of
36

There are only a handful of exceptions to this: the opening chapter of book one which takes place during
Harry’s infancy, the first of the Quidditch matches that Harry plays in (in which play-by-play commentary
is provided by another Hogwarts student and the beginnings of both books five and six.
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traumas in Harry’s life and their aftermaths. Harry learns of the prophecy, for example, in
a context indivisible from the death of his godfather, but as Dumbledore takes great pains
to explain to him, the prophecy reflects the imprint that the trauma of loss has made
upon Harry, rather than foretelling a destiny which exists outside the context of that loss:
‘Harry, never forget that what the prophecy says is only significant
because Voldemort made it so [...] Voldemort singled you out as the
person who would be most dangerous to him--and in doing so, he made
you the person who would be most dangerous to him![....] If Voldemort
had never murdered your father, would he have imparted in you a furious
desire for revenge? Of course not! If he had not forced your mother to die
for you, would he have given you a magical protection he could not
penetrate? Of course not, Harry!’ (HBP 509-10)
Likewise, Harry learns of Scabbers’, the rat’s, identity as Peter, his role in James’ and
Lily’s deaths, Lupin’s lycanthropy, and Sirius’s true loyalty after a year spent believing
that Black (an escaped “mass murderer”) was trying to kill him, a year in which he faced,
again and again the traumatic return of his parents’ deaths in his encounters with the
Dementors of Azkaban.
In fact, it may be the dementors which provide the text’s most elegant metonym
for the textual interweaving of trauma’s returning histories. In the floating, rotten body of
the dementor inheres the specter of trauma as an echo of past reverberating into present.
Encountering a dementor, Harry hears, in reverse, the sounds of his parents’ deaths--the
scream he only belatedly learns was his mother’s, Voldemort’s voice as he warns Lily out
of his path and she refuses to yield, his father’s exhortation for Lily to take Harry and
run. The debilitating force of these memories mirrors trauma’s initial, unassimilable
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impact--after each of his initial encounters with the dementors, Harry regains
consciousness on the floor of the train, in the hospital wing, and on the floor in Professor
Lupin’s office.37 Until he learns to battle these embodiments of traumatic return, he can
only awake belatedly; the moment of traumatic shock remains, for him, an event that still
cannot be fully or consciously known and experienced. What makes it possible for the
events surrounding the night of his parents’ deaths to be assimilated, to enter into Harry’s
knowledge of history (not only his own personal historical narrative, but the historical
narrative of the wizarding world which he is ultimately charged with saving) is his ability
to call upon the force of powerful happy memories that are exteriorized in the form of a
magical animal guardian. This guardian, called a Patronus, is “‘a projection of the very
things that the dementor feeds upon--hope, happiness, the desire to survive--but it cannot
feel despair, as real humans can, so the dementors can’t hurt it’” (POA 237). Trauma
(specifically the trauma of Harry’s parents’ deaths) becomes assimilable in its return to
the present, and this processual “awakening” to memory is embodied in the form of
Harry’s patronus: James’s animagus† form, the stag, becomes the source of Harry’s own
self-protection, the projection of his psyche in a seismographic collision of present and
past.
If a world of wizards and magic perhaps offers itself more readily for a literalizing
of cross-temporal contacts of all kinds, it is no less significant that the Harry Potter
novels use technologies of cross-temporality to tell a story that, at its heart, offers the
traumatic return of parental death as key to quasi-global salvation in the future, in the
37
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process tethering personal loss and collective/transnational fate together. What activates
and enables this fantasy--the fantasy that (re)assembling those disjoined and disjointed
moments fractured by trauma can provide the key to collective salvation--is the model of
history as unitary, monadic, and somatically available which we have seen in the
Potterverse mnemotechnics discussed above. Without such a model in which the past is
figured as a literal and visually available place, objective in both senses of the word, the
fantasy that salvation might be attainable by unraveling and “solving” past traumata
begins to dissolve. Harry would appear as only woefully unprepared to face his destined
foe--he knows too few spells, is the antithesis of cool-headed and calm, and has stayed
alive only by luck. What Dumbledore arms him with is not, as Harry first anticipates,
powerful spells or defensive magic, but a knowledge of the past (often the hidden, secret,
or repressed past), a knowledge imparted through memories in a Pensieve by which past
traumas are rendered as a present, corporeally perceptible, and metadiegetically available
shared history.
Caruth argues that, “The historical power of trauma is not just that the experience
is repeated after its forgetting, but that it is only in and through its inherent forgetting that
it is experienced at all” (17). The forgetting of trauma in HP canon is not always literal
(though as we have seen, there are cases in which someone--most often a Muggle--is made
to forget through memory modification spells). Instead, “forgotten” trauma often appears
as a gap in the knowable or accessible history (especially the official historical record) of
the wizarding world, gaps which Harry must “solve” as he unravels the mystery that
drives each of the books.
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That most persistent and slowly unfolding historical mystery--that surrounding
Harry’s parents’ death--is the Potterverse story which gradually reveals the inextricable
connections between personal, familial, and public, political, and collective histories and
traumas; a story which demonstrates, as Caruth says, that “history, like trauma, is never
simply one’s own, that history is precisely the way we are implicated in each others
traumas” (24). For, as we have already begun to see, the history of Harry’s parents’
death, the history of Harry’s traumatic childhood with the Dursleys, the story of
Voldemort’s ersatz defeat and subsequent return, is the story, also, of the animosity
between Harry’s father, James, and Severus Snape; the story of Sirius Black’s practical
joking; the story of Remus Lupin’s lycanthropy, his loneliness, his desperate desire for
the friendship and acceptance of his peers; and the story of Snape’s loyalty--to
Dumbledore or to Voldemort--on which the final outcome of Harry’s life might hinge. The
story of Harry’s trauma is, in short, the story of Snape’s trauma--the story of a shared
history that neither character wants to share, and it is this story of perpetually frustrated
contact that motivates and preoccupies so many fan narratives of Harry and Snape.

Parable of Alienation: Harry and Snape in Canon
From the moment that they first set eyes on each other, Harry and Snape’s canon
relationship is framed not just by animosity but by a telling physical pain:
Professor Quirrel, in his absurd turban, was talking to a teacher with
greasy black hair, a hooked nose, and sallow skin. It happened very
suddenly. The hook-nosed teacher looked past Quirrel’s turban straight
into Harry’s eyes--and a sharp, hot pain shot across the scar on Harry’s
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forehead. ‘Ouch!’ Harry clapped a hand to his head.[...] The pain had gone
as quickly as it had come. Harder to shake off was the feeling Harry had
gotten from the teacher’s look--a feeling that he didn’t like Harry at all.[...]
Harry watched Snape for a while, but Snape didn’t look at him again. (SS
126)
While some have read this passage as evidence of Snape’s “true” loyalty to Voldemort
(Harry’s scar usually hurts when he faces Voldemort in some incarnation or other, and it
is, we learn later, Voldemort’s latest manifestation that is hidden beneath Quirrel’s
turban) what it seems most clearly to foreshadow is the routine psychic(al) pain that will
come to characterize Harry and Snape’s day-to-day meetings in the classroom, the
hallways, in Occlumency lessons. In virtually every space, context, and encounter Harry
and Snape come to remind each other of countless past traumas, small and large, the nexus
of which centers on Harry’s father, James.
One might pick any number of exchanges in canon to illustrate this point, but the
most protracted demonstration is that of Occlumency lessons during Harry’s fifth year.
Occlumency, the magical art of closing the mind against unwanted invasion, becomes a
requirement in Harry’s education after a series of recurring dreams in which it seems that
Voldemort is gaining access to his mind and in which Harry becomes privy to the Dark
Lord’s emotions. Harry’s reluctant Occlumency teacher, Snape, is an accomplished
enough Occlumens that he has managed the role of spy, reportedly veiling his mind even
in Voldemort’s presence. Snape begins each lesson by removing some of his memories
from his mind and placing them into a Pensieve, where Harry will not be able to access
them, for safe keeping.
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Occlumency lessons consist of Snape trying to “break into” Harry’s mind and
Harry trying to repel him. Each time that Snape succeeds in breaking through Harry’s
defenses, flashes of Harry’s memories flit through his mind, flashes which both he and
Snape see. But the memories which surface in Harry’s mind are almost uniformly
unpleasant and distressing: “[Harry] was five, watching Dudley riding a new red bicycle,
and his heart was bursting with jealousy.... He was nine, and Ripper the bulldog was
chasing him up a tree and the Dursleys were laughing below on the lawn.... He was sitting
under the Sorting Hat, and it was telling him he would do well in Slytherin[....] A hundred
dementors were closing in on him beside the dark lake” (OotP 534). Harry remembers,
too, the shocking sight of his schoolmate Cedric Diggory’s dead body, a sight which hits
with all the vividness of a flashback and leaves Harry feeling “as though he had really just
seen Cedric dead in the graveyard” again (OotP 536).
But though Snape witnesses these memories from Harry’s past, he does not do so
with empathy. He is furious with Harry for the memories he sees:
‘You are not trying, you are making no effort, you are allowing me access
to memories you fear, handing me weapons! [...] Fools who wear their
hearts proudly on their sleeves, who cannot control their emotions, who
wallow in sad memories and allow themselves to be provoked this easily-weak people, in other words--they stand no chance against [the Dark
Lord’s] powers!’ (OotP 536)
Memories, for Snape, particularly traumatic memories, are a liability. What Dumbledore
identifies as Harry’s greatest strength--his ability to love--is what, for Snape, counts as a
weakness: Harry feels too much; he is too connected to his surroundings, and this
connectedness renders the borders of his psyche (and his self) too permeable. Snape, by
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contrast, appears as singular, unbreachable.38
Only once during their lessons does Harry manage to repel Snape’s psychic
invasion, and when he does their roles are reversed--Harry now sees memories from
Snape’s youth, memories which are hardly less traumatic than Harry’s own: “a hooknosed man was shouting at a cowering woman, while a small dark-haired boy cried in a
corner.... A greasy-haired teenager sat alone in a dark bedroom pointing his wand at the
ceiling, shooting down flies.... A girl was laughing as a scrawny boy tried to mount a
bucking broomstick” (OotP 591-2). Harry feels no more empathy for Snape upon seeing
these memory flashes than Snape had for him; what he feels is more of an awkward
discomfort, an incongruence: “He was sure he had just broken into Snape’s memories,
that he had just seen scenes from Snape’s childhood, and it was unnerving to think that
the crying little boy who had watched his parents shouting was actually standing in front
of him with such loathing in his eyes” (OotP 592). What becomes visible to the reader in
this exchange is a striking similarity between Harry and Snape: the experience of their
childhoods mirror each other, with scenes that mark domestic home sites not as places of
safety but tumultuous upheaval, and encounters with peers as routinely imperiled. This
commonality in experience--specifically in injurious experience--marks a narrative
trajectory usually deployed to render connections between characters cogent and sensible.
But in the Potter text, the promise of subjective connection is perpetually deferred: the
experience of Occlumency, of seeing, quite literally, flashbacks of each other’s psychic
pain, is for Harry and Snape an exercise in alienation--not healing, sympathy,
38
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understanding, or concordance. In the canon narrative, the only emotion heightened by the
time they spend in Snape’s office is their mutual hatred.
When Snape gets called away in the middle of one lesson, Harry, overcome by
curiosity about what memory Snape is so intent on keeping from him, takes the
opportunity to peek into the man’s unguarded Pensieve. What he sees there is not a grand
secret about the spying Snape has done for the Order of the Phoenix but a memory from
Snape’s childhood, a memory in which Harry’s father and the rest of the Marauders are
implicated.
Inside the Pensieve, Harry finds himself at Hogwarts on the day when the
students in Snape’s year sat their Defense Against the Dark Arts O.W.L. exam, a scene
Harry finds populated by not only by a teenage Snape, but by Sirius, Remus, Peter, and
Harry’s father, James. Having spotted the Marauders, Snape becomes for Harry only the
vehicle by which he might gain access to his father, and his great concern is that Snape
might decide to “wander off in a different direction once outside in the grounds” (OotP
643-4) thus making it impossible for him to keep James in view. What Harry does notice
about Snape is that he has “a stringy, pallid look about him, like a plant kept in the dark”
(OotP 640-1); that “Round-shouldered yet angular, he walked in a twitchy manner that
recalled a spider, his oily hair swinging about his face” (OotP 643); and that he “was
clearly unpopular” (OotP 646): even as a teenager, Snape’s body--unkempt, arachnoid,
vegetative--bears the marks of his outcast status. If not yet wounded per se, his body is
already publicly marked as damaged, disfigured, and in some sense opened (through its
exteriorized marks of psychic tumult) by implicit maltreatment or neglect (the metaphor
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of the plant denied what it requires to thrive).
Harry’s focus is on none of these signs and bodily markings, however. He is far
more interested in the interactions between James and Sirius--in the “distinct impression
that Sirius was the only one for whom James would have stopped showing off” (OotP
645), in James’s display of reflexes with the golden snitch that he “nicked,” in the way he
“had a habit of rumpling up his hair as though to make sure it did not get too tidy, and
also that he kept looking over at the girls by the water’s edge” (OotP 645). If Snape’s
body bears the marks of his (still incipient) debasement, James and Sirius (who “was very
good-looking; his dark hair fell into his eyes with a sort of casual elegance neither James’s
nor Harry’s could ever have achieved” [OotP 642]) appear as bodies inviolable,
antithetical to Snape’s. Indeed James, in mussing up his hair, turns disarray into a
pretense, a sham that can only parade as charming in the face of his underlying
unfragmented (and seemingly innate) poise and grace.
The crucial event that Harry witnesses in Snape’s pensieve comes not from these
impressions, though, but in the form of an apparently unprovoked attack during which
James and Sirius dangle Snape upside down and threaten to take his underwear off in
front of a whole crowd of on-looking students. Snape, or as Sirius calls him “Snivellus,”
apparently provides the distraction to intervene in Sirius’s boredom, the prey that can
“liven him up” (OotP 645). Nor, would it seem, is this the first time James and Sirius
have targeted him: in response to James’ voice, “Snape reacted so fast it was as though he
had been expecting an attack” (OotP 646), and James and Sirius’s assault on him is not
just vicious but coordinated. Snape is disarmed of his wand by James and knocked off his
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feet by Sirius’s spell; he lays panting on the ground, immobilized, “struggling, as though
bound by invisible ropes” (OotP 646) while they ridicule him. When he voices resistance,
James retaliates with, “‘Wash out your mouth, [...] Scourgify!’ Pink soap bubbles
streamed from Snape’s mouth at once; the froth was covering his lips, making him gag,
choking him--” (OotP 646).
The scene might be one of commonplace schoolyard bullying, amplified through
the addition of magic, but the character of the bullying is saturated with tension over the
boundaries and openings of Snape’s body (a body which Sirius accuses of intolerable
leakages--“‘I was watching him [in the exam], his nose was touching the parchment[....]
There’ll be great grease marks all over it, they won’t be able to read a word;’” “‘What’re
you going to do, Snivelly, wipe your nose on us?’” [OotP 646]) and with the physical
force targeted directly at those bodily sites deemed to be most permeable (Snape’s mouth,
for instance).
The intervention of Harry’s mother, Lily, stops the attack at least temporarily,
allowing Harry to learn of James’ sentiments towards Snape: “‘What’s he done to you?’
‘Well,’ said James, appearing to deliberate the point, ‘it’s more the fact that he exists, if
you know what I mean...’” (OotP 647). But Snape’s rejection of Lily’s aid--“‘I don’t
need help from filthy little Mudbloods like her!’” (OotP 648)--points to the stakes
played by another tension of borders, both bodily and political: Mudblood is a
disparaging name for a wizard whose parents are not both also wizards, and this tension
over “blood purity” might be understood as a tension over the ways in which magical and
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non-magical bodies interact and connect in the reproduction of the “wizarding world.”39
Lily’s withdrawal, paired (perhaps not coincidentally) with her refusal of James’s
romantic overtures, sees James and Sirius’ assault resume, with Snape, for a second time,
“hanging upside down in the air, his robes falling over his head to reveal skinny, pallid
legs and a pair of graying underpants” (OotP 647),40 while James calls to the crowd of onlooking students, “‘Who wants to see me take off Snivelly’s pants?’” (OotP 649). At
this point the adult Snape discovers Harry and pulls him out of the Pensieve, thus cutting
the memory short of what might have been its most decisive moment of devastation.
In the canon text, the most extreme experience of trauma around this memory thus
might be exactly what remains outside of representation. But seen in another register, the
most decisive experience of trauma comes not in the re-presented memory at all, but in
the encounter between Harry and Snape that surrounds it, an encounter punctuated by
the only specific instance of physical contact between Harry and Snape in the text:
A hand had closed tight over [Harry’s] upper arm, closed with a pincerlike
grip. Wincing, Harry looked around to see who had hold of him, and saw,
with a thrill of horror, a fully grown, adult-sized Snape standing behind
him, white with rage. ‘Having fun? [...] So,’ said Snape, gripping Harry’s
arm so tightly Harry’s hand was starting to feel numb. ‘So... been enjoying
yourself, Potter?’ ‘N-no...’ said Harry, trying to free his arm. It was scary:
Snape’s lips were shaking, his face white, his teeth were bared. ‘Amusing
man, your father, wasn’t he?’ said Snape, shaking Harry so hard that his
glasses slipped down his nose. [...] Snape threw Harry from him with all
his might. Harry fell hard onto the dungeon floor. ‘You will not tell
39
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anybody what you saw!’ Snape bellowed.[...]And as Harry hurtled toward
the door, a jar of dead cockroaches exploded over his head. He wrenched
the door open and flew away up the corridor, stopping only when he had
put three floors between himself and Snape. There he leaned against the
wall, panting, and rubbing his bruised arm. (OotP 649-50)
Snape’s reaction and the depth of his rage result not simply from the return of the original
traumatic event held in the Pensieve.41 Rather, the occasion of Harry’s witness itself
becomes a new limit event: the greatest threat, for Snape, is that Harry has seen, that
Harry knows, and even worse that he might potentially share this knowledge with others.
By Snape’s estimation, Harry’s only possible relation to his trauma will be voyeuristic,
an enjoyment of the images of his pain like that demonstrated by the crowd of laughing
onlookers during the original event. But the impact of the image-event on Harry is
something altogether different: “What was making Harry feel so horrified and unhappy
was not being shouted at or having jars thrown at him--it was that he knew how it felt to
be humiliated in the middle of a circle of onlookers, knew exactly how Snape had felt as
his father had taunted him, and that judging from what he had just seen, his father had
been every bit as arrogant as Snape had always told him” (OotP 650).
The crisis into which Harry is hurled by this new knowledge of the past--of his
father and godfather’s conduct towards a man whom Harry disdains, a man whom he
doesn’t want to feel an affinity with--haunts the text long after (and, one might suggest, has
haunted it long before) the night of Harry’s illicit journey into Snape’s Pensieve. And the
41

Indeed, one might point to a contradiction in the functioning of the device--if Snape really placed his
memory in the Pensieve to make it inaccessible to Harry through his mind, the memory, so long as it
remains in the Pensieve, should also remain inaccessible to Snape; to the extent that it is removed from
him by its placement in the Pensieve, the trauma cannot return but must remain “dissociated,” unavailable
to consciousness.
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specter that haunts is specifically the specter of seeing the past in the present, the
specter of seeing the body in particular--Harry’s body is too similar to James’s; in the
Pensieve, he finds that looking at his father is like “looking at himself but with deliberate
mistakes” (OotP 641). Harry’s body comes, in these pages,42 to signify a collapse of
specificity; it becomes the corporeal referent of an intolerable past which threatens to
undo Snape (and ultimately Harry as well) by its presence in the present. For Snape,
Harry is trauma’s visual return made flesh.
For Harry, his own resemblance to James becomes, through seeing Snape’s
memory, the occasion on which both his sense of identity and his notion of history
shatter: “He felt as though the memory of [what he had seen in the Pensieve] was eating
him from the inside. [...] For nearly five years the thought of his father had been a source
of comfort, of inspiration. Whenever someone told him he was like James he had glowed
with pride inside. And now... now he felt cold and miserable at the thought of him” (OotP
653-4). What Harry is faced with in Snape’s Pensieve is an untenable asymmetry
between himself and his father (whom he looks so much like, whose animal totem
materializes as his greatest defender), and a simultaneous (and equally unexpected and
untenable) experiential kinship with Snape, a man whom he never thought he’d feel sorry
for (OotP 671), a man who clearly feels not paternal tenderness but enmity towards him.
At the moment Snape’s office door slams closed behind Harry’s fleeing form, the
occasion of seeing and knowing past trauma has rendered the (already substantial) rift
between Harry and Snape wholly unfordable: facing Snape (to request, as Sirius, Remus,
42

This is certainly not the first mention of Harry’s physical similarity to James. The resemblance is often
remarked upon; in fact, it is virtually the first thing Hagrid tells Harry when they meet on Harry’s eleventh
birthday: “‘An’ here’s Harry! [...] Las’ time I saw you, you was only a baby[....] Yeh look a lot like yer
dad, but yeh’ve got yer mom’s eyes’” (SS 47).
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and Hermione insist Harry should, that their Occlumency lessons resume) would require
not only Harry’s implicit admission of his father’s wrongdoing in the past, it would
necessitate his performative dissimilarity from James in the present. Harry would have to
divest himself of those very means of (self)defense which signify, to Snape, his arrogance,
and that echo, again, for Snape, Harry’s similarity to James. For it is ultimately those
shields of stoicism so integral to Harry’s character which shape Snape’s disdain him for:
“‘Potter is very like his father[.... H]e’s so arrogant that criticism simply bounces off
him’” (OotP 520).43 For Harry, then, returning to Snape’s office would mean conceding
to Snape that he, Harry, can be hurt by the criticism of others--that Snape’s words, his
copious criticism--can hurt him.
And it would mean, moreover, that an awareness of Harry and Snape’s
experiential similarity--an acknowledgment that their histories are populated by shared
traces which join their lives in the present--would have to enter into the consciousness of
the text in at least some small way. For Harry to return to Snape’s office would mean, in
short, that the text and its characters become aware of the ways in which “history, like
trauma, is never simply one’s own, that history is precisely the way we are implicated in
each other’s traumas” (Caruth 24). On one reading, the history of the Harry Potter
novels, we might thus say, is the story of how Harry and Snape (among others) cannot
bear the knowledge that they are implicated in each other’s traumas, and the story of
what they will do, what alienation they will perpetuate, to avoid having to know.
And for Harry, what he must do to avoid having to know, to shield himself in the
43
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supposedly protective carapace of (alienated) difference from Snape, is to find a way to
blame Snape for the very shattering that the knowledge of their shared traumas
instantiates. After Sirius’s death in the battle at the Department of Mysteries, Harry uses
his knowledge of the nexus of past traumas connecting him, Snape, his father, and Sirius
to do just that: he attempts to alleviate his own guilt for failing to learn Occlumency, to
justify and explain his own short coming, by seizing on Snape’s disdain for Harry’s
godfather--James’s surrogate: “[Harry] felt a savage pleasure in blaming Snape, it seemed
to be easing his own sense of dreadful guilt, and he wanted to hear Dumbledore agree with
him. ‘Snape--Snape g-goaded Sirius about staying in the house--he made out Sirius was a
coward--’” (OotP 833).
Indeed, what the text accomplishes through weaving this endlessly entwined web
of limit events is a diegesis in which encounters with trauma never hold more than the
unrealized (and unrealizable) promise of connectivity, understanding, sharing, or healing.
The wounds that cry out drown in the din of so many clamoring wounds; they call over
and across each other in ceaseless competition, and they do not want to hear the calls that
hail them in return. Thus when Hermione and Harry speak of Snape’s Defense Against
the Dark Arts lessons in book six, she tells him that “‘I thought he sounded a bit like
you[...] when you were telling us what it’s like to face Voldemort. You said it wasn’t just
memorizing a bunch of spells, you said it was just you and your brains and your guts-well, wasn’t that what Snape was saying?’” (HBP 181). And though in book six Harry
takes Snape’s old potions book (a book marked only as being the property of The HalfBlood Prince) as his constant companion, even to the point of reading it in bed (Harry
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usually considered the practice of reading one’s textbooks in bed to be the “sort of
behavior, as Ron rightly said, [that] was indecent in anybody except Hermione, who was
simply weird that way” [HBP 238]), and speaking of “the Prince” as though he was a
personal friend (Harry rejects Hermione’s suggestion that “the Prince” might have been a
girl telling her “‘It’s the way he writes, I just know the Prince was a bloke, I can tell’”
[HBP 538]), he refuses to remember that Snape’s experiences in his youth might not have
been so different from Harry’s own.
The only contact that can exist within the novels’ central matrix of trauma is thus
a perpetually failed touching, a history of perennially missed contacts, and a promise of
connection which aches with the wish of being fulfilled. Though in some cases the text has
no shortage of sentimentality (around such issues as the power of maternal love, for
example) it nonetheless holds its characters’ comfort in perpetual abeyance and offers
readers, through the vehicle of their metadiegetic memory and their awareness of diegetic
histories and lost opportunities, the unbearable but endlessly seductive promise of
affective actualization, the romance that isolation might somehow find its “cure,” even as
that cure unmasks its own impossibility.
Paradoxically, through this (magical and fantastic) story of traumas which never
resolve in anything but endless alienation, the reader who is invested in the text, who
shares in the text’s memory, who desires the bodies of the text and the traumas that mark
them, is offered a courtship with a melancholic longing which does connect, liminally, not
as a simple isolation nor a consummate touching (for, since there is only absence to begin
with, there is nothing really there to touch at all) but as an affective and sensible
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encounter with (the) feeling (of) the text. The reader bears witness, hears the calling of
wounds, aches for the characters and their memories, but these are wounds and traumas
that exist, literally, no-where. Why should it be, then, that Potterverse diegetic traumas
and missed connections like those between Harry and Snape manage so resonant an
impact on readers? What might this narrative of and around (fantasy) trauma have to offer
readers who are bombarded every day with stories about and representations of trauma?

Spectacularizations: Alienation Beyond the Page
If Harry and Snape’s perpetually deferred contact frustrates an expectation of
connectivity, in so doing it marks an “inappropriate” reaction to the diegetic witnessing of
represented trauma. As we move closer to the fan texts which rework this canon
relationship, we need to consider exactly what is constructed as an “appropriate” or
expected reaction to represented trauma in the postmodern West and what is at stake in
that expectation. As so many contemporary accounts of (mass mediated representations
of) trauma intuit, narratives and (re)presentations of trauma are bought and sold in the
global market of late capitalism in a way that renders trauma itself a commodity.
Mark Seltzer characterizes this ubiquitous representation of trauma as the mark of
a “wound culture: the public fascination with torn and opened bodies and torn and opened
persons, a collective gathering around shock, trauma, and the wound[....] In wound
culture, the very notion of sociality is bound to the excitations of the torn and opened
body, the torn and exposed individual, as public spectacle” (3-4). One might think, for
example, of the current mass appeal of the crime drama CSI, in which “the CSI shot”
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takes the viewer into the broken and battered body literally along the track of the wound,
or, to take a more quotidian example, the highway rubbernecking that slows traffic near
the scene of a violent accident, as passersby try to glimpse not just the crushed cars, but
the broken bodies inside them. But insofar as trauma is most often encountered today in a
“secondary” or vicarious form, as E. Ann Kaplan argues (Trauma Culture 39), the space
in which the public gathers to witness (or to ogle at) the limit event is never disconnected
from the matrix of capital in which all mass reproductions circulate. To have witnessed
the second plane impacting the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, for example,
is not to be removed from the ceaseless reiteration of that image in mass mediated
reproductions; likewise to stand behind the police tape watching the paramedics take
away the body from a crime scene might potentially collapse onto the act of watching the
TV news to see if one’s image is captured in frame in the background. If, as Benjamin
famously argued, “technical reproduction can put a copy of the original into situations
which would be out of reach for the original itself. Above all, it enables the original to
meet the beholder half way” (“Work of Art” 220), under the cultural conditions of late
capitalism, in which commodification has permeated representation even to the level of
language, the place “half way” between in which original (artifact, image, event) and
beholder meet is necessarily the marketplace: there is, today, virtually no way for
technical reproduction and re-presentation to escape the net of commodification. And if
Seltzer is right that “The notion of the public sphere has become inseparable from the
collective gathering around sites of wounding, trauma, and pathology” (24), then it must
also be the case that the vehicles of mass reproduction (i.e. the mechanisms by which the
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raw material of a limit event are transformed into narratives in print and film, and thereby
made to generate surplus value) by which sites of wounding become collectively
accessible are part of the very fabric from which wound culture is woven.
But commodities, as Marx tells us, are enigmatic and mysterious things. They
play tricks on the mind through shapeshifting and disappearing acts: appearing simply as
objects--objects in which value, by nature, seemingly inheres--they obfuscate social
relations, making relationships between people take on “the fantastic form of a relation
between things” (Capital 321). If value is, for Marx, the abstract amount of socially
necessary labor which has gone into a commodity--or that which “remains when use
value, the particularity and concreteness of the commodity, is ‘subtracted,’ that is, when
particularities become irrelevant in a given moment of exchange” (Joseph 13)--then this
very attribute of the commodity (i.e. labor in the abstract) is precisely that which
vanishes behind the smoke and mirrors of commodity fetishism. Put simply, when a
person produces an object, he or she puts labor into it, but when people exchange the
objects they have made (or exchange objects for money), it is through those objects (and
not through their labor, per se) that they relate to one another. Thus “the object which
labour produces--labour’s product--confronts it as something alien, as a power
independent of the producer. The product of labour is labour which has been congealed in
an object, which has become material: it is the objectification of labour. Labour’s
realization is its objectification” (Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts 71, italics in
original). This objectification of labor becomes, under capitalism, the fetish character of
commodities. Commodity fetishism which, as Marx notes, is inherent to the commodity
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as such (Capital 321), entails:
a two-step process: first the subject objectifies itself in some way, through
some product; then this product is alienated, that is, it appears to have, in
fact does have, some power over the producer. The commodity fetish is a
fetish in that the value of the commodity in exchange (that is, its relation
with other things) seems to inhere in it and seems not to be a product of
the producer. [...T]he producer thinks he is producing the product himself
and isn’t aware of his relation with others in the society. (Joseph 56)
The language of alienation and estrangement in Marx’s discussion of labor and its
products points to an affective distancing or detachment at stake in the (inter)action of
commodities, a sensibility which appears, too, in Guy Debord’s discussion of the
spectacle. Debord writes, “The economic system founded on isolation is a circular
production of isolation. The technology is based on isolation, and the technical process
isolates in turn. From the automobile to television, all the goods selected by the
spectacular system are also its weapons for a constant reinforcement of the conditions of
isolation of ‘lonely crowds’” (s.28).
Like other commodities, the spectacle is a relation between and among subjects,
but here a relationship embodied in a particular kind of object--images (Debord s.4).
Harry sees the traumatic event in Snape’s Pensieve, but from the perspective of the
commodity, he sees it so that the reader might “see” it, that is, so that the work might be
exchanged as a commodity. Or, to take a more literally visual example, in the film
adaptation of the fourth Potter novel, Harry discovers the corpse of Barty Crouch Sr. and
weeps over the body of Cedric Diggory so that these bodies may appear on screen to the
audience (and in the latter case especially, so that Harry’s devastation--his emotional
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shattering--may appear). In the same way that commodity fetishism entails a transfigural
cloaking, whereby value seems a property inherent to an object, the spectacle (itself a
particular mode of commodity) presents, in (re)produced ocular form, the abstract of
human labor and experience:
In the essential movement of the spectacle, which consists of taking up all
that existed in human activity in a fluid state so as to possess it in a
congealed state as things which have become the exclusive value by their
formulation in negative of lived value, we recognize our old enemy, the
commodity, who knows so well how to seem at first glance something
trivial and obvious, while on the contrary it is so complex and so full of
metaphysical subtleties. [... C]ommodity fetishism [...] reaches its absolute
fulfillment in the spectacle, where the tangible world is replaced by a
selection of images which exist above it, and which simultaneously impose
themselves as the tangible par excellence. (Debord s.35-6)
What are the implications, then, when the spectacle in question is the spectacle of
trauma, the multiply reproduced representations of wounded bodies and limit events that
bombard the viewer of mass mediated images produced in the west today? The dupe
played on the viewer of spectacularized trauma by commodity fetishism is that value
inheres in the reproduced spectacle of trauma itself. Not just value in the sense of
exchange-value (which indeed may seem to vanish--no one wants to think, for example,
about images of people jumping from the burning tower of the World Trade Center as a
moneymaking tool) but value in the sense of emotional impact and affective meaning. The
spectacle, by imposing a selection of images as the (purportedly) tangible, promulgates
the myth that in seeing a representation (here, a representation of trauma) one should be
able to have the experience of feeling the thing that is seen. Likewise, a reader might
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expect that Harry, in seeing Snape’s trauma re-presented in the Pensieve, should be able
to feel something for what Snape has suffered, or a viewer watching scenes of a fire,
bombing, or hurricane damage on the evening news might expect to be moved by the
images. But so often in the encounter with mass mediated representations of trauma, there
is no feeling to be had at all, or at least not the “right”--i.e. the expected--feeling.44
Kaplan describes this lack of feeling around mass mediated representations of
trauma as “‘empty’ empathy”: the viewer responses elicited by a particular kind of media
imagery which “encourages sentimentality by presenting viewers or [...] readers with a
daily barrage of images that are merely fragments of a large complex situation in a foreign
culture about which audiences may know very little” (93). Focusing particularly on
reporting about the Iraq War, Kaplan notes that the key factor in the empty empathy
produced by mainstream media images of the war is their decontextualization and that
“We are encouraged to identify with specific people--to enter their personal lives” but not
to grapple with larger issues of geopolitics, human rights, global impact, or the ethics of
war (95).
While Kaplan’s notion of empathic emptiness is useful, however, it suffers from a
somewhat too-benign view of Western mass media sources, as if the goal of TV news was
to force its viewers to grapple with issues of geopolitics, human rights, and the ethics of
war in the first place. Rather, as Robert Stam points out, “television news is [designed to
44

Kaplan and Wang typologize the experience of viewing cinematic representations of trauma into four
categories; they suggest that a viewer of “trauma cinema” might be positioned so as to experience the
reassurance and comfort of a “cure” (as in mainstream melodramas), may be vicariously traumatized during
the viewing, may be positioned as a voyeur, or may bear witness through empathic identification with the
images on screen. While I agree with the usefulness of their rubric of trauma cinema, it seems that at least
in some encounters with mass mediated representations of trauma, the affective engagement of the viewer
blurs and transcends such neat categorical divides.
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be] pleasurable[...] no matter how ‘bad’ the news might be or how ‘badly’ the
newscasters or their presentations might offend our individual sensitivities or ideological
predilections” (361). One of the goals of the news in particular, and television in general,
is indeed to provide narcissistic pleasure to the viewer, to make us “by virtue of our
subject position, the audio-visual masters of the world[... and to transform] us into
armchair imperialists [by] flattering and reaffirming our sense of power” (Stam 363). Thus
the empty empathy which Kaplan critiques is not so much a side effect of mass media
news reporting (and, I would say, mass mediated trauma imagery more widely); it is part
and parcel of its goal.
Kaplan’s “‘empty’ empathy,” in other words, might be understood as at some
level culturally pervasive, permeating (and perhaps anesthetizing) our sense of
connectedness to, and our ability to feel affected by, traumatic events in context,
precisely because the effect of commodity fetishism is to evacuate awareness of social
context from relationships of exchange. Kaplan writes that “The empathy I felt for
people in these scenes [from coverage of the Iraq war] was ‘empty’ partly because what I
was seeing hardly seemed real[.... It] seemed unreal even though it was clear that the
reporters talking to viewers were actually there in Baghdad, or elsewhere in Iraq” (94
italics in original). But, in fact, the sense of “unreality,” of alienation, isolation, and
estrangement, should come as no surprise at all, for the site which masquerades as locus
for meaning, value, and force--the commodified image of trauma--is ultimately vacant and
chimerical. There is, ultimately, no there there.
On one reading then, what the Potter novels offer is a narrative that mirrors, in a
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(pre-) modern magically-enabled fantasy, a postmodern experience of alienation around
remembered and represented trauma, while at the same time making visible the very site
and mechanisms by which (diegetic) connectivity is frustrated. Like the Lacanian mirror,
the text offers a moment of self-recognition through difference; while like the Mirror of
Erised,45† it reflects back a wish and a desire: that whether or not alienation can be
disrupted and connectivity forged, we can at least know, in minute detail, why and how
people become and remain radically estranged from each other, in spite of all logic and
evidence that might connect them.
To the extent that the reader of Potterverse texts experiences them as a site of
desire--i.e. to the extent that one can speak of Potter fans as opposed to casual readers-the diegetic traumas which frame Harry’s life and the memories which shape his character
could be said to activate an empathic response which traverses textual borders, crossing
beyond the diegetic world and, in the production of fan texts, crossing back again. Fan
texts, in fact, open the diegesis to and through desire. Ironically, it seems that one of the
few sites at which empathy may feel “real” in a culture where “‘empty’ empathy” has
become the norm is in a narrative which is not, by any literal measure “real” at all. In a
late capitalist culture where “shock or trauma [have become] the paradigmatic sensation
of everyday life” (Cvetkovich “Marx’s Capital” 42) one way to transcend their numbing
omnipresence is through identification with, and desire for, a fantasy narrative which
becomes emotively hyper-real precisely because it reveals highly contextualized and
historically framed trauma not just as an explanation for characters’ lives in the present,
45
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but as a site for intervention in (their and the reader’s) subjective alienation. But more
than emotive connectivity with the text, what slash fics (at least sexually explicit slash
fics) aim towards is a somatic contact, in which the body of the reader is caught up in the
encounter between characters(’ bodies, histories, traumas), an encounter of arousal which
is shared in common by other fan readers and writers. Insofar as slash fiction texts hold,
as one of their goals, the creation of a sensory/sensible resonance between reader/writer
and text, they deploy a sensationalized representation of male bodies--bodies in extreme
ecstasy or pain, saturated bodies, liminal bodies--as a fetish in service of that project. As
Linda Williams notes in “Film Bodies: Gender, Genre, and Excess,” representations of
bodies “at the limit” have a history of being mobilized in the service of “touching” the
bodies of their viewers, but these representations have historically been accomplished in
particularly gendered ways: “the bodies of women figured on the screen have functioned
traditionally as the primary embodiments of pleasure, fear, and pain[.... I]t is the female
body in the grips of an out-of-control ecstasy that has offered the most sensational sight.
So the bodies of women have tended to function [...] as both the moved and the moving.
It is thus through what Foucault has called the sexual saturation of the female body that
audiences of all sorts have received some of their most powerful sensations” (210). What
slash fiction texts most often present their readers with, instead, is the spectacle of male
bodies.
The texts discussed below emblematize just two of the radically different modes
of intervention whereby fan fiction stories differently extend and fantasize (about) Harry
and Snape’s relationship in canon. What these texts share in common, I would suggest, is
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their fantasizing at (and about) the site(s) of affective and bodily impact: the contact,
shattering, and penetration of (male) bodies. Citing the psychoanalysists Laplanche and
Pontalis, Linda Williams notes that
fantasy is not so much a narrative that enacts a quest for an object of
desire as it is a setting for desire, a place where conscious and unconscious,
self and other, part and whole meet. Fantasy is the place where
‘desubjectified’ subjectivities oscillate between self and other occupying
no fixed place in the scenario. [...Fantasies address a discrepancy] between
the actual existence of the lost object and the sign which evokes both this
existence and its absence. [...T]he most basic fantasies are located at the
juncture of an irrecoverable real event that took place somewhere in the
past and a totally imaginary event that never took place. (216-7)
In framing the fantasies narrated in the following stories of Harry and Snape, it is helpful
to dwell, at the outset, upon the juncture between an irrecoverable diegetically real event-Harry’s ill-fated voyage into Snape’s worst memory--and those extradiegetic imaginaries
(or, put differently, those structural traumas of absence installed as loss) that have never
taken place at all--the imagined instant, for example, in which representations of trauma
lost something like an aura, the instant at which they became empty and unfaithful, the
moment at which they ceased to keep their purported promises of affective impact. In
addressing the discrepancy between (diegetic) existence and (extradiegetic) absence, these
two narratives, Conduits of Sorcery and “But Not Forgotten,” mobilize textual tensions,
histories, and traumas to “touch” and arouse readers by reworking the (alienated)
commodity fetish into a sexual fetish.
“The text,” writes Barthes in The Pleasure of the Text, “is a fetish object, and this
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fetish desires me [i.e. the reader]” (27). To say that the text is an object invested with
meaning, power, and influence beyond that which may “actually” adhere in it, is different
than saying the same thing of the work. It would be easy to see how the latter--that object
found “in bookstores, library card catalogues, and examination syllabi” (“From Work to
Text” 57)--might be fetishized; certainly it circulates as a commodity. To say the same of
the text, with its elisions between the clearly delineated categories of writer, reader, and
critic, is more ambiguous. Barthes continues, “lost in the midst of the text (not behind it,
like a deus ex machina) there is always the other, the author. As an institution, the author
is dead [...] but in the text, in a way I desire the author” (Pleasure of the Text 27). The text
thus becomes the medium by which, “in a way,” subjects meet through their common
desire for an object, and it is through this object (the text) that they may potentially share
feelings of pleasure and of bliss. In Marx’s terms, the work is a fetish insofar as, for the
subject who buys it in the marketplace, there remains little or no sense of connection with
those whose labor produced the object held in hand--the author (though he or she may be
named in the work) does not appear in it. The text, on the other hand, while not divorced
from the (commodity) fetish character of the work, is differently invested: it is a site
where shadows of producer and consumer (writer and reader) mingle, lengthen, and bleed
together, not alienated or estranged, but dallying in ever-attenuated contact. The text, I
want to suggest, is a conduit through which slash fanfiction narratives might move
spectacularized trauma from commodity fetishism to fetishism of a different kind.
As Ann Cvetkovich notes, “fetishism itself, as one form of a more general process
by which objects are invested with symbolic meanings, is not inherently suspect[....] One
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of the reasons why it is so easy to dismiss fetishism is because of the colonialist ideology
out of which it emerges[....] To use the term ‘fetishism’ pejoratively is implicitly to
accept the distinction between ‘primitive’ and ‘civilized’ that underlies the distinction
between irrational and rational investment in objects” (“Marx’s Capital” 194-5). If one of
the effects of the fetish character of commodified trauma is an evacuation of affect, an
empathic emptiness where we are lead to believe feeling should be, sexual fetishism has
quite a different effect: it brings, to the same site, an excess of sensation, sensation enough
to cross textual borders and liminal thresholds, sensation enough to effect a corporeal
response. By making a spectacle of traumatized bodies, breached and opened, marked by
and marking the limit events of the past, by throwing these bodies, selves, and histories
into graphic contact, by fetishizing them sexually, narratives like Conduits of Sorcery and
“But Not Forgotten” refuse the paradigmatic estrangement and alienation usually
conveyed by the (commodified) fetish-spectacle.
But, of course, not every spectacle of traumatized and sexually fetishized bodies
will have this same effect. Spectacularized images of trauma can be deployed for a variety
of political and ideological aims, and often have been with very troubling results. The
sexual fetishizing which takes place in slash fan fiction texts like those discussed below is
distinguished, however, by two particular and deeply entwined features: First, Harry and
Snape--their histories, their pains, their bodies--are fictions, and more to the point
fantasies whose stories mirror back to the reader, like the Mirror of Erised, structural
traumas and ersatz losses (which might well explain why one would be moved to fetishize
them to begin with). And second, Harry and Snape’s characters and bodies lend
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themselves especially well to the project of a shockingly affective encounter of shattering
and rupture because, as men (and specifically as heroic, or perhaps in Snape’s case,
antiheroic men), their bodies are presumed to be normatively monumental, self-contained,
and closed, while they as characters are expected to display a certain gestalt stoicism with
regards to other forms of quotidian pain. As Cvetkovich argues “sensationalism may go
unnoticed when male subjects are at stake because their suffering may be culturally
legitimate in a way that women’s suffering is not. Thus, what seems melodramatic or
sentimental in women’s lives may seem natural in men’s lives. Furthermore, the emotional
power of women’s genres, such as the sensation novel and domestic fiction, goes
unnoticed in male genres, such as the war story, the crime story, or the western”
(“Marx’s Capital” 168). By the same token, what seems quotidian in the lives of women
and in the depiction of women’s lives (penetration of the body by a penis, for example)
can appear sensational in the (depictions of the) lives of men. It is precisely because
(hetero)normative masculinity presumes and performs invulnerability-as-impenetrability
that the penetration of male bodies, specifically, the penetration of male/male anal
intercourse--can be so easily mobilized in the service of a shockingly shattering affective
resonance.
This spectacular quality of male/male anal intercourse is, of course, what Leo
Bersani invoked in his famous argument in “Is the Rectum a Grave?” For Bersani, it is in
the “seductive and intolerable image of a grown man, legs high in the air, unable to refuse
the suicidal ecstasy of being a woman” (212) that we might locate a radical resignification,
through shattering, of idealized (hyper- and hyperbolic) masculinity. Arguing against the
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pastoral impulses of the “redemptive reinvention of sex” (215), Bersani suggests that
sexuality is primarily an exchange between the self that swells and the self that shatters,
an exchange insoluble from a traditionally gendered power hierarchy of “passive” and
“active,” “penetrated” and “penetrator.” He points to the dynamics by which tensions
over bodily openings unmask their already socio-sexual position in relationships of
power:
the social structures from which it is often said that the eroticizing of
mastery and subordination derive are perhaps themselves derivations (and
sublimations) of the indissoluble nature of sexual pleasure and the exercise
or loss of power[.... T]hose effects of power which, as Foucault has
argued, are inherent in the relational itself[...] can perhaps most easily be
exacerbated, and polarized into relations of mastery and subordination, in
sex. (216)
This appeal to the shocking spectacle of male/male anal penetration is, too, the site where
Candace Vogler directs her arrows when she critiques Bersani for theorizing gay male
sexuality as “weirdly sublime” (73). Vogler argues that, “it’s worth resisting the impulse
to sublime sex if only because [...]it’s worth resisting the impulse to sublime anything”
(76), but it seems to me that it is precisely the fact that male/male sexual contact, in
particular, offers itself up to narration, signification, and (re)reading as “weirdly sublime”
that marks the importance of Bersani’s argument for reading slash fanfiction texts.46 For
insofar as slash fan fiction’s representations of traumatized, shattered, and shattering
46

I do not meant to argue here that male/male anal sex is inherently more or less sublime than any other
kind of sex, but rather that it occupies a space in the dominant Symbolic which allows it to be deployed as
a representational strategy and signifier of the sublime, the blissful, and of the experience of jouissance.
Indeed this may not always remain the case: as representations of male/male sexuality and desire come to
pervade the mass mediated field of vision more fully, their signifying power and their position in the
dominant Symbolic is likely to change.
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bodies like those of Harry and Snape manage not just to shock readers but to arouse
them--that is, to create embodied sensation in the place of paradigmatic estrangement and
alienation--they enable readers and writers to produce and circulate texts which, though
they may not be simply what Barthes calls “texts of bliss” per se, continuously flirt and
play with pleasure and bliss in useful and important ways. In the discussion of the two
slash fics that follow, I deploy Barthes’s framework of pleasure and bliss to map and to
query the modes of intervention into affective alienation made by each text and the
particular fantasies of contact that they mobilize.

Consummations: Caressing (Through) Bodies of Trauma
Conduits of Sorcery is a novel-length Harry Potter slash fanfic written by
Penumbra and posted online in early 2005. Set six years after Harry’s graduation from
Hogwarts and after the fall of Lord Voldemort at Harry’s hand, the story begins with
Harry’s return to his alma mater as the Ministry of Magic representative for the
Triwizard Tournament.47 Against the backdrop of a plot by Lucius Malfoy to sabotage
the tournament for personal gain, the story follows Harry and Snape as they negotiate an
increasingly complex and somewhat unforeseen erotic relationship, a relationship which
requires Harry to come to terms not just with his and Snape’s shared pasts, but with a
romantic history between Snape and Lucius Malfoy.48 In Conduits of Sorcery the canon
47

The Triwizard tournament is the backdrop for the fourth book in the Potter series, Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire. The tournament is a competition between students from the three main wizarding schools,
and a competition that Harry has participated in and won when he was a student.
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As complex as the relationship between Harry and Snape in this story is, the subplot about Lucius and
Draco Malfoy is nearly as rich. I will not do justice here to Conduits’ subplot regarding the Malfoy’s past
traumas, as I do not do justice to the canon histories of the Malfoys or Harry’s perpetually antagonistic
relationship with Draco.
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relationship between Harry and Snape becomes the historical context for a narrative in
which trauma leads not to abstraction, alienation, or “‘empty’ empathy,” but is the
mechanism through which meaningful emotional and erotic connections are made.
Conduits maintains the close third person narrative voice that is a trademark of
Harry Potter canon. Thus when first we see Snape in the story, we see him through
Harry’s eyes: “To Harry, Professor Severus Snape looked as he always had: a cross
between a vampire and a vampire's worst nightmare. The translucent quality of his skin
and the baroque complexity of his black robes contributed to the former impression; his
eyes, dark and forbidding, evoked the latter” (ch 1). Conduits’ Snape (not unlike Snape
in canon) is deliberately unattractive by conventional measures, marked not just by the
Dark Mark but by a sort of full-body magic tattoo called the Flumencula. Conduits
interprets the Dark Mark as more than a simple symbol of the loyalty of Voldemort’s
Death Eaters however. With Voldemort’s death the Dark Mark has eaten through the
flesh of virtually everyone who possessed it. We are told that none of the former Death
Eaters still has all his or her limbs, and it is only through the magic intervention of the
Flumencula that Snape has not lost his arm. Snape’s traumatic history is thus figured as
not just psychically threatening; the traumatic past marks the body. The Flumencula
cover Snape from neck to ankle, the mark of his moral redemption:
Snape's body was a map of his long, tortuous life: emaciated, scarred,
and devoid of anything resembling softness. The muscles underneath his
pallid skin were corded and knotted--functional rather than decorative-with the Flumencula running along the hard planes of his body in strings
of pictograms and runes and forms of writing Harry didn't recognize. The
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black spells curved in fantastic shapes over Snape's narrow, bony
shoulders and down his abdomen and long legs, finally tapering off above
the ankles. Loose strands of hair were clinging to his chest and upper
arms, adding to the chaos of black markings on his skin. (ch 3)
The Flumencula are literally a writing on (and of) Snape’s body, but insofar as they
defy recognition, they present a chaotic text which is, in some respects illegible, a
palimpsest which has heretofore been written and overwritten but not read (and a text
which is arguably more legible to the reader of the story than to the characters within
it). Snape’s bodily map is one drawn by others--first by the hand of Voldemort (who
leaves the Dark Mark on Snape’s arm) then by the hand of Dumbledore (who inscribed
the Flumencula) and finally, during the course of Conduits, by Lucius Malfoy--Snape
returns from his visits to Malfoy Manner visibly battered and bruised on more than one
occasion. In each case, the body becomes the site at which trauma is made visible, but
rather than representing a site of horror and alienation, the traumatized subject becomes
the object of desire both for Harry and, through him, for readers. Thus Harry observes
that “In sleep, [Snape] looked younger and more fragile. His long, emaciated limbs
tangled with the sheets in a monochrome pattern of pale skin, white fabric, and black
Flumencula that fascinated Harry. There was always that curve to Snape's lips and the
faint frown line that remained, speaking of a troubled mind” (ch 7). Paradoxically, what
is mapped upon Snape’s body is a story of

trauma as “not-quite disability” (the

Flumencula are all that stand between Snape and loss of limb, though he sees the
markings as a “disgusting” disfigurement) .
Notably, the traumatic events of Snape’s past are left largely unspecified in
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Conduits; in fact Snape doesn’t even remember many of them himself. When Harry asks
him about his feelings for Lucius Malfoy, for example, he tells Harry that “‘my mind
tends to be clouded even to myself when it comes to things past.[...]Perhaps it's merely
an occupational hazard. I have been an Occlumens for a long, long time.[...] It could be
also that my relevant thoughts on Lucius are in a Pensieve somewhere’” (ch 3).
Conduits treats Pensieves as not simply replicating, but effectively removing the
remembered event from the mind of the wizard. In Conduits, Pensieves thus allow not
only for the preservation of good memories but for the quarantining off of traumatic
ones.
Looking through Snape’s cupboard for a potion, Harry finds a Pensieve with an
altogether different look than the ones he has previously seen: “Its insides were stained
and dull, coated with what looked like a film of oil; the liquid inside was like brackish
water and it swirled around in dark eddies and streams. Harry's stomach turned from
just looking at it” (ch 4). When he questions Snape about its contents, Snape explains
that it is “‘Things I prefer not to carry around in my head.[...] Sometimes, I take back
some of the thoughts in this one, just to see what I can't remember.’ Snape's laugh was
like the rustle of dead leaves. ‘The inevitable result is usually depression or selfmutilation’” (ch 4). There is a shifting of sites here--Snape does not carry the memories
of his past, memories of trauma, in his mind; he carries them instead on his body, which
for him is apparently easier to bear. Without the memories contained in his Pensieve,
Snape can tolerate the brand of the Dark Mark on his arm; when he experimentally
“takes back” some of his memories, the physical mark itself becomes intolerable:
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“Harry[...] well remembered the layers of scars that distorted [Snape’s] Dark Mark,
though he hadn't appreciated their true meaning until then. ‘You tried to cut it off?’
Snape nodded. ‘Acids, potions, knives. It always grew back’"(ch 4). But the
Flumencula, while they bracket and encase the Dark Mark and while they map a
narrative of deviance and subsequent redemption onto Snape’s body, simultaneously
defy coherence and sententious utterance. Harry sees the “map” of trauma on Snape’s
body but fails to adequately read it, at least initially. This does not, however, deter his
interest in and desire for Snape.
In fact, it is the Flumencula which become the site through which Harry first acts
upon this desire, and the conversation the two men have regarding the Flumencula
contextualizes Harry’s expressions of erotic interest. Upon first showing him the
Flumencula, Snape tells Harry that Dumbledore “‘believed that the stigma of losing my
arm far outweighed any actual pain it might cause and so he was determined to spare me
that, at least.[...] The Flumencula spell was, I believe, the most painful thing I've ever
experienced[... but they] kept me whole in more ways than the purely corporeal’” (ch
3). The Flumencula, as much as a conduit of magic, are thus a conduit of trauma, and
Harry is well aware of this when he grasps Snape’s arm and requests a closer look:
“while his gaze was still on the Dark Mark, he pushed Snape's sleeve higher up his arm.
It revealed more of his pale, translucent skin and the curve of a bicep. A blue vein
mapped its crest, half obscured under more runes. When he traced the path of letters
with two fingers, Harry discovered they felt hot to the touch” (ch 3). It is through this
physical marker of psychic trauma that Harry finally moves across what had hitherto
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been an unfordable chasm between himself and Snape:
Suddenly, the room was too hot and Snape was too close. He smelled of
bergamot and want and dark things; when he spoke, his voice was like
honey and razor blades on Harry's libido. The white and black skin he was
touching was warm and Harry was hard beyond belief, pressed against the
folds of his robes. Grasping Snape's upper arm too tightly, Harry leaned
forward and licked the runes. They tasted of Earl Grey tea and burned
paths of fire down his throat and all the way to his cock. Before he could
lose his nerve, Harry scrambled off his chair and to Snape, mashing his lips
against the mouth that so often hurled insults at him. (ch 3)
Harry’s desire for Snape thus comes not as whimsy but as a result of a shared history,
written on bodies (primarily Snape’s, but to a lesser extent Harry’s), that draws upon
larger diegetic themes and events. But Conduits plays not just with the canon history
that Harry and Snape share; it constructs further shared histories projected forward from
the available canon and beyond the anticipated end of the HP series. Significantly, these
histories filter forward through memories of and about the war, framing Harry and Snape
as two men who have, however reluctantly built a rapport through a context of
proliferating limit events.
As they lie in bed after spending their first night together, it is the scars on
Harry’s body which become occasion for their revisiting of memories, not as magically
enabled presentifications, but as contextualized utterances around past events that have
informed a mutually acknowledged shared history. Recalling a failed wartime raid, Harry
tells Snape:
‘Afterwards, when we got back to the manor and everyone else was asleep
or tending to the wounded and dying, it was the first moment I wanted to
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give up. Poppy had healed my leg but I couldn't sleep because all I could
think of was the memory of the pain and the screams and how horrible
everything was,’ Harry whispered, rushing the words together. ‘For long
moments that night, I thought of running away.[...] I was already on my
way to the door but then I saw a light in the parlour. I found you were
there, alone, crouched in front of the window,’ he said. He could still smell
the putrid smell of Dark magic that had hung in the air. ‘You were healing
your own wounds because no-one else had bothered to ask if you needed
help.’ ‘Mmm, yes, I remember. Lestrange's rather unpleasant Slicing Hex.’
Harry swallowed past the lump in his throat and opened his eyes. His
gaze found the faint traces of scars along Snape's shoulder. ‘I asked you
why you were doing it yourself and you gave me this look of weary
contempt. You said, “Because the pain keeps me awake.” [...] ‘So I asked,
probably in a fit of tiredness, “Why not go back to them and to
Voldemort? We’re losing.”’ Harry exhaled through his teeth and couldn't
meet Snape's eyes. ‘Do you remember what you said to me then?[...] You
said, “Because nothing is as contemptible as forced obedience, Mr.
Potter.”’ Pausing, Harry turned to face Snape. ‘That thought is what got
me through the war, you know.’ (ch 6)
While in other portions of the text the antagonism between the teenage Harry and Snape
his teacher remains (indeed, the characters would not be themselves without this dynamic
and all that it entails), the act of sharing later histories and later traumas, becomes the
mechanism for realizing desire. And it is thus no accident that some of the sites at which
the two men’s desire comes to fruition are the same sites which, in the canon text,
witnessed the two characters’ most extreme instances of estrangement, Snape’s classroom
and office for example.
What Conduits offers in these instants of highly contextualized contact between
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characters’ selves is a comforting re-vision of the diegetic past, a re-vision which is both
faithful to the characters’ heretofore insurmountable estrangement, while at the same time
projecting that history of estrangement forward into a setting in which contact is no
longer held in perpetual abeyance or missed, but realized as a “utopian fantasy of perfect
temporal coincidence: a subject and object (or seducer and seduced) who meet one another
‘on time!’ and ‘now!’ in shared moments of mutual pleasure” (Williams 217-8). The
quintessential encounter for this fantasy of temporal coincidence is the euphoric
connection of shared sexual ecstasy as Harry and Snape’s bodies, so deeply inscribed
with markers of their shared traumatic pasts, unite in paroxysms of pleasure. And the
height of this temporal coincidence is signified in the text not (as one might expect) by the
perfect bodily synchrony of mutual orgasm; it is installed, instead, through a heightened
knowledge of the partner’s sexual self, a knowledge so absolute that the moment of
orgasmic jouissance can be triggered by merely a command, an utterance: “Snape leaned
in, sucking on a previously unknown erogenous spot on Harry's neck, just below his ear.
‘You can come now, Harry,’ he drawled and switched grips, fingernails scraping up the
length of Harry's cock. Harry bucked, screamed, and came so hard he thought he was
going to collapse” (ch 4). The connection between (specifically lexical/ verbal) knowledge
and bodily sensations within the text is thus indissoluble--the perfection of Harry and
Snape’s sexual-subjective coincidence in the now--is grounded in enunciable knowledge
based not only now, but also, then. At the same time, this fantasized consonance between
knowledge and sexual climax is moored across textual borders so that it comes into
contact with, presses upon, and shapes the knowledge and bodily sensations of the
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reader.
The alienation characteristic of canon representations of Harry and Snape and the
attendant “impossibility” of meaningful empathic contact between them may be read as
re-envisioned by the representations of trauma made salient in Conduits of Sorcery.
Through their encounter with the text, the reader becomes the site where contact becomes
not only possible but sensible: of the many elements that are conducted by and through
the narrative--magic, history, memory, trauma, desire--affect might be the most
somatically salient. The fan text itself serves as a conduit, a channel conveying sensation
between textual sites (canon and fan text), between subject positions (fan as reader-cumwriter and fellow fans as readers), and between bodies (the bodies of Harry and Snape and
the body of the reader). For one of the crucial successes of Conduits (indeed one might
say of any NC-17 fan text) is that it manages to achieve a corporeal effect on its readers
analogous to that which Williams identifies in filmic “body genres” like the weepie, the
horror film, and non-sadomasochistic heterosexual pornography, that “the body of the
spectator is caught up in an almost involuntary mimicry of the emotion or sensation of
the body on the screen” (210).
What queries are we to ask of this mimesis of sensations, this sexual stimulation
by and through the text? What work does the reader’s sexual arousal achieve? In many
ways Conduits, it bears remembering, follows the conventions of the romance narrative-the couple ends the story as partners, and the text leaves off just as the lovers have
overcome those obstacles which threaten to keep them apart (Lucius Malfoy, his history
with Snape, his plot to sabotage the Triwizard Tournament, Harry’s unhappy career in
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professional Quidditch) leaving them ready to ride off, if not into a “happily ever after,”
at least a happily for-the-foreseeable-future. In this sense, Conduits might be understood
as taking part in an unsurprising project: estrangement becomes romance, envisioned here
as the deepest possible union between selves, while the corporeal mimesis of the reader’s
body enables them to “take part” in the utopian dream through sensations that resonate
across textual borders. There thus remains something banal and hackneyed in Conduits’
adaptation of romance narrative conventions: the narrative, on one level, reassures and
comforts. It “contents, fills, grants euphoria; [...] comes from culture and does not break
with it, is linked to a comfortable practice of reading” (Barthes 14), and in this sense,
Conduits seems amenable to characterization through Barthes’ description of a text of
pleasure. It does not break with culture, nor does it cause a break for the reader, but rather
hums, like a vibration through a plucked string, a chime struck on a glass, sonorous and
full. The text creates just enough of a tremor to be felt by the reader, but not enough to
rupture. Conduits flirts with shattering (sexual and subjective) but remains safely within
limits (limits of language, limits of the non-grotesque, limits of culturally-sanctioned
contact); it courts a transgression of these thresholds but ultimately maintains an
appropriate distance, “i.e. close but not too close” (Barthes 51).
And yet the flirtation with shattering remains, a flirtation with what Barthes calls
bliss which exists “just where [the text] exceeds demand, transcends prattle, and whereby
it attempts to overflow, to break through the constraint of adjectives--which are those
doors of language through which the ideological and the imaginary come flowing in” (13).
Thus in Conduits we find Harry and Snape’s paroxysms of pleasure always seemingly
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edged in patinas of pain, the pain which takes anal penetration as its archetypal sign:
“With that, the slick head of Snape's cock pushed in. Oh, but it hurt. Harry closed his
eyes, breathing heavily through the burning, tearing pain. He could swear he was being
split in two; he had never wanted anything as much as he wanted this. With a gasp, he
pushed and slid down, prompting a strangled groan from Snape” (ch 6). Bliss’s textual
breaking (through) of language and the carnal breaking (through) of physical penetration in
sex are not merely coincidental, but rather mirror a psychoanalytic model in which “the
sexual emerges as the jouissance of exploded limits” (Bersani 217). Insofar as the orgasmic
is an experience of liminality reached by a crossing of sensory thresholds, bliss always
retains something of an orgasmic jouissance.
But bliss is not, simply, a representation of the orgasmic; that, in fact, would be
antithetical to bliss: “the text of bliss is never the text that recounts the kind of bliss
afforded literally by ejaculation. The pleasure of representation is not attached to its
object” (55). Bliss dwells, rather, in the inutterable, the illegible, in the spaces that are
“eternally, splendidly, outside the sentence” (49). Thus in Conduits when “Harry bucked,
screamed, and came so hard he thought he was going to collapse” (ch 4), when “all he
managed was a loud, keening sound[... and] there was nothing but the breathless, bright
fall of his orgasm, the cock inside him and the deep abyss into which he stared through it
all” (ch 6), the text can only manage a missed contact with the shattering break of
jouissance. In answer to the text’s “now!” of perfect temporal coincidence between
characters, the reader’s contact remains in perpetual counterpoint: not quite now, and not
exactly here; the feel of proximity, the vibrations across the text’s borders can remain a
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hum, not a break. This hum--of eroticism, of the reader’s kindling arousal--remains
sensible, warming, comfortable and comforting, enough but not too much. In answer to
trauma’s commodified alienation and estrangement, Conduits of Sorcery conducts
reassurances like a lover’s caress, resonating through diegetic histories and pains to gentle
the body of the reader.

Collisions: The Texture of Forgetting, the Feeling of Fracture
Quite a different affective resonance is accomplished by Hijja’s “But Not
Forgotten.” Set in a noncanon sixth-year, “But Not Forgotten” installs a scene that, while
not missing from canon, is entirely plausible within it based on its own technologies of
memory and forgetting, a scene which could have taken place and yet, as it leaves no trace
in Harry’s mind, would also leave no trace in the text.49 Hijja’s text is shorter and more
compact than Penumbra’s, and though it retains the close third person narration of Harry
Potter canon, its shift to the present tense installs a sense of immediacy and proximity
which heighten its impact: the shock of the unfolding text is a shock bracketed by its
temporal specificity--because the text ends with Snape’s Obliviate spell, Harry can only
know in the narrative’s now; he cannot remember.
In “But Not Forgotten,” the specter which canon invokes but cannot dispel--the
specter that James and Sirius’s attack in “Snape’s Worst Memory” was sexually inflected
to begin with--is conjured into full fruition by an encounter of ugly, violent, and abrasive
sexuality. What is instantiated in this fan text’s narration of brutal rape is a literalizing of
49

Like Conduits, “But Not Forgotten” was written before the publication of Half-Blood Prince. Thus “But
Not Forgotten” is not compliant with HBP canon in which Harry does not continue Occlumency lessons
during sixth year.
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that which remains sublimated in canon: the soap bubbles in Snape’s mouth, “making him
gag, choking him” (OotP 646), the threat of his genitals being publicly revealed, the
preoccupations with the openings of Snape’s body are all already sexually charged sites
of signification. And these are the sites of meaning which “But Not Forgotten” intuits and
explodes, in the most anti-romantic and anti-loving form possible.
Because the Potter canon, by and large, restricts the reader’s knowledge of events
to those which Harry knows, in canon Snape's memory in the Pensieve can seemingly
“end” at the moment Harry ceases to witness it, the moment at which Snape pulls him
from the Pensieve: “But whether James really did take off Snape’s pants, Harry never
found out” (OotP 649, emphasis mine) . It is precisely at this moment in the canon text
that “But Not Forgotten” intervenes. Hijja’s fic projects a continuance of Snape’s worst
memory which becomes accessible to the reader through an extension of Harry's
(unwitting) position as witness. This extension of witnessing, however, is also inscribed
as the site of unassimilable trauma--the moment at which Harry and Snape's histories
converge most unmistakably is the occasion for a knowledge that Harry literally cannot
bear, a knowledge that must become “dissociated” in order for him to survive.
Harry's task in "But Not Forgotten" is not to defend against Snape's magical
assaults, but to use Occlumency’s counterpart, Legilimency, to break into Snape's mind.
If canon allows for the possibility that the most extreme experience of trauma around
Snape’s worst memory remains precisely that which is outside of representation, “But
Not Forgotten” centers and explodes that limit event by rendering it as lurid and graphic
sexual brutality:
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[Harry] sees his fifteen-year-old father, ‘Who wants to see me take off
Snivelly’s pants?’ and young Sirius laughing, ‘Not with the ladies present’.
And then Snape is floated off between James and Sirius, upside down and
still kicking at the air. They float him through the door of the Quidditch
supplies shed[....] Another flash, and Snape is swaying on his knees in
front of Harry’s father, a purple bruise marring the left side of his face.
James’s robes are pushed aside, and he’s looking slightly flushed, running
one hand through his hair while the other is working to unbutton his fly.
And Sirius swaggering behind him, swinging one of the Gryffindor Beaters’
bats and ordering, ‘Suck him, Snivelly, and if you so much as think of
biting, I’ll shove this thing up your arse until you choke on it.’ And Snape,
eyes swimming with furiously unshed tears, leans forward, half-hunched
over battered ribs. He opens his mouth around James’s half-erect cock, and
James hisses in satisfaction and grabs Snape’s greasy black hair to shove
himself deeper... And then Harry sees young Snape thrown up against the
wall of the shed, those washed-out grey underpants pulled down to his
knees, legs kicked apart to spread his buttocks, and Sirius slamming into
him with careless abandon. The angry red of his erection flashes in obscene
contrast with the white flesh of Snape’s arse every time he pulls back for
another thrust. Snape is sobbing with his face pressed into the wood, his
fingernails splintering as they fitfully scrabble against the wall.... (Hijja)
There is a seamlessness here between James’s (canon) utterance, “Who wants to see me
take off Snivelly’s pants?” and Sirius’s (noncanon) reply, “Not with the ladies present;”
in the span of a sentence, we slide between textual sites. And in the same space, as
readers, we are called on to remember based on the text’s few sparse signs (“The familiar
Pensieve, standing behind [Harry] on Snape’s desk,” Harry’s “memory of Sirius, ‘I’m not
proud of it’”) the canon history brought to bear on the multiple temporal frames and
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knowledges of the fan text. For the reader to fail to remember--to miss the “familiarity” of
the Pensieve, or the moment which Harry recalls through Sirius’s words--is to miss the
encounter with (and, to some extent, the affective impact of) the text. For what “But Not
Forgotten” presents is a palimpsest of trauma, the layers histories, written and
overwritten, with the imprints of limit events erased but not obliterated, revealing their
traces under the friction of seeing the incongruities of memory’s return.
In “But Not Forgotten”’s narrative’s present, Harry throws himself against
Snape’s psychic defenses, “slips through the cracks into the Potions master’s mind,” but
what he sees this time there are not flashes from childhood. He encounters, instead, a
(remembered) image of “himself on his knees with wide, fearful eyes, robes torn so that
white, bruised skin shows underneath. Harry looks down at his own face, finds his lips
bleeding and swollen, his glasses gone.[... He] clings to the tatters of his robe with both
hands, clutching them to himself like a frayed shield” (Hijja). It is in this context that he
glimpses Snape’s Pensieve, and thereby situates the image of himself (of a past he cannot
remember) in his own history. Trauma in this story returns not just through another’s
memory, but through the sight of an enemy who treasures both the memory of the
traumatized body and that body’s proximity with his own: Harry “knows perfectly well
what Snape wants, has seen it in the lovingly cradled memory that swum at the surface of
Snape’s memory. Himself, wounded as deeply as he can possibly be without raising
suspicion” (Hijja).
The history which Harry does not know--i.e. the remembered record of one
trauma which he cannot recall ever having witnessed (Snape’s rape by James and Sirius)
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and another (his own rape by Snape) that he cannot even specifically name (“But... it
hadn’t happened that way! Snape had knocked him through the room that day, then
thrown him out. He hadn’t...”)--frames a trauma that Harry cannot awaken to knowledge
of, a history that he cannot survive: “The mere idea of it--that he could drag that memory,
that abomination, out of the dungeons and into Hogwarts is nearly enough to make Harry
throw up. He can feel it fester and rot inside him already, can feel the foul seepage drip
into his soul. They have torn him apart, Snape and James and Sirius. In pieces as he is, he
cannot fight Voldemort. He cannot even live” (Hijja, emphasis mine).
Trauma’s return in “But Not Forgotten” installs both a threat to life and a
summons: the call for Harry to survive is not just an individual demand for selfpreservation but a collective one (Harry must survive so that he can fight Voldemort, save
the wizarding world). And yet this demand, for Harry, runs counter to a summons not to
betray the past. What Harry cannot bear--precisely because to bear it would mean that he
not remain whole, would compel an unsurvivable shattering of the self--is the faithful
representation, through visually-present memory, of what has happened to Snape and
what has happened to Harry, himself. To adapt an argument made by Caruth in a
different context, “Freedom from madness is thus equated with the forgetting [... of]
seeing and knowing, a freedom that is fundamentally a betrayal of the past” (33). If, on
some level, the forgetting of trauma (or at least the distance entailed in forgetting a
particular trauma’s specificity) is necessary to stave off a “madness” entailed by
unendurable self-shattering, what the memory in Snape’s Pensieve instantiates is the
traumatic past unbetrayed, presentified, and full of rage, demanding to be vividly seen.
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But this is precisely the demand which Harry cannot meet. Thus rather than bear the
responsibility of witnessing, Harry elects to “trade” psychic shattering for bodily
violation. And in the exchange, his knowledge of the two traumas (Snape’s past and
Harry’s present) becomes mutually contingent and inextricably interwoven--in order to
forget one, Harry must endure (repeatedly) the other, not just as a memory but as a
corporeal occurrence, a breaching of his body by Snape:
‘Ask!’ [Snape] snarls, the tone as acrid as the smell. Hot breath brushes
the side of Harry’s face, making the soft hairs behind his ears stand on end.
Tears prick behind Harry’s eyelids. He doesn’t even have words for
what’s asked of him, and if he had, he couldn’t bring himself to utter them.
He almost chokes on the sob he refuses to let out. But he has to--he can’t
obliviate himself, and there’s no one else he can go to, not with those
memories. ‘Please!’ he repeats, barely audible, and when Snape keeps
hovering, he blindly grasps one of Snape’s hands and puts it against his
bare chest. It burns there, as if the fingertips were not resting on skin, but
sinking through to touch raw flesh and muscle underneath[....] Potionstained hands swivel him around and shove him face-first into the desk. He
pulls up his arms to cushion his head from the rough wood. [...] The first
sharp invasion forces Harry onto his toes and he muffles a cry against his
folded arms. Snape’s... thing is coated with something cold and slick, but it
still hurts, a raw scrape that seems to run up Harry’s nerves till he can feel
it on the insides of his skull. He wants nothing so much but to curl up, or
scream and fight tooth and nail, but he keeps lying over the desk, trembling
like some small, caught animal, trying not to tense and failing miserably as
it goes on and on. (Hijja)
If, through his physical resemblance to James, HP canon installs Harry as Snape’s
traumatic return-made-flesh, “But Not Forgotten” allows Snape to exact a revenge-in-the-
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flesh not just on but through Harry’s body. Put differently, we might say that while
Harry has implicitly been, for Snape, a metonymical stand-in for the father figure(s) of
James and Sirius, he becomes in the scene of this second rape (itself metonymical) a
metonymy for Snape: “This is not his penance, [Harry] knows, as he writhes in nearsoundless pain under the onslaught in which Snape takes revenge on his father and
godfather.[...] Let Snape take and remake him in his own image. Even if Harry might not
deserve this kind of retribution for his moment of impulsive curiosity, Snape might, for a
lifetime of acid sloshing around in his brain. Not his penance, but perhaps Snape’s
catharsis” (Hijja, emphasis mine).
But as a metonym for Snape, Harry is deeply imperfect: whereas Snape has
survived the trauma of rape without forgetting, Harry must forget in order to survive. In
fact, if forgetting a trauma’s specificity is “a necessary part of understanding” (Caruth
32), the singularity and specificity installed by the Pensieve as a memory technology
assure that Snape’s trauma cannot be forgotten. By preserving and presentifying the
traumatic past, the Pensieve precludes the sort of processual understanding by which
trauma might come to be situated in shared historical and subjective narratives--in other
words, through its very brutal and verisimilitudinous specificity, the Pensieve ensures
that the trauma, for Snape, will remain cathexized, and that his rape of Harry cannot be
either cathartic or symbolically effective as retribution.50 Even if Harry believes (however
fleetingly) that Snape might deserve to exact retribution for what he once suffered at
50

The Freudian concepts of cathexis and catharsis describe two contrasted workings of mental or emotional
energy, one of retention and one of release, respectively. In cathexis, an object, idea, or person becomes the
site for a particular investment of libidinal desire, an investment which is frustrated or “blocked,” and thus
a site of constant psychic pressure. In catharsis, the ability to express (often through talking) mental or
emotional stressors associated with a past event leads to an effective release of psychic pressure and thus
provides alleviation for the underlying problem.
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James and Sirius’s hands, the promised catharsis can never be realized because Harry is
neither James nor Snape himself, and while Snape has lived a lifetime of knowing, Harry
refuses to know.
Snape’s vengeance might thus be understood as twofold: revenge for the wrongs of
Harry’s forebears and revenge for Harry’s renunciation of what Caruth characterizes, in a
different context, as an ethical demand to awaken, to know, and to survive the trauma he
has witnessed: “the psyche’s relation to the real [exists] not as a simple matter of seeing
or of knowing the nature of empirical events, not as what can be known or what cannot be
known about reality, but as the story of an urgent responsibility[...] an ethical relation to
the real” (102, italics in original). If, in some register, Harry’s rape might allow Snape to
symbolically “remake Harry in his own image,” that replication is always fated to fail,
doomed to turn back on its own face like a Mobius strip, returning again and again to the
moment at which Harry’s Legilimency spell breaks through Snape’s mind and he
witnesses (again, but always for the first time) the memory of his own battered body:
“Harry’s voice is muffled against the tabletop as he asks, ‘Have I managed to break into
your mind before?’ [...]Snape’s chin comes to rest atop Harry’s shoulder as he bends
forward to whisper in his ear. ‘Every week’s Legilimency session since the beginning of
term, Potter’” (Hijja). Awakening, or more specifically, the ethical imperative tied to
awakening, might offer a break in this endless cycle, but it is an imperative neither
character can endure. Thus in requesting that Snape take away his knowledge of their
shared traumatic history, what Harry in fact requests is that he be released not just from
the responsibility of witnessing but from the very knowledge that he could not bear to
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bear witness at all.
However there is someone who bears witness to the events in the text, and that
person is the reader. If, as Caruth suggests in her discussion of Freud and Lacan’s
readings of the “Father, can’t you see I’m burning?” dream, “To awaken is[...] to bear the
imperative to survive[...] as the one who must tell what it means not to see” (105
emphasis in original)--what it means to have missed the encounter with trauma at the
moment of its initial impact--then the reader who reads and remembers not just the fan
text but the canon histories with which it intervenes, the reader who witnesses Harry’s
rape (in the context of the history of Snape’s) and who knows and understands why the
text must end with Snape’s Obliviate spell, is made (through their encounter with the text)
the one who can “tell what it means not to see,” the one who can potentially bear the
imperative of an “ethical relation to the real.”
What, in this context, might an ethical relation to the real look like and why
suggest that the reader might be the one to accomplish it? Caruth’s “real” in this context is
a specifically Lacanian one--a radical outside which always escapes nets of signification,
language, and imagery. With regards to trauma, the real must be understood never to exist
in any one space-time but in the movement between knowledge sites, in the interstitial
gaps installed, for example, by the moment of shock, the inaccessibility at the moment of
impact which marks the encounter with the limit event; in Caruth’s words, “the encounter
with the real cannot simply be located either inside or outside the dream, but has to be
located in the moment of the transition between the two” (142). An ethical relation to the
real--to this locus of perpetual inaccessibility, always shifting, always temporally
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disjunct--would thus demand something akin to Keats’s notion of negative capability--the
ability to be in a state of “uncertainties, mysteries, doubts without any irritable reaching
after fact and reason.” It would demand a realization that trauma is not simply “in” its reenactment or re-presentation but always somewhere beyond its own return.
In the context of “But Not Forgotten,” where mediation between states of
consciousness is effected not by a dream but by a magical artifact, the encounter with the
real is, we might say, located in neither the text’s present nor its past, but in the slippages
between characters (between what it means to be Harry and what it means to be James, or
Sirius, or Snape) and in the shifts between memory’s re-presentation in the Pensieve and
the past in which the trauma occurred; movements, in other words, between metonymies
and that for which they stand.
For Snape, an ethical relation to his own trauma’s real would entail that he not
undertake the metonymical transference by which Harry’s body comes to signify a site of
retribution in the first place; it would entail a realization that trauma is not simply “in” its
re-enactment or re-presentation, but always somewhere beyond its own return. Not
realizing that trauma is not “in” any of these sites, Snape’s experience of the past
becomes tautological: unable to awaken from the nightmare of his trauma because his
identity as a subject is bound up in having survived the original event, his consciousness
fuses with the demands of a nightmare so pervasive that there can be, implicitly, no
awakening (only the “lifetime of acid sloshing around in his brain”). In short, Snape
mistakes the nightmare (of trauma’s continuous presence) for “the thing” itself (the limit
event which escapes the bounds of representation), and then tries to inflict the “same”
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nightmare--the same trauma--on Harry, punishing him for his inability to awaken to it.
Snape thus plunges himself and Harry into a futile and ceaseless reiteration which, in
demanding that meanings be tethered too tightly to re-presentations, can never accept that
which always escapes the net of representation, knowledge, and re-enactment.
For Harry, meanwhile, an ethical relation to the real would entail an awakening to
consciousness of his own (past) failures to see the limit events that link him and Snape; it
would entail “an awakening not to, but against, the very wishes of [a] consciousness” that
wants to remain whole and unshattered (Caruth 99). Thus the narrative concludes, “Harry
cringes, and shrinks away in terror. If Snape touches him now, he’ll come apart, he knows
it. He wants nothing more than for someone to hold him, craves it so much that the very
nerves under his skin are prickling. But forgiveness would break him. Forgetting will not.
But its Snape’s fist, curling around his wand, that is reaching for him, not his fingers.[...]
Only when he feels the wooden tip touching his temple, the invisible fist around his heart
begins to loosen, just a little. ‘Obliviate!’” (Hijja). If, as Caruth says, “To awaken is[...] to
awaken only to one’s repetition of a previous failure to see” (100), this is precisely the
awakening (for Harry) that Snape’s Obliviate spell suspends.
But the movement between knowledge sites by which we might trace the outlines
of the real is to be found not just in the (diegetic) movement between characters and
times; it can be found as well in the movement between textual sights, between diegetic,
extradiegetic, and metadiegetic memories and histories, and between what a representation
of trauma means within the canon text and what that trauma comes to mean in its fan text
re-visions. For the fan who holds in mind these concurrent sites, who continuously plays
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(with) the text, Harry’s refusal of awakening can become the occasion for meeting the
ethical demand of the real which requires that slippage and motion (between trauma and
its representation) to be allowed: the reader awakens both to Harry’s failure to awaken
and see “in time” and to Snape’s failure to see that trauma is not “in” its representation.
To adapt Caruth: “In the opening of the other’s [here, the reader’s] eyes, the awakening
consists not in seeing but in handing over the seeing it does not and cannot contain to
another (and another future)” (111). In both cases, Harry’s and Snape’s, the reader is the
one who can know what it means for a subject not to have seen; the reader is the one who
can locate in the movement between connection and estrangement, between comfort and
shattering, the affective and embodied movement between alienation and arousal.
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CHAPTER 3
Between Harry and His Fans: Embodied (Dis)Appearances On- and Off-line
“When a text presents itself as a constantly refreshed image rather than as
a durable inscription, transformations can occur that would be unthinkable
if matter or energy, rather than informational patterns, formed the primary
basis for the systemic exchanges. This textual fluidity, which users learn in
their bodies as they interact with the system implies that signifiers flicker
rather than float.”
--N. Katherine Hayles, How We Became Posthuman
“Fantasy is what allows us to imagine ourselves and others otherwise; it
establishes the possible in excess of the real; it points elsewhere, and when
it is embodied, it brings the elsewhere home.”
--Judith Butler, Undoing Gender
“‘This is me, the real me.’
oh fuck *sits closer to monitor*”
--Drusillas_rain, feedback on “Another Kind of Fandom Wank”
If Harry Potter and Severus Snape were to surf the net, what might their online
personae be like? If Remus Lupin was to moderate a livejournal fan community, how
would he deal with rabble-rousing comments and flames†? If Hogwarts school was
suddenly wired for email, how might the exchanges between Albus Dumbledore and his
staff read?
In the previous chapter I focused on questions of diegetic border sites, on the
shifts between canon and fan texts, and on the ways in which movements of represented
textual bodies “crossed over” to the sites of fans’ bodies. The bodies which populated the
previous chapter were scarred, torn, opened, penetrated, sexually aroused, orgasmic (and
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orgasming); they were palimpsestic texts written and overwritten by histories and
fantasies of trauma; they were spectacularized and fetishized, on the one (diegetic) hand,
tacitly scopophilic on the (extradiegetic) other.
If the previous chapter’s focus was on textual bodies, this chapter’s focus might
be seen as embodied texts, that is, the nature and embodied materiality of the contact that
takes place--that can take place--in the textual space of Potter fandom online, a contact
which ceaselessly deterritorializes and reterritorializes represented bodies in multiple
textual sites, and which again and again produces bodies that do not cohere across their
multiple articulations of desire and their simultaneous locations in online and offline
spaces. The spaces at stake in this chapter--the computer screen, the keyboard, the
rhizomatic interface of the web51 and the flickering signifiers that constitute it--are the
points of contact at which the fan and the text touch, but it is through the texture of these
loci, their smoothness, their luminance, their shifting and flowing multiplicities, that the
queerness of online Potter fan space emerges as a space where bodies simultaneously
appear and vanish, a locus that is endlessly becoming and endlessly between --not just as
the between-space of the interstice but also as the between-time of the interval, the
infinitesimal pause between keystrokes in which the flicker of presence pulses, grows
brighter, recedes, a time-space of betweenness which will return us to the issue of
narrative (in)coherence raised in chapter one. This chapter proceeds through a series of
juxtapositions: between differing traditions of public space, between grotesque and
51

A rhizome is, in botany, the constantly growing horizontal underground root structure of a plant like
ginger or asparagus. The term has been used by the theorists Deleuze and Guattari to describe an everexpanding nonhierarchical conceptual structure with virtually limitless routes of ingress and egress in
which all points are holistically connected to each other. My use of the term here owes not just to its
theoretical usefulness for making sense of fans’ engagements online but also to its usefulness as a botanical
metaphor for the technology and spatiality of hypertext and HTML.
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classical bodies (the latter of which will be exemplified here by publicity photos from the
play Equus in which Daniel Radcliffe appears in the nude), between bodies in online and
offline spaces, and between the appearances of eidetic and ocular imagery in Potter slash
fan spaces. My goal is not to resolve the friction between these often incongruous
elements but rather to center the possibilities opened by their incoherence, their constant
becoming.

The Box That Never Closes: Turning on the Monitor
Bodies twined together in post-coital bliss on the rug in Snape’s office, Harry
kisses the top of his newfound lover’s head and utters what Snape considers to be a
mood-shattering remark: “I was just thinking that this is something we could never do
online.”
Never. And only.
Not an instance from Potter canon, this exchange marks the culmination of
Nimori’s The Pandora Complex, a fanfic in which Harry and Snape “meet up” after
months of communication in Potter fandom online where, neither knowing the other’s
true identity, they’ve shared not only discussions about the characters of Harry and
Snape but mutual enjoyment of the slash stories in which Harry and Snape are paired.
Shifting between third person narration, email correspondences, instant message
transcripts, and back again, The Pandora Complex weaves a metadiegetic intertext which
connects, through the interface of Harry and Snape’s posthuman bodies, the space of the
wizarding world with the space of fan culture online, here reflected back to itself in the
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electronically-mediated interactions of Harry and Snape.52
Given the specifically pre-electronic (if not uniformly premodern) technological
milieu of wizarding spaces like Hogwarts castle, it seems fitting to wonder how Harry and
Snape would manage to enter online fandom (or any other online space) in the first place.
Nimori’s fic manages this encounter for Snape through the medium of slash fanfic itself:
having confiscated a story being read in class by his students, Snape chances to spot his
own name on an errant page that has escaped the trash bin, a page “postulating himself
and Harry Potter in a sexual relationship. An explicitly sexual relationship. A kinky sexual
relationship, to judge by the liberal use of restraints and nipple clamps” (ch 1), and which
bears a web address atop the page that sends him into the pages of Muggle Magic:
Technology for Wizards to read about “The Internet--Alternative to Scrying or Forum for
Inanity?” Snape’s horror (once he has discovered how to turn a computer on and
deciphered the mystery of “a mouse”) comes not simply from the fact of the Snapecentric slash that he discovers, but from the shared circulation of the stories--“Nothing
could possibly be worse than starring in a sick little drama, written without his
permission and offered up for public consumption” (ch 2, emphasis mine)--and the scope
of that circulation--“As if he cared about bloody potions when his name was being tacked
on to the basest pornography and pasted up on a world-encompassing forum” (ch 5,
emphasis mine).
But his outrage begins to melt the more he reads, and “Once the initial shock wore
52

Broadly speaking, “posthuman” refers to an emergent subject position which rethinks and rewrites
assumptions about the liberal humanist subject made by Enlightenment thought. My use of the term
follows that suggested by Hayles in How We Became Posthuman: “In the posthuman, there are no essential
differences or absolute demarcations between bodily existence and computer simulation, cybernetic
mechanism and biological organism, robot teleology and human goals” (3). In this sense, the posthuman
bears strong resemblance to Donna Haraway’s theory of the cyborg in “A Cyborg Manifesto.”
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off, Snape found some small measure of amusement knowing that there were hundreds of
people who wanted him to fuck Potter until the Boy Who Lived became the Boy Who
Couldn't Walk In The Morning” (ch 3). Moreover as he reads, Snape begins to re-read,
revising his opinions of both events and people in the wizarding world so that they begin,
subtly, to reflect (and even to presume) some of the conventions of Potter fandom: “[He]
stumbled upon a neatly organized directory which offered stories of Potter paired with
everyone imaginable [... including] Draco Malfoy. Snape outright laughed at the idea. Then
he read some of the stories, and started to wonder about those two” (ch 3). Thus from his
initial horror at the uses to which his own body is being put, The Pandora Complex sees
Snape begin not only to be bodily moved by those stories (by chapter four, Snape has
“discovered that Harry begged prettily, and gave orders like a general. He discovered a
newfound enjoyment in masturbation, and a new star to rejuvenate old fantasies. He
discovered that there wasn’t nearly enough time to a day, and wondered what idiot had
decided on a clock with merely twenty-four hours”), but also beginning to share in the
story telling as a way to move both his own body and the bodies of others. Through
reading slash fan texts which queer read the Potterverse narrative, Snape begins to queer
read not only (through) textual evidence, but to queer read his own life, to tell queer(ed)
stories about himself.
In chapter six (by which time Snape has gotten his own computer, set up an email
account [therealsevvie@hotmail.com], a livejournal [username: SerpentSnape], his own
web site [www.snapeunabridged.witchworks.com], and instant messenger chat software
[username: RealSevvie]), he posts his first Harry/Snape fic to a Snarry slash listserve, a
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story (appearing as email transcript in the text) in which Harry and Snape meet in the
locker room showers after Harry’s final quidditch match as a Hogwarts student and Harry
buggers Snape up against a wall. It is through the resultant feedback† for this intra-diegetic
slash fic that Harry and Snape begin the conversation which leads not just to their
discussions about the characters of Harry and Snape and their collaboration as fic writers,
but to their corporeal union as lovers.
Harry’s statement with which we opened--the statement that he and Snape “could
never do this online”--actually comes within the body of a second intra-diegetic Snarry
fic, one which Harry and Snape write together, sharing with other fans the tale of the first
offline meeting between an (intra-textual) Harry and Snape who have been corresponding
in Potter fandom online, the story itself a fictionalized account of the meeting which
Harry and Snape (the fan authors) have as they write the fic. Thus while the Harry and
Snape in the intra-diegetic fic have sex in Snape’s office, the Harry and Snape who are
writing the fic both perform the actions of the narrative and supply a running
commentary on fandom clichés and conventions of male homoeroticism (“where sex was
as easy as breathing, everyone came twice, and lubrication was always handy” [ch 3]):
‘Are you going to have us make love in a chair?’
‘Yes. Problem?’
‘Well, we've always made it to the bedroom. I'm not exactly clear on the
mechanics...’
‘Research?’
‘Let's go.’
~~
Harry took possession of his mouth once more,
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devouring, consuming, and Severus slid his hands down
to cup his firm arse, pulling their erections
together. He grazed a finger questioningly lower.
Harry moaned and pushed back into the inquiring digit.
"Oh, yes, please," he whimpered, and--

~~
‘Should we go back and mention a handy container of lubricant?’
‘I hate that. Who leaves lubricant lying around their living room? And don't
look at me like that. We've been closeted in my rooms for two days, going
at it like we overdosed on Aphrodite Elixir, so of course there's lube
everywhere. You'll recall I had to fetch it from the loo the first time.’ (ch 8)
The shift between textual sites (reproduced here as faithfully as possible from the
typography of the original) is signaled only by changes in font and formatting, rendering
all but seamless the differing spaces of the action: the bodies of Harry and Snape in the fic
and within the fanfic intra-text become indistinct, the distances between fan authors, fan
readers, and the characters which are their shared objects of desire shrink, the edges blur.
What The Pandora Complex dramatizes is the way in which, through the embodied
encounters of and with online texts, through the protracted practices of queer reading and
the (re-)telling of queered stories, the subjectivity of the fan changes: the narratives they
(can) tell about (diegetic) others take on different forms; the narratives they (can) tell
about themselves acquire a different field of framings. Through slash texts and fandom
interactions, fans learn not just to read but also to speak--to narrate--differently, even,
potentially, to narrate themselves queerly, though in ways that may only have a fractured
legibility in spaces beyond the fandom.
The Pandora Complex is a story which re-presents through queer(ed) narration
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what online slash fandom does, not just with bodies but to bodies; a story about how,
through the shared dialect and conventions of Internet fan space, it is able to do so. The
humor of Nimori’s fic, a humor possibly lost on non-fandomers, comes from the
infinitely recognizable character of the shifts both in Snape’s text (as he adopts specific
elements of “netspeak” slang) and in his perspectives on Potterverse characters (as he
begins to slash himself and Harry), perspectives whose influence does not cease at the
borders of fandom or the edges of the computer screen but extends into the corporeal
world, both within the diegesis and beyond it. But it is also the very corporeality of that
world (the world in which desire and arousal take place) which is altered by the encounter
with fandom spaces: Harry and Snape’s sexual congress could not take place online
because their bodies could not meet through the computer interface in any literal
corporealized way, and yet simultaneously, online space is where their sexual congress
takes place, not just because the fan who reads Nimori’s story encounters the text (and
Harry and Snape’s textual bodies) online, but because Harry’s statement that they
couldn’t do it online comes as part of the intra-diegetic slash fic that he and Snape write
together to circulate and share among other online Potter fen. This is the nexus--fanfandom-text--where bodies (and embodiment) begin to signify differently; where what
counts as “coherent” takes on different meanings, where the queer potentialities of Potter
slash emerge.

Spheres, Squares, and Rhizomes: Metaphors of Public Space and Discourse
Enter online Potter fan space, a fan fiction archive, a livejournal community. (To
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enter the space at all, one must find it first, a circumlocutious process but with as many
possible entry points as there are fans online). Scroll down the page of fic summaries,
headers, or recs. Where to begin reading? What link to click first?
The headers in figures 1 and 2 are examples of the front material that accompanies
virtually every fanfiction story one will find online. Occasional variations occur (some
headers list genre, some list warnings† for content like chan† and non-con† which some
readers would prefer to avoid), but the key elements (title, pairing, rating) which headers
share appear with such regularity that one can scan and identify fics at a glance and make
reading choices based on the material contained in just a few lines. Provided, that is, that
one knows the conventions, the system, and the lexicon which govern the fic header form.
What, for example, is “A/N”? What does it mean to thank someone “for the beta” or for
“Britpicking”? What, for that matter, is a PWP, a WIP, or a warning for MPREG?53 †
What the fic header illuminates is the fractured or partial legibility of online fan
space. That fandom space is public space (according to the liberal tradition of “public”) is
evidenced in large part by its mode of address: it speaks with a particular expectation of
being heard by others, though at the same time speaking in such a way as to be heard only
provisionally. James Bohman argues, making a useful distinction between the hardware
(technical infrastructure) and software (actual applications) of the Internet, that “the
Internet’s capacity to support a public sphere cannot be judged in terms of intrinsic
features[.... T]he Internet is a public sphere only if its agents make it so” (132). The
53

The acronyms are as follows: A/N = Author’s notes, PWP = Plot, what plot? or Porn without plot,
WIP = Work in progress, MPREG = Male Pregnancy. To beta a story means to read it in draft form and
give the author input, either regarding mechanics of grammar and spelling or for issues like characterization
and plot consistency. To Britpick a story means to proofread it for uses of American English and modify
them to British English. “Chan” designates a story with at least one “underage” or cross-generational
pairing; non-con denotes a nonconsensual sexual encounter in the fic.
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Figure 1 “Another Kind of Fandom Wank.” Screen capture.
<http://community.livejournal.com/blessedmoon/4115.html>. 12 Aug. 2007.
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Figure 2 Screen capture from the fanfiction archive “Walking the Plank: Port of the Snape/Harry Ship. ”
<http://www.walkingtheplank.org/archive/browse.php?type=categories&skin=Subtextual&id=2&sort=alph
a&complete=all&offset=25> 12 Aug. 2007.
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particular uses to which Potter slash fans have put the Internet’s hardware form a space
that is not just public but spectacularly public; a space that luxuriates in its own
spectacles (created for itself and of itself); a space that revels in the to-be-looked-at-ness
of its textual bodies. But does this make Potter slash fandom a public sphere in the
tradition of Habermas, which is what Bohman has in mind in the quote above? Yes and
no.
“A public,” writes Michael Warner in “The Mass Public and the Mass Subject,”
“cannot have a discrete positive existence; something becomes a public only through its
availability for subjective identification” (391). Tracing the trajectory of public discourse
in the West from the circulation of print media in the eighteenth century to the iconicity
of Ronald Reagan, Warner argues that, historically, what has made public space available
for mass subjective identification is the abstraction of a mass public “we” from any
specific, marked, or individual bodies. The utopian promise of the public sphere, which is
reflected in theories like Habermas’s, has failed, Warner suggests, because its organizing
logic--that of self-abstraction from one’s body upon entry into “the public”--always
leaves behind a residue of particularity, a trace of the unacknowledged and unequal
privileging of those very bodies which are purportedly left behind. The legacy of this
paradox around self-abstraction, he argues, is to be found in a new iconicity of subjects
and bodies: “Being of necessity anywhere else, the mass subject cannot have a body
except the body it witnesses. But in order to become a mass subject it has left that body
behind, abstracted away from it, canceled it as a mere positivity” (394). Thus the appeal
of public spectacles of injured, rent, and opened bodies, especially when they appear en
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masse: “By injuring a mass body--preferably a really massive body, somewhere--we
constitute ourselves as a noncorporeal mass witness” (394), a mass witness perpetually
struggling with the unreconcilable tension between self-abstraction and embodiment,
between its desire to render the body invisible and the fact of the body’s relentless refusal
to fully disappear.
The resultant tension over bodies that do relentlessly appear in public and the
ways in which they appear is nowhere more visible, I would argue, than in contentions
over just which representations of bodies are appropriate for public viewing, contentions
over whether bodies subjected to particular acts of (staged or real) violence, bodies
engaged in moments of sexual contact, bodies, in other words, spectacularized as open and
penetrated, should be seen in public and by “the public.” In the case of the latter--bodies
engaged in sex acts, moments of ecstasy and jouissance (or, for that matter, bodies that
are understood to be so engaged)--the particularity and privileged status which some
bodies occupy becomes particularly visible. In this sense then, sexuality holds status not
just as an embodied experience, but as the embodied experience par excellence, the
embodied experience which, when it appears in public, most visibly jeopardizes the
utopian promise of self-abstraction, the embodied experience which is most stridently
denounced for its public appearances and most shrilly banished to the realm of the
private. It is this particular bodily experience that is centered, as we saw in the previous
chapter, in Potter slash fics that employ traumatized bodies and traumatizing events as
narrative devices to facilitate and contextualize the spectacle of bodily openness in sex.
The public appearance and spectacularization of sexually ecstatic bodies informs
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not just the diegetic textuality of fan spaces but fans’ extradiegetic interactions in fandom
as well. As Kristina Busse argues in “My Life is a WIP on My LJ: Slashing the Slasher
and the Reality of Celebrity and Internet Performances,” the discursive interactions of
slash fans on livejournal are often, in some sense, public performances of a same-sex
eroticism similar to that which is narrativized in the slash fics that they write. Thus, in
her discussion of a 2004 livejournal “lust meme”† Busse argues that, in livejournal
fandoms, “Explicit forms of affection [like gestures of *licks*, *hugs*, *pets*, and
*squishes your boobies*] become a code used by participants to signify their
relationships, and the terms of affection also function as a form of symbolic currency to
signify these friendships to others[.... E]xplicit sexual descriptions in slash resonate on
some level as metaphors for close friendship and intimacy between the slashed
protagonists. The relationship between slashers thus parallels the relationship between
the men that they write about” (212).
Busse’s focus on Real Person Slash (RPS†) and specifically on boy bands fandom
yields, as should be expected, some importantly different dynamics than those found in
Harry Potter fan spaces (and those in which the exchange between fans is specifically in
response to a given fanfic rather than a meme), but she points to a dynamic which is,
perhaps, foregrounded by RPS’s heightened tension over questions of just what
constitutes public knowledge and material. Not only are public and private identities
complicated through online spaces like livejournal in which “all levels of discourse-personal, public, fannish--exist on the same level” (Busse 213), the very nature of what is
thought to constitute and characterize public speech (i.e. speech of collective interest,
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speech organized around an ideal of sustained deliberation) is complicated as well. As
even a cursory look at the feedback left on slash fanfics demonstrates, the most highly
valued utterances (if not always the most protracted discussions) in Potter slash fan
space are often those focused on one fan reader’s affective (and somatic) response to
another fan writer’s sexually explicit fic. These responses (and the neologisms that they
deploy) often aim to (re)produce in print an experience of erotic euphoria that eludes both
“rational” discourse and sententious utterance. Thus, for example, such statements as,
“Oh fuck yes. OH. FUCK. YES. Oh well, I needed a cold shower anyway,”
“Nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnghhh,” and “*dies*,” all of which re-present a (somewhat tonguein-cheek) performance of jouissance as the ideal affect to occur in the contact between
reader and text.
It is not, therefore, enough to say, as famously suggested by Habermas, that
speech in the public sphere is characterized by (or as) sustained rational conversation.
Neither, however, would it be enough to simply reverse the polarity and read slash
fandom discourse as governed by emotion instead of reason, for, as Michael Gardiner
points out, “In retaining a sharp distinction between impartial reason on the one hand and
the embodied and ‘non-rational’ features of human existence on the other[...] Habermas
effectively smuggles a Cartesian mind/body dichotomy in through the back door” (33).
Further, although a framing which focuses on the (public) materiality of the body, the
spectacle of bodily openness--like Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of the grotesque body and
the carnivalesque space of the public square--can offer a useful vocabulary for considering
the particular modalities of the body that preoccupy Potter slash fandom spaces, that
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framing too leaves the mind/body binarism intact. What we need instead, in order to queer
this mind/body dichotomy as I believe the Potter slash fandom implicitly does, is to
commandeer both the vessel and its smuggled cargo, to transpose it into a different
spatiality: “Put the tracing back onto the map, connect the roots or trees back up with a
rhizome” (Deleuze and Guattari 14).
A rhizome--horizontal, continuously growing, sending out shoots and roots,
moving ever outward, beyond--as Deleuze and Guattari say, is not multiple but
multiplicity, it: “has neither subject nor object, only determinations, magnitudes, and
dimensions that cannot increase in number without the multiplicity changing in nature”
(8). It offers, I would suggest, a much more useful spatial metaphor for Potter fandom
than public sphere or square as those terms are used in the Habermasean and Bakhtinian
traditions. There is little if anything static in online fan space. The continual flux refuses
all self-containment, respects no borders (conceptual, geopolitical, taxonomical), and
traverses conventional material forms.
Because of its propensity for spanning gaps, running along lines of flight, the very
form of the rhizome must hold traditional divides and borders in little regard: spheres and
squares are already too self-contained; they owe fealty to an arborescent logic. As
geometric units and as descriptive images, they are bounded; their surfaces free of nodules
and offshoots, their shapes predictable, ruled. Even multiplied, there is still a unitary
presumption to sphere and square; like “the Tree or Root as an image, [each] endlessly
develops the law of the One that becomes two, then of the two that become four... Binary
logic is the spiritual reality of the root tree” (Deleuze and Guattari 5). Online fandom
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space demands a different, less orderly, less obedient metaphor, hence the rhizome with
no center, no master voice, with proliferating entrances: a structure in which any point
can be connected to any other.
There are elements of fan texts and fandom space--the most rhizomatic elements-that exist only in and as electronic media: HTML coding and hypertext allow components
in one textual body to lead to other parallel and intersecting textual bodies via an interface
that can only be traced, not reproduced, by ink and paper. The most common use of
hypertext links in livejournal fandom spaces is for fans’ personal LJ’s and LJ
communities, links which render individual utterances (whether they be feedback, fiction,
roleplay, or discussions of meta) as connecting nodes in the matrix of fans’ textual bodies
online. The text of this chapter, as it appears on my computer screen, is only one degree
removed from this rhizome (half a dozen keystrokes and a mouse click could place it
online, on my own livejournal, there to be read and potentially linked to or commented on
by other Potter fans with whom I commonly interact). But the printed copy of this text
can only be a tracing, too closed, too self-contained, too static to reproduce the
multiplicity and simultaneity of the rhizome’s loci.
It would thus make no sense to speak of a “public” rhizome or of a “private” one.
Rhizomatic lines of flight, by definition, crosscut traditionally erected blockades between
domains of space like public and private and what is supposed to (dis)appear in each-bodily specificity, secretions, sex, “dirt,” excrement. While still keeping in view the
hierarchical divides which mark particular bodies and bodily acts as “private,” the lines of
the rhizome map the connectedness that tracings, installed by normative life narratives,
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obfuscate and obstruct. The normative “coherent” stories told about sex and its position
in individual life narratives--stories of the sort that iterate sex as an idealized (and
sanitized) expression of love, that privilege the heterosexual, the monogamous, and the
reproductive in all sorts of tacit ways, stories which seek to keep sex enshrined in the
bedroom as a matter of private concern that belongs firmly behind closed doors--any
story such as these
begins by selecting or isolating, by artificial means[...] or other restrictive
processes, what it intends to reproduce. The imitator always creates the
model, and attracts it. The tracing has already translated the map into an
image[....] It has organized, stabilized, neutralized the multiplicities
according to the axes of significance and subjectification belonging to it. It
has generated, structuralized the rhizome, and when it thinks it is
reproducing something else it is in fact only reproducing itself[....] It
injects redundancies and propagates them. (Deleuze and Guattari 13)
By tracing or breaking the rhizome (i.e. reproducing only blockages and impasses),
normative narratives of public spheres and private sexualities--narratives which often
succeed in making sex in (and as) public seem incoherent (if not outright depraved)--work
to disguise the already public character not just of sexuality but of sexual acts and sexual
bodies. As Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner write, “although the intimate relations of
private personhood appear to be the realm of sexuality itself, allowing ‘sex in public’ to
appear like matter out of place, intimacy is itself publicly mediated” (172). Thus if
sexuality is understood as having any meaning at all beyond (or even within) the
performance of the sex act, it must be because the signifying power of sexuality does not
cease at any discrete and predictable border, not the spatial boundaries of the bedroom (or
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of the body/ies involved in a particular erotic act), or the temporal boundaries of an
orgasmic release. As Kath Weston points out, “Because sexuality brings people into
relationship, its implications can never be contained within the parameters of identity or
some ideally privatized sphere” (68). Sex, in other words, is never simply private, never
simply equivalent to only the sex act itself, and the demand that it masquerade as private
is only a way of arborifying and blotching the rhizomatic map: “The rhizome[...] is a
liberation of sexuality not only from reproduction but from genitality. Here in the West,
the tree has implanted itself in our bodies, rigidifying and stratifying even the sexes. We
have lost the rhizome or the grass” (Deleuze and Guattari 18).
If, as I want to argue, the rhizome alters the normative demand for narrative
coherence by making it possible for all points on a map (here, the map of sexuality and
desire) to connect with each other--to stick together, to co-here, to be spoken
(potentially) in tandem, and thus to appear as “really possible”--then it may be in a space
like that of Potter slash fandom online that the possibilities for a different field of
meanings and significations about sexuality, a different evaluation of what counts as
intelligible and iterable desire become imaginable. In such a space, the rhizome functions
not just as a conceptual metaphor but also as a constituent element of infrastructure,
interwoven in the very form of the interface, of legible utterances, and of conventions of
genre. As Butler writes, “when the unreal lays claim to reality, or enters into its domain,
something other than a simple assimilation into prevailing norms can and does take place.
The norms themselves can become rattled, display their instability and become open to
resignification” (27-8). The rhizome crosses domains; it brings the real into contact with
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the fantastic, the sexually normative (here, the canon text) into contact with the (slash
text) queer.
The demand for narrative coherence--the demand that subjects desire in ways
deemed “appropriate” to their bodies, that sex acts (especially queer sex acts) not bleed
into the public eye, that a “children’s book” not be the site of, or occasion for, explicitly
sexual storytelling--is a way of breaking and re-breaking, blockading, obstructing,
arborifying the rhizome; it is a demand for keeping to well-worn footpaths, alreadyknown and hackneyed connections (which, tautologically come to define coherent
narratives by the very virtue of their conventionality, the commonness of the connections
which they make). These may be demands for sex to stay “in private” or they may be
demands for gendered bodies, identities, and desires to line up in predictable (and hence
“coherent”) ways. Either way, their effect is to immobilize that which the rhizome sets in
motion, to try and re-isolate that which it puts in contact: the rhizome makes fantastic
desires and fantastic (or purportedly “unrealistic”) readings and narratives mobile. Its
lines of flight carry fantasy outward into spaces it has not occupied before. As Butler
argues:
fantasy is part of the articulation of the possible; it moves us beyond what
is merely actual and present into a realm of possibility, the not yet
actualized or the not actualizable. The struggle to survive is not really
separable from the cultural life of fantasy[....] Fantasy is not the opposite
of reality; it is what reality forecloses, and, as a result, it defines the limits
of reality, constituting it as a constitutive outside. The critical promise of
fantasy, when and where it exists, is to challenge the contingent limits of
what will and will not be called reality. (28-9)
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In the rhizomatic space of Potter slash fandom online, fantasy and magic come together
with queer readings of the text to narrativize, dramatize, and real-ize not only desires but
also of bodies normatively inscribed as impossible.
In the slash fan text which follows--a text which queer reads the repressive state
apparatuses of the Potter canon Ministry of Magic to expose the implicit
heteronormativity interwoven in its regime--I want to consider how Potterverse magics,
queered textual bodies, and dystopian fantasies of totalitarianism intersect to enable a
narrative in which “impossible” embodiment becomes the spectacle of both an expressly
public sex and of an expressly gendered trauma.

Harry Potter’s Vagina, or Sex Publics in the Wizarding World’s Dark Tomorrow
On the eve of the publication of the seventh and final book in the series (scheduled
for release on July 21, 2007) a larger proportion of Potter fan texts than probably ever
before are set in projected postwar futures which imagine not so much the final battle in
which Harry and Voldemort come face to face, but its aftermath and what will happen to
Harry, “the Chosen One,” once that battle is complete. As we near the end of the series
and the diegetic traumas shared by characters and readers become more compounded, the
possibility of a neat and happy ending for all (or maybe any) of the characters appears
increasingly impossible, and the wizarding world as it is envisioned in fan texts appears as
increasingly dark and dystopian. Too, there is no shortage of fics in which one of the
surviving characters (Harry, Draco, Snape, or Lupin perhaps most often) works as a rent
boy† after the war is over, or, alternately, leaves the wizarding world all together, finding
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continued life amongst wizards unbearable.
What these fan texts share is a queer reading which departs from the tacit
heteronormativity of a canon in which sexuality figures implicitly as a matter of key
public concern within the diegesis, while at the same time, managing to remain obfuscated
in its very publicity through the deployment of alternate discourses: discourses of
kinship, consanguinity, and love work within the Potter canon texts to decenter sexuality
so that it appears to be consistently outside the domain of “the real story,” material that
is either tangential or superfluous to the conflict between Harry and The Order of the
Phoenix on the one hand, and Voldemort, his Death Eaters, and the Dark Arts on the
other. But Potter canon’s epic Manichaean battle, rather than being removed from the
domain of the sexual, is in fact staged on a terrain that is indivisible from sexuality, a
terrain that becomes comprehensible and coherent through its reliance on a
heteronormative field of social relations. As Berlant and Warner note, heteronormativity
is a concept distinct from heterosexuality; it is
a tacit sense of rightness and normalcy[...] embedded in things and not just
in sex[....] Heteronormativity is more than ideology, or prejudice, or phobia
against gays and lesbians; it is produced in almost every aspect of the
forms and arrangements of social life: nationality, the state, and the law;
commerce; medicine; and education; as well as in the conventions and
affects of narrativity, romance, and other protected spaces of culture. (173)
By the same token, in the Harry Potter canon, “rightness” and magical power are
conferred together in ways that are both central to the text and constitutive of the very
existence and viability of the “Wizarding world”: the protective power of consanguinity
conferred upon Harry by his mother’s blood allows him to survive to adulthood, while
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Harry’s own capacity to love despite the brutality and trauma of his childhood provides
him with the prophesied power to defeat Voldemort and save the Wizarding world.
Stray’s “Into the West” explodes the tacit heteronormativity of the wizarding
world in Potter canon by projecting a postwar future in which all non-reproductive
wizards--all those with the “degenerative deformity” that causes their homosexual desire-are forced, first, to undergo a process of magical sex reassignment, and then exiled to an
island where their corporeal contact with other (straight, reproductive) wizards will be
forever severed. A Harry/Draco fic, “Into the West” is set on the ship which bears the
exiles to their new home. The narrative unfolds to reveal Draco’s role in the framing of
exile as the best possible alternative available under the Ministry of Magic’s postwar
totalitarianism:
[I]t had all started with a half-official decree from the Ministry to repopulate the wizarding world after the war with Voldemort had decimated
it. They had called upon every witch and wizard to start a family and have
children. There had even been a reward system for those who complied and
it seemed to work. [...] Homosexuality had not really been a great issue in
the wizarding world. It had certainly not been something to be proud of,
but it had been tolerated, as it had been assumed that, regardless of one's
preferences, wizards and witches would get married to procreate and then
practice their sexuality outside of wedlock. It had almost been like a
tradition. But then, with the influx of Muggle-born and half-blood wizards
and witches, morals slackened and it became more and more common for
someone preferring their own gender to settle down with his or her partner
and shirk their responsibilities. The Ministry had tried several ways to
coerce obedience before the readjustment programme, such as new decrees
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and taxes. The Daily Prophet had found more and more creative or just
plain disgusting ways to discredit same-sex relationships and the people
involved in them. The culmination of all this, though, had been an article
about the alleged fact that He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named had been a
homosexual--which was the most ridiculous lie if there ever was one, since
Voldemort's only concern had been power and immortality, he had cared
nothing about the pleasures of the flesh--and from then on, the word
homosexual equaled evil. (Stray ch 1)
The mandatory “readjustment programme” to which both Harry and Draco have, to
varying degrees, been subjected in “Into the West,” is a magical modification of both the
bodies and the identities of gay male wizards. While lesbian witches’ compliance with the
doctrine of mandatory reproduction necessitates only “an injection of sperm from a
generous wizard” (Stray ch 1), the Ministry finds it harder to enforce compulsory
procreation in the gay male population. Thus, apparently presuming a gender inversionstyle conception of same-sex desire, the wizarding world’s government institutionalizes a
program to magically modify the bodies of gay male wizards with the goal of making them
sexually reproductive: “contrary to myths and legends, there was no way for a male to
become pregnant--a wizard's magic would try to ‘heal’ him if he suddenly obtained a
uterus--except if the male in question was transfigured entirely into a woman. That's why
later – in addition to being transfigured – wizards would have to go through a gender
identity-readjustment: to prevent their magic from fighting their new female biology”
(Stray ch 1). While the intentions of this transfigural magic are different from those found
in canon, the technologies which make “Into the West”’s bodily alterations possible are
consistent with a canon in which humans bodies are malleable and routinely
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metamorphosed--Harry and Ron use polyjuice potion to transfigure themselves into
Slytherin students Crabbe and Goyle, Barty Crouch Jr. spends almost an entire school
year transfigured into Mad Eye Moody (complete with magical prosthetic eye and leg),
and Nymphadora Tonks who, as a metamorphmagi, can alter her appearance at will,
changes the shape of her nose to entertain friends at the dinner table.
The extreme totalitarianism of the Ministry of Magic regime in “Into the West”
also follows from the already-corrupt bureaucracy that we witness in Potterverse canon:
as readers have already seen in Harry’s experiences with the Ministry in book five (in the
trial in which Ministry officials try to railroad Harry after the Dementor attack, in his
encounters with Dolores Umbridge whose unchecked authority in Hogwarts increases
until she is appointed “Hogwarts High Inquisitor”), in book six (when Stan Shunpike is
held without trial for being a Death Eater though he is clearly no more than a braggart),
and even earlier in the series, when Hagrid is sent, temporarily, to Azkaban in book two
so that the Ministry can “be seen to be doing something” (CoS 261), and when Sirius is
sent to Azkaban without a trial--in all of these instances we are faced with a government
administration that not only manipulates information to serve its own ends but that
exacts extreme and baseless punishments upon the bodies of its subjects as its modus
operandi for domination. To adapt Achille Mbembe, it is a case in which “The power of
the state seeks to dramatize its importance and to define itself in the very act” (115) of
exacting punishment on the bodies of its subjects. Or, to put it somewhat differently, the
domination of the state over its subjects becomes one of the key scripts through which
traumatized subjects become, in canon, a matter of course. “Into the West” alters the
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inflections of this already-present domination of bodies by marking that which remains
tacit in formulations of state authority over bodies: the state’s investment in the gendered
and sexed bodies of its subjects, specifically as reproductive bodies.
The particular modality of this emphasis at the intersection of gender, sexuality,
and reproduction appears in Stray’s text as the spectacle of the magically altered “inbetween” body. Thus Draco, when Harry first meets him as an unrecognized stranger
onboard the ship appears not just as androgynous but hybridized:
the carefully positioned left thigh combined with the tight cut and the thin,
almost translucent fabric of the trousers did nothing to hide the distinct
shape of a half erect penis. In fact, they were designed to do the exact
opposite. [... Harry] knew that [this dress code] had become fashionable
within the wizarding gay community after the beginning of the
readjustment program. Not everyone followed it, of course, only those
most desperate to prove that they had not yet been turned completely into
a witch, or those who were less self-conscious about revealing so much of
their anatomy. [...]The shockingly casual exhibit of masculinity diverted
his attention from noticing something equally shocking: the slightly raised
mounds of breasts flaunted just as casually by the open neckline. (Stray ch
1)
Harry’s body, too, is a magically crafted hybrid, though his experience of its hybridity is
markedly different from Draco’s: Harry binds his magically created breasts, anxiously
waiting for his body’s innate magic to assert itself and make them disappear (as it has
apparently already done in response to other elements of the “readjustment;” as Draco
observes: “‘I don't remember you having such a monster in your pants while we were at
Hogwarts,’[...] ‘Let's just say, my magic tried to compensate,’ Harry said, slightly
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breathless” [Stray ch 2]). But while Harry and Draco both expect that their magically
enlarged breasts will gradually shrink and disappear over time, and while neither of them
have undergone the final phases of the readjustment which would have rendered all its
alterations permanent, Harry’s body has been rendered permanently and literally
hermaphroditic by the magical modification.
I want to proceed on two fronts with regards to these bodies: on the one hand we
might read “Into the West” as a narrative in which bio-power meets magic at the site of a
vulgar and absurd bureaucracy; on the other, the text might be read as illuminating a
tension between the position of (diegetically) illegible bodies and a (metadiegetic)
symbolic in Potter slash fan space which iterates and spectacularizes them.
In the first case, the spectacle is not so much the characters’ bodies, per se, as it is
the (wizarding) state which, in its desperate fervor not just to impel but to micromanage
“life” through the reproductive bodies of its citizens, takes normative bodies and legible
(if perhaps not sufficiently docile) desires and makes them unintelligible. In the process,
the regulatory apparatus of the state makes a spectacle of itself through its acts of
tyranny: the purported aim of the regime’s readjustment program is to create maternal
bodies and thereby to increase (re)productivity, to shore up the population under its
control. But with its usual ineffectiveness, all the Ministry in fact manages to do, in this
queered reading of the Potterverse future, is to unmask itself as the sham it has been from
the outset: what the creating of unintelligible bodies in “Into the West” does best is to
illuminate, despite any claims the regime might make to the contrary, that “To exercise
authority is, above all, to tire out the bodies of those under it, to disempower them not so
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much to increase their productivity as to ensure the maximum docility” (Mbembe 110).
On the terrain of diegetic bodies, “Into the West” allegorizes what is equally true
extradiegetically: that, as Butler observes in her discussion of the “John/Joan” case,
“Malleability is, as it were, violently imposed. And naturalness [in this case, the
heteronormative “naturalness” of reproduction] is artificially induced” (66).
The fantasy contextualizing Harry and Draco’s romance in this fic may not be one
in which desire is freed from coercion, or in which the opening of possibilities liberates
subjects, but it is a fantasy nonetheless--one in which even the most coercive forms of
gendered and sexed violence (violence that is made possible, as with the bodies it creates
in the text, only through magic’s ability to enable the impossible) cannot ultimately stand
in the way of subjective connectivity, expressions of desires, faithfulness to the self, and
enduring love. In this sense, and because it is specifically through their (diegetically)
unintelligible bodies that Harry and Draco meet, “Into the West” is a text which
dramatizes how “The embodied relation to the norm exercises a transformative potential.
To posit possibilities beyond the norm or, indeed, a different future for the norm itself, is
part of the work of fantasy when we understand fantasy as taking the body as a point of
departure for an articulation that is not always constrained by the body as it is” (Butler
28). Harry and Draco’s hybridized bodies--trans-gendered, trans-sexed, hermaphroditic,
or at least, to adapt Butler, allegorizing those categories--(and in Harry’s case, not
coincidentally, also the body traumatized by its hybridity) become, in this fic, the site of
such a fantasy. In “Into the West” it is not only the characters’ histories, the metadiegetic
memory surrounding and contextualizing their past (and present) traumas, which are
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employed to move readers, but the touching of hybridized bodies through which readers’
bodies are invited to move.
“Into the West” maintains the encounter between bodies which is archetypal in
slash fic (male/male anal penetration), but reframes it: Harry’s offer to penetrate Draco
anally appears as his defense against Draco’s discovery of the female genitals which the
Ministry’s “readjustment program” has left him with, while his postorgasmic euphoria
(in which Draco does discover Harry’s magically created vagina) becomes the occasion for
Draco’s admission of his arousal by the hybridized quality of Harry’s body. Draco’s
attempt to articulate his sexual self to Harry--a passage in which Draco tries to press an
articulation of his desire into already-intelligible categories and language--points to the
text’s tacit questioning of the very categories around which it is staged: “What counts as a
person? What counts as a coherent gender? What qualifies as a citizen? Whose world is
legitimated as real?” (Butler 58). As Draco struggles to pronounce himself, his words
seem too literal, they lack the “smoothness” and poise which characterizes his utterances
elsewhere in the narrative:54
‘… um…I'm actually bi. In a manner of speaking, that is.[...] I wasn't
entirely gay before all this. I went out with Pansy, after all[....] I liked girls
who looked like boys. But I still preferred men.[...] I guess I got a bit
messed up during the personality readjustment. They didn't really believe
me when I told them that, and as a result… [...]As a result of the
readjustment, I cannot imagine falling for a girl anymore. But I am not
averse to… girl bits, per se. Particularly on men.’ Several seconds of
silence followed, which Harry didn’t dare to break. ‘I think it's erotic.’
(Stray ch 2, emphasis mine)
54

On smoothness as an affect conveyed through dialogue, see Bora, “Outing Texture.”
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The legibility of Draco’s utterances remains only fractured and fragmentary: in the eyes
and ears of the state, Draco’s voice, his body, and his desire were altogether incoherent,
while for Harry, it is only through the materiality of his body that that very incoherence
becomes intelligible. Draco’s attempt to articulate himself coherently to Harry is paired
with a tactility which the text presents as succeeding where his utterance fail:
‘… um…I'm actually bi. In a manner of speaking, that is.’[...]
‘What do you mean by “in a manner of speaking”?’ [Harry] asked, trying
to ignore the confusing stimuli coming from between his legs when the
touch resumed, as if Draco wanted to prove he wasn’t lying.
‘I wasn't entirely gay before all this. I went out with Pansy, after all,’
Draco murmured against Harry's thigh.
‘Pansy was as flat as a boy,’ Harry snorted, Draco's warm breath on his
skin causing him to shiver. Then the finger slipped just a slight bit inside,
no doubt as retribution for his interruption.
‘Exactly. I liked girls who looked like boys. But I still preferred men.’ The
last word was accentuated by the soft press of lips to Harry's newly
awakening erection.
‘And now?’ Harry gasped and his thighs spread wider on their own accord.
(Stray ch 2)
If it is through the materiality of the diegetic body that incoherent desire can
become intelligible, and if the fan-as-reader is in some sense bearing witness to that
encounter and/at the instant of its occurrence, what might we say of the extradiegetic
bodies of readers, both as represented textual bodies (the bodies which are iterated in fic
feedback and other online sites in ways that reflect the arousal of bodies which appear in
diegetic sites) and as enacted or embodied texts (the bodies with organs which access the
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computer interface)?
In chapter one I suggested that what often acts as a blockade in the radical remaking of one’s self through narrativity is a cultural mandate of intelligibility, sensemaking, and coherence. The punishments for failing to speak (one’s self) coherently can
take the form of all sorts of (linguistic, symbolic, physical) violence. As Wiener points
out, a certain degree of incoherence is present in all narratives; however,
It may be that ‘normals,’ unlike those labeled deviant, have social cachet
that allows them to manipulate incoherence more successfully. Perhaps the
commitment to locating and privileging incoherence can be interpreted as a
preoccupation with a new valence of rationality, and this may be why,
tautologically, ‘normals’ who have the cultural capital to successfully
manipulate the apparatuses of incoherence are not labeled ‘mad,’ while
others who are seen to be ‘really’ incoherent--and thus ‘mad’--are labeled
or may be labeled ‘irrational.’(36)
Thus insofar as an individual’s goal is to be (or to become) culturally legible (and/or to
avoid the label “mad”), the proportion of incoherence that any narrative may contain is
always circumscribed. Butler makes a similar point when, developing her argument that
“our very sense of personhood is linked to the desire for recognition” (33), she suggests
that “To find that you are fundamentally unintelligible [...] is to find that you have not
yet achieved access to the human, to find yourself speaking only and always as if you
were human, but with the sense that you are not, to find that your language is hollow,
that no recognition is forthcoming because the norms by which recognition takes place are
not in your favor” (30). Butler’s point is that access to the category of “human” is always
constrained by cultural iterations of viable life and livable personhood, that the “human”
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is a contingent construction shaped against the field of non-human others.
Fair enough, if the goal really is to be recognized as human, to articulate a sense of
personhood that will be widely legible to (and in) the world. But such a goal may not
always be the case. In fact, the illegibility of fan space to virtually all those who do not
participate in it--the fact that Potter slash fen (and I would say slash fen in other fandoms
as well) take part in a cultural practice that (happily) remains fundamentally unintelligible
to those who do not share a queer(ed) desire for a text, and that even the texts that Potter
slash fans produce remain largely unintelligible to those outside of the fandom, those who
do not share fans’ metadiegetic memory--may be the very thing that radically opens the
possibilities for sexuality, gender, and desire that slash fan texts explore.
Potter slash texts, as we have already begun to see, conduct a love affair with nonhuman, metamorphosing, and hybridized human forms: characters’ bodies constantly
change shape. Men become canids who fuck boys (or each other), animal instincts and
physiology are pressed into service as narrative devices facilitating cross-species sex,
characters identified as male in canon (which, of course, presumes that masculine gender
identity maps onto normative male bodies in predictable and normative ways) undergo
magical alterations which queer their bodies (and sometimes their identities) and occasion
the expression of sexual possibilities only available through magic.
But on another connecting plane, it is the fans’ bodies that are something otherthan-human: not less or more, but posthuman. This is not to say that fans’ embodied
“humanity” has vanished or concluded, but rather that a particular point of view
(re)shapes the understanding of the body in online fan space. The posthuman point of
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view, as N. Katherine Hayles describes it, “privileges informational pattern over material
instantiation, so that embodiment in a biological substrate is seen as an accident of history
rather than an inevitability of life. [...] In the posthuman, there are no essential differences
or absolute demarcations between bodily existence and computer simulation, cybernetic
mechanism and biological organism, robot teleology and human goals” (2-3). The subject
position which emerges from this formulation in which information is imagined as
radically detached from a fleshy corporeality is “an amalgam, a collection of
heterogeneous components, a material-informational entity whose boundaries undergo
continuous construction and reconstruction” (Hayles 3).
The particular inflection of the posthuman which appears in Potter fandom online
frames these tensions over information’s embodiment or materiality not as a crossroads in
the category of human, but as a crisis of “reality.” Butler writes that “to be called unreal
is to have that call, as it were, institutionalized as a form of differential treatment, is to
become the other against whom (or against which) the human is made. It is the inhuman,
the beyond the human, the less than human, the border that secures the human in its
ostensible reality” (30). In fandom spaces online, the designator “rl” (real life) marks the
Internet and the interactions which take place there as a differential space, one in which
alternate rules apply not just for characters’ embodiments but for shared metadiegetic
desire--for bodies to “legitimately” touch, to move and be moved.

The “Real” Desires of Posthuman Bodies: Seeing Across the Screen
I began this thesis with the spectacle of Harry’s pubescent body brought on-
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screen by Potter film texts. I want to conclude with the consideration of a parallel
spectacle. This past winter, the tension over the appearance(s) of Harry Potter’s sexual
body, never really assuaged in the years since the Prisoner of Azkaban movie release,
took center stage once more, this time literally: Daniel Radcliffe, the actor whose face has
become synonymous with Harry, announced that he would perform the lead role in a
London production of the play Equus, a role that would require him to appear naked on
stage. From the moment when the first publicity photographs were released, discussions
over Radcliffe’s body, his musculature, his body hair, his “maturity” preoccupied
members of online Potter fandom. The hullabaloo continued until after the play’s opening
night as Potter fans congregated outside the stage door waiting for Radcliffe to make an
appearance and in the subsequent weeks when they were interviewed by the mainstream
media as they were spotted leaving the theater. The headline of one newspaper article
made the stakes of Radcliffe’s appearance particularly salient: “Daniel Radcliffe’s Penis
Wows the West End.” 55
The Equus publicity stills, several of which featured Radcliffe nude and
posing with a horse, mark the very literal and spectacular appearance of two sites of
eroticism which normative mass culture usually works to disappear in all but their most
expressly criminalized, debased, and delegitimized iterations: the adolescent body and the
animal body. On the day of their release, the Equus publicity images flooded online
Potter fan sites, being posted and reposted not only by specialty news sites like HPANA
(The Harry Potter Automatic News Aggregator) and The Leaky Cauldron but also on
55

The article was scanned and reposted by Son_of_Darkness; <http://son-ofdarkness.livejournal.com/458136.html> 28 Feb. 2007.
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personal blogs and livejournals; they were made into user icons and photo manipulations,
circulated and downloaded in such volume that one commenter at The Leaky Cauldron
quipped, “It looks like all the people trying to look at these pictures have broken the
internet” (Therin Ennui).56
But not all those who were looking were pleased with what they saw. A comment
left by Fugitivehound in response to the photos is characteristic of the tension which
these images of Radcliffe’s body brought to the fore for some members of Potter fandom:
“Those pics look like they're ALREADY photoshopped, dude ...no way a kid that young
has, um, muscles and body hair, right? RIGHT? JESUS RADCLIFFE STOP MAKING
ME A PERVY OLD WOMAN OKAY?”57 Others were quick to point out that
Radcliffe, nearly 18 years old at the time of play’s opening, was no longer a child and has
been over the UK’s legal age of consent for almost two years. Many noted that the
photos, produced and distributed as publicity images, demonstrated an express intention
that the body they depicted was to be looked at sexually. Some fans, meanwhile, were
less apologetic: as Annephoenix commented in response to one defense based on
Radcliffe’s apparent maturity, “I've been perving over him since he was 12 so I’ll ignore
your post :p *droolz*.”58
The discussions of Radcliffe’s body and Potter fans’ desires for (or against) it
spurred by the Equus publicity photos map a nexus point at which fans’ public
narratives of self converge with cultural narratives about (in)appropriately moved (and
56

<http://www.hpana.com/news.19743.html> 29 Jan. 2007.
The post to which Fugitivehound was commenting invited fans to parody the Equus images through
photomanipulation; <http://ack-attack.livejournal.com/306639.html> 30 Jan. 2007.
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Annephoenix’s comment appears in response to a post made by Son_of_darkness: <http://son-ofdarkness.livejournal.com/448902.html> 30 Jan. 2007.
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Figure 3 Equus Publicity Poster
<http://www.the-leaky-cauldron.org/gallery/picture/62739>. 2 Nov. 2006.
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Figure 4 Daniel Radcliffe Equus Publicity Photo
<http://www.the-leaky-cauldron.org/gallery/picture/99903> 30 Jan. 2007.
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inappropriately moving) bodies, a nexus at which the contested nature of the sexual
public is hashed out through discussion of what it means to desire particular(ly)
represented bodies, in what spaces and through what mediums one might desire them. It
is no accident, then, that the central point of contention in these discussions--indeed, the
central point of contention in so many challenges raised against adult Potter fen--is a
question over a particular liminality: the adolescent body. One would be hard pressed to
find a Potter slash fan who has not heard (and likely been called on to defend against) the
accusatory question: “But aren’t the Harry Potter characters... a bunch of twelve year
olds? How can you write stories about twelve year olds having sex?” The most common
defense offered by Potter slash fen (indeed, the easiest one), is that though the characters
may begin the novels as children, they do not remain so, thus fan texts set in the diegetic
future need not be about children at all.
What this answer neatly sidesteps is an engagement with the far more difficult set
of challenges that are, as we have seen, tacitly raised and engaged by Potter slash texts,
texts which sometimes specifically center the sexuality of legal minors, subjects for whom
any sexual encounter is conceptualized, by dominant culture and modern jurisprudence in
the West, as necessarily traumatic. Only slightly less common is the defense which is
most often articulated (even presumed) among fans when they speak to each other about
non-fan value judgments of slashers’ fandom activities: this is something I do online; I
don’t actually believe that teachers should have sex with their students (or with their
werewolf coworkers) in real life.
An in-depth discussion of the stakes in representations of chan (i.e. child/adult)
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and inter-species slash texts is beyond the scope of my argument here, though these are
matters that I hope to write about in the future. My concern here is the particular
materiality of the Internet, the kind of posthuman subjectivity and embodiment that
allows fans not just to iterate, but to share, to come together around, and to publicly
desire that which they often would, by their own admission, repudiate in their offline
interactions and sexual lives. Or, to put the matter somewhat differently, those desires
which are incommensurable with the (legible) offline identities many Potter slash fen
claim, mark the very slippages, gaps, and fictions that organize and persist in fandom
online: desires which both mobilize queer(ed) fantasies and readings of the text and desires
which effect iterations of unintelligible bodies mark an incoherence that comes to define
the constantly exfoliating field of possibilities in Potter slash texts and in the rhizomatic
space of Potter slash fandom online.
Take “Into the West”: what is illegible diegetically (i.e. in Draco’s utterances to
the Ministry of Magic about the effects of their policies on him as a subject) is legible
metadiegetically through (and to) fans’ positions as witness not just to the encounter
between incoherent bodies/subjects/desire, but also to the trauma which surrounds
diegetic subjects’ abridged access to the categories of “human” and “citizen.” In other
Potter slash texts, the desires that are most expressly stigmatized and debased
extradiegetically--desires which are often only legible in their delegitimized and
criminalized forms--are enabled as shared sites of desire metadiegetically.
I argued in chapter two that an ethical relation to the real, with regards to trauma,
necessitates both a movement between knowledge sites and an acceptance of the
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slippages and uncertainties that exist not just between memory’s magical re-presentations
and the occurrences of past traumatic events, but also between diegetic, extradiegetic, and
metadiegetic textual locales and what a particular re-presentation means in each. I would
like to be able to argue that fans’ positions as witness, not just to diegetic
incommensurabilities but to diegetic unintelligibilities (like Harry’s body and Draco’s
desire in “Into the West”), consistently constitutes an ethical relation to the real, but I
think such a claim would be disingenuous; rather, fans’ acts of bearing witness to diegetic
trauma or violence of any sort--their bearing witness to both incommensurabilities and
unintelligibilities across diegetic lines--cannot be separated from that spectacularization of
torn, rent, and opened bodies which preoccupies and fascinates contemporary Western
mass culture: the wound culture discussed by Seltzer and the fascination held by the mass
public for disaster which Warner’s work addresses. This is not an either/or proposition
but one of simultaneity; or, to frame the point in somewhat different terms, Potter slash
fandom, its production of texts and its iterations of desire, conducts a continuous
deterritorialization and reterritorialization on the terrain of the body (both the represented
textual body and the enacted corporeal body with organs). In these moves--de-/reterritorializing--is a space and action of change, a constant flux, betweenness, becoming.
Deleuze and Guattari write:
The orchid deterritorializes by forming an image, a tracing of a wasp; but
the wasp reterritorializes on that image. The wasp is nevertheless
deterritorialized, becoming a piece in the orchid’s reproductive
apparatus.[... This is] not imitation at all but a capture of code, surplus
value of code, an increase in valence, a veritable becoming, a becoming-
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wasp of the orchid and a becoming-orchid of the wasp. Each of these
becomings brings about the deterritorialization of one term and the
reterritorialization of the other; the two becomings interlink and form
relays in a circulation of intensities pushing the deterritorialization ever
further. There is neither imitation nor resemblance, only an exploding of
two heterogeneous series on the line of flight composed by a common
rhizome that can no longer be attributed to or subjugated by anything
signifying. (10)
The slash fan deterritorializes by forming an image, a tracing of characters, bodies, places,
magics, and world adapted from canon; but the text which the fan produces and circulates
reterritorializes (the fan) on that image, making the space of the slash text the site
(perhaps the only site) at which the fan-as-queer(ly)-desiring-subject can stand. The text
is nevertheless deterritorialized, becoming a piece of that apparatus by which the fan-asqueer(ly)-desiring-subject can iterate their desire as itself a ceaseless becoming. Caught up
in this de-/re-territorializing are desires and bodies of all sorts: bodies which cross (and
become the site of crossing for) multiple significations, multiple inflections of materiality,
multiple valences of what it means to appear and to bear witness.
The above images of Radcliffe’s body, it may well be noted, are the first and only
literal images--the only ocular images--to appear in a discussion that has been deeply
invested in visuality, in the often spectacularized appearances of bodies, memories,
histories, traumas--in the ways that textual queerness can be embodied and represented so
as to appear. This itself may be an incoherence of this text. But I think, instead, that the
incoherence between ocular images (often the matter at stake in the work of the theorists I
have engaged) and eidetic ones is, in fact, a key element of the materiality of fans’
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posthuman bodies--an element that helps to explain why the rhizomatic space of Potter
slash fandom can, at least at times, cultivate something like negative capability, something
like an ethical relation to the real; how it can exist as a space which allows subjects not to
demand coherence between enacted selves (bodies, genders, sexualities, identities, desires)
offline and represented selves (bodies, genders, sexualities, desires) online. By making
everything--words, pictures, movies--appear on the same screen and at the same
resolution, the posthuman space of the Internet helps to disengage (or to make seem
disengaged) vision from ocularity so that bearing witness to the appearance of a spectacle
or representation (of trauma, of queer sex, of a body opened) can equally constitute a
bearing of witness, whether that image’s appearance is eidetic or ocular.
Hayles writes that:
The computer restores and heightens the sense of word as image--an image
drawn in a medium as fluid and changeable as water. Interacting with
electronic images rather than with a materially resistant text. I absorb
through my fingers as well as my mind a model of signification in which no
simple one-to-one correspondence exists between signifier and
signified[....] As I work with the text-as-flickering-image, I instantiate
within my body the habitual patterns of movement that make pattern and
randomness more real, more relevant, and more powerful than presence
and absence. (26)
Reading these words, I picture the fan reader in the calm late night darkness of their
bedroom, the heat of their laptop near-singeing their thighs, or in the study, seated at their
computer desk surrounded by too many empty cans of soda, too many empty chips
bags; the fan who encounters the text not as printed words on paper with crisp sharp
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edges to be folded down, leaves to be turned and marked, but as a flickering image, a glow
of light: when there is no book, the (fan) reader changes, becomes 59--becomes the
embodiment of multiple textualities, a body only illuminated at intervals and in parts; a
body shaped by slippages, gaps, intervals and interstices, as those that intersperse the
pressure of fingers typing on keys; a body that learns the embodiment of textual
fluidities, incommensurabilities, and incoherences; a body that is and is not inside the
computer’s screen.
In focusing on queer sex and sexualized bodies, what Potter slash fandom effects is
a hyperbolic magnification of that which the canon text seeks to shrink to infinitesimal
and invisible proportions: the possibilities for and of queer eroticism. And this
amplification is bicameral, enlarging both the sexual character of bodies in the diegetic
public and the sexual bodies of readers in the rhizomatic space of the slash fandom online.
What may ultimately be most exceptional about Potter slash fandom online is not that it
is a public space organized around queer sex--sex, as Berlant and Warner point out, is
always a public matter, and publics are always-already sexually invested; it is not even
the explicitness of queer(ed) desires, bodies, and sex acts as an organizing logic of fandom
spaces. Rather, what may be most exceptional is that, at this intersection of queer sex
public and magical fantasy, the most “impossible” of desires are enabled as shared,
valued, and valuable, building rhizomatic plateaus and worlds in which bodies and desires
59

I am reminded, here, of a Wallace Stevens poem, a poem of book and reader--a bibliophilic text if ever
there was one: “The house was quiet and the world was calm./ The reader became the book; and summer
night/ Was like the conscious being of the book./ The house was quiet and the world was calm./ The
words were spoken as if there was no book,/ Except that the reader leaned above the page,/ Wanted to lean,
wanted much most to be/ The scholar to whom the book is true.” But what if the reader became, not
(only) the book, but something else: The monitor was quiet and the hard drive was calm? The reader
became the interwebs? And summer night was like the conscious being of the... keyboard; mouse;
trackpad; screen? What if, in becoming, the reader made the book something else as well?
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can--through text, through queer reading and heretofore “incoherent” narrations--become
other than they have been before.
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS

Because the lexicon of netspeak is always changing and always contested, any attempt at
firm definitions of the terminology of Potter fandom is necessarily doomed to failure.
This glossary is thus necessarily partial and fragmentary. For an astonishingly
comprehensive compilation of canon Potter terms, see The Harry Potter Lexicon. Unless
otherwise noted, the abbreviations used here are not my own creations but are those in
conventional usage among Potter fans.
* *

Asterisks are used to surround a word which a fan intends to designate as
an action performed by their represented body or between their
represented body and that of another user, for example *hugs* or *dies*.

AN

Sometimes A/N; an abbreviation for author’s notes, used in fic headers.

Animagus

A wizard who can turn him/herself into a specific animal form.

APA

Amateur Press Association; a pre-Internet means of circulating fanfiction
in hard copy formats.

Beta

A reader who acts as editor for a fic before it is posted publicly. The
type and degree of input offered by a beta vary from person to person; in
some cases the feedback the beta offers is limited to proof reading for
typos and grammatical mistakes, in others it extends to comments on
characterization, plot, and continuity.

Britpick

To proof read the draft of a fic for instances of American phrasings,
expressions, or colloquialisms and suggest changes to make language more
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colloquially British.
Chan

Slash fic in which at least one sexual or romantic pairing involves a
character who is a legal minor, usually paired with a character who is an
adult. In some cases both partners may be younger than the legal age of
consent, but chan more commonly designates a pairing with a significant
generational gap between partners.

Concrit

Constructive criticism; feedback left in response to a fic which may point
out flaws or errors in the fic. Many authors treat it as unwelcome.

COS

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Dark Mark

The mark, like a magical tattoo, that appears on the left forearm of each of
Voldemort’s followers, the Death Eaters. The mark can be used to
summon them to Voldemort’s side; it is shaped like a skull with a snake
emerging from its mouth.

Disclaimer

A standard component of fic headers; a statement in which the author
states that they do not own, and are not making any money from, the
characters or world about which they write. Disclaimers are intended as a
safeguard against charges of copyright infringement, though whether they
would in fact provide any legal protection for the fan is unknown as there
is no express legal precedent regarding slash fanfiction. Some disclaimers
employ very formal language, while others are deliberately humorous and
tongue-in-cheek.

Dub-con

“Dubious consent;” used as a warning label in fic headers to denote a story
in which at least one of the sexual encounters involves ambiguous consent
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on the part of one or more partners. In such stories characters often say
yes or request participation in a particular sex act only under duress. (See
also “Non-con”).
DM

Draco Malfoy; used in fic headers to designate the character as part of a
pairing.

Drarry

A term for the Draco/Harry pairing; less commonly used than the
abbreviation H/D.

Feedback

Comments (usually positive, as opposed to “concrit,” see above) left in
response to a fanfic. On livejournal, feedback appears as threads of
discussion replying to the original post. In archives feedback commonly
appears on its own page or may be emailed to the author.

Fen

Collective designation for fans as a group.

Fest

An organized exchange of fan fic online in which participants submit
prompts or requests for particular stories, pairings, or events and other
participants claim and write those prompts. Some fests assign a single
prompt to a single author and conduct fic postings anonymously until the
conclusion of the fest when all authors are revealed at once; others are less
closely moderated and may allow multiple authors to write or draw a
single prompt.

Flame

A overtly hostile or aggressive comment or a personal attack left in
someone’s livejournal, on a forum, or posted to a listserve.

Gen

Fic that does not center on any sexual encounter or any romantic
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relationship.
GOF

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

HBP

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

Het

Heterosexual; fic with at least one heterosexual pairing or instance of
heterosexual sex.

Horcrux

In Potter canon, a material object into which a wizard has put a portion of
their soul; used by Voldemort to split his soul into seven pieces. Because
the creation of a Horcrux requires that a wizard commit murder, they are
considered among the most extreme of evils.

HP

Harry Potter; alternately used to designate the character as part of a
pairing (e.g. HP/DM) and for the Potter fandom as a whole.

JKR

Common abbreviation for J.K. Rowling.

JP

James Potter; used in fic headers to designate the character as part of a
pairing.

LJ

Livejournal blogging service or an individual fan’s livejournal.

LM

Lucius Malfoy; used in fic headers to designate the character as part of a
pairing.

Lust Meme

A type of meme hosted periodically in one user’s livejournal which invites
other users to post (anonymously if they wish) the names of of other
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users who they desire sexually. Threads build as other users post in
agreement, and sometimes with the user who has been named as their
object of desire posting in reply. “Love memes” and “Hate memes” work
on the same premise.
Mary-Sue

A female original character who is too well-loved and too infallible within
the diegesis; the Mary-Sue’s overwrought perfection and two-dimensional
characterization make her a common source of disdain among readers.
(Sometimes also called Gary-Sue or Marty-Sue in the case of male original
characters).

Meme

Any of a variety of Internet phenomenon circulated through blogs,
livejournals, and myspace accounts. Memes commonly involve the
participation of users who answer questions or (re)post images, either in
their own blog or in the blog of the user who is hosting the meme.

Mirror of Erised

A magical mirror which reflects back to the viewer the deepest

desires of their heart. Looking into this mirror in Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone, Harry sees himself surrounded by his parents and
members of an extended family he has never known, he is so absorbed by
the image that Dumbledore intervenes, removing the mirror and offering the
warning “It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live” (cite).
MPREG

Male Pregnancy; an abbreviation used in fic headers to denote the presence
of male pregnancy in the text; usually listed as a warning.

Muggle

A term from Potter canon for a non-magic person; often used among fans
to denote non-fans or those without knowledge of Potter fandom.
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Non-con

“Nonconsensual;” used as a warning label in fic headers to denote a story
in which at least one of the sexual encounters involves a non-consenting
partner. Non-con is the term which fans most often use for these stories;
“rape” is seldom used in fic headers.

OC

Original character; an abbreviation used in fic headers to denote the
presence of a character who is the original creation of the fan author. Also,
sometimes OMC (original male character) or OFC (original female
character). If the original character appears as part of a pairing, “OC” will
appear before or after the “/” (e.g. HP/OMC). “OC” is sometimes
considered a warning.

OotP

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

OTP

One true pairing; a romantic dyad that a particular fan interprets as either
exclusive or most compelling for the characters involved. (See also,
“Ship”).

POA

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

PWP

“Plot, what plot?” or “porn without plot;” used in fic headers to denote a
story whose raison d’être is the depiction of a sexual encounter between
the paired characters, with little or no surrounding context.

Rent boy

A hustler or male prostitute, chiefly British.

RL

Remus Lupin; used in fic headers to designate the character as part of a
pairing.
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rl

Sometimes capitalized, an abbreviation for “real life” (also sometimes “irl”
or “in real life); denotes a person’s interactions and activities offline and
(in most cases) outside of fandom.

RPS

Real Person Slash (sometimes also Real Person Fantasy); slash fiction
about actors rather than about the characters they perform on screen.

SB

Sirius Black; used in fic headers to designate the character as part of a
pairing.

Ship

Alternately used as a noun and a verb, denotes a fan’s preferred romantic
or sexual pairing, for example “Who do you ship?” and “Snarry shippers
are usually older than Harry/Draco shippers” (a common claim among
Potter slash fans).

Snack

A term for the pairing Snape/Black.

Snarry

A common term for the pairing Snape/Harry.

Snupin

A common term for the pairing Snape/Lupin.

Sockpuppet

A livejournal, blog, or other online identity that is secondary to, and
controlled by, a user’s primary online identity. Some sockpuppet journals
are created for the purpose of online roleplaying and announce themselves
as such, others purport to be real people with identities discrete from
those of their creator. Sockpuppet journals of the latter variety are a
notorious catalyst for wank and are commonly used for trolling and for
flames.
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Squick

Alternately used as a noun (“What are your squicks?”) and a verb (“Het
squicks me out”); a sexual practice that a particular fan dislikes reading or
writing in fic. Can denote anything from a mild dislike to a strong visceral
reaction against representations of the practice in question.

SS

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone

SS

Severus Snape; used in fic headers to designate the character as part of a
pairing.

Troll

Alternately used as a noun and a verb, denotes the presence of comment
poster whose only intent is to incite anger or to ignite a flame war in a
given thread or conversation online.

Warnings

A list, included in a fic header, of elements which some readers might
prefer to avoid. Fic headers may warn for both sexual and nonsexual
content, for example character death, spoilers, or out of character (OOC)
characterization. Warnings for sexual elements in a fic are usually very
specific and name particular acts that might not appeal to all readers (it is
conventional, for example, to warn for things like non-con, felching,
BDSM, rimming, object insertion, cross-species sex, or watersports.)

WB

Warner Brothers, the company which holds the rights to the Harry Potter
movies and thus to many of the visual representations of the Potterverse
which appear prominently in fandom.

WIP

Work in progress; a fic that is being posted chapter by chapter as it is
being written, considered by many readers to be a warning. Some fans will
not read WIP fics because of concern that the author might abandon the
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story before completion.
Wank

As defined by the community Fandom Wank, “Self-aggrandizing
posturing. Fannish absurdities. Circular ego-stroking. Endless flamewars.
Pseudointellectual definitions” and the unabashed mocking thereof.
Alternately used as a noun and a verb to denote the melodramatic excesses
and spectacle of online fandom as viewed by participants within online
fandom.
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